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AUTHORITY OF TRIBUNAL MUST

BE RECOGNIZED AND UPHE

at

First Step Toward Control of Depleted Transportation Facilities and Coal Supply Is Taken; I. C. C. Will Direct the Routing of All
Essential Commodities and;Fix Preference
' and. Priority Status to Control Movement
of Food and Fuel.

TROOPS BEING HELD
ARMORY AT BIRMINUHAM
Mobile, Ala., July 25. A long
distance message from Montgom- ery received here tonight says that
three military companies were ordered to mobolize by Governor
Thomas E. Kilby tonight In Birmingham ready for call to Albany.
Ala. Tho order calis for one machine gun company, which is fully
equipped, one company of infantry and one of cavalry.
The troops are being held In the
armory at Birmingham ready to

Washington, July 25 (by the Associated Press)
Support of the railroad labor board as the only agency start.
created by law for handling the transportation tie up, TROOPS ORDERED INTO
ONE KENTUCKY. COUNTY
acceleration of coal production under federal protection
and control of fuel distribution were given by administraFrankfort, Ky., July 25. Troops
tion spokesmen today as the three fundamentals of the were today ordered Into Belle
it was announced tonight
government's policy toward the industrial crisis involved county,
Edwin P. Morrow.
by Governor
in the coal and railroad strikes.
The troops were requested by the
sheriff
at
that
followed
point following alRestatement of the government's position
leged threats made against nonthe regular Tuesday meeting of the cabinet which, for union
men.
authorities appealed for
nearly three hours devoted its attention to the double County
was announced, when they
it
in aid,
threat against the country's economic fabrica-famin- e
feared they could not longer mainfuel and disruption of interstate, commerce.
tain order.

The first step toward control of, the industry, or o? tho institution
regulations
depleted
transportation facilities of government
Position Outlined.
and coal supply came shortly afterTn
the government
Inin
a statement from the
outlining
wards,
terstate Commerce Commission de- position in the railroad strike, adit had
claring that an emergency existed ministration spokesmen saidrailroad
tho
in the territory east of the Mis- been decided that
labor
board's
comstatutory authority to
sissippi which required the
mission to direct the routing of all determine wage and working conessential commodities and to fix ditions or railroad employes must
recognized and upheld, and that
preference and priority status to be
control movement of food and fuel, the attempts to operate mines In
of the miners union strike
spite
carriers Notified.
The priority order was followed must be continued until It is demnot enough men are
by a "general service order" from onstrated to that
work under state and
the commission, notifying "all willing
federal
protection to bring out an
common carriers" that an emertonnage.
gency existed which required them adequate
It was added that the administo disregard usual routing pracwas
tration
struggling to deal fairtice, freight rate divisions and
traffic arrangements so as to ob- ly with tothe entangled rights of all
the widespread Industrial
tain the most expeditious move- parties
controversies, but intended abovo
ment of essential freights.
to
uphold the majesty and digeffective
tomorrow, all
Becoming
the commission's mandates give nity of the government of : tho
railroads first priority on 'fuel re- United States., no"
that
There wa'
concealing
quirements, with' electrlo power,
grave concern had been given govlight, gas, water and sewer works, ernment
reverified
officials
by
ice plants serving tho public, and
the dwindling
ports concerning
refrigeration plants engaged In of
coal output.
Almost no new
preservation of food, following In production
in
has been attained
the order named.
unionized
coal fields
Pennsylvania
Proposed appointment of a fed- since
troop protection has been
eral commission to Investigate the
produccoal industry received further sup- furnished, and
tion in West Virginia, Tennessee
port today In a resolution Intro- and
has
dropped far beKentucky
duced in the senate by Chairman
low levels maintained In June,
Borah of the labor committee.
May Call Conference.
Mr. Borah suggested the comThe possibility was said to have
mittee be composed of three mem- been
n
In the cabinet
ndvanced
bers, appointed by the president,
that the president might call
and that it recommend the advis"onttnueii on Pago Two.;
ability Jf necessary of nationalizing
-

.

'

The use of troops in Belle county, is the first forcible action of
the state since Governor Morrow
approved the recent presidential
proclamation in reference to mining operations.

50.000

CLOAK,

SUIT

W0RKERSLEAVE

suit industry in this city left their
a general "stoppage"
directed against the smaller manufacturing establishments or "sweat
shops" said a statement issued by
Benjamin Sehlesinger, president of
the international ladles garment
workers' union.' The workers
a.
week, pay for
holidnys and time and a half for
overtime.
-- About 800
of the 2.S0Q shops vacated have agreed to the demands,
it was said.

Jobs today in

CLERKS' STRIKE

non-uni-

AVERTED

ON

SOUTHERN ROAD

(R.r The Awirlarrd TrcM.)
Washington, July 25. An agreement has been signed at Chattanooga, Tenn., between officials of
the Brotherhood of Railway Clerl.s
land the Southern railway, which
"definitely averts tho threatened
walkout of clerks on tho Southern
'and its affiliated linos, local offi
cials of the brotherhood announced
tonight.
The agreement was formally
signed this afternoon, according to
the message received by the local
union chiefs, and comprised concessions from both sides, the employes accepting a reduction of
from 3 to 4 cents an hour and a
reduction in mlnimun entrance sal
aries, while the management agreed
to grant twelve days' wicatlon with
pay annually, full pay foi a definite
are callable at the expiration of period during sickness and half holtwenty years. This time limit Is idays on Saturday.
now passed and the county treasThe agreement affects some six
urer points out to the county com- thousand clerks throughout the
mission that a part of each Issue Southern system. The annual vacan now e paid.
cation privilege has been genera!!
Convert Bonds.
granted, according to officials of
The county now holds $18,666.6" the road, but now is to be placed
bonds
of
worth
purchased tn writing for the first time. Tho
Liberty
out of the fund provided for retir- reduction accepted by the clerka
ing the first issue of county re- was described as an adherence to
There is now the provisions of decision 1,074 of
funding bonds.
$7,389.24 in cash In this particular the railroad labor board.
sinking fund. This makes a total
of $26,055.91 available for paying
GRANTED INJUNCTION.
off a part of the first issued bonds.
San Fiancisco, July 24. The
$13,333.33
worth
bonds
and Santa Fe
Liberty
Atchison. Topeka
are held out or monejr from the Railway company was granted a
sinking fund raised U pay the sec-is temporary restraining order by the
ond issue of bonds and there
United States district court today
$3,766.79 in cash in this fund, mak- against interference with the operavailable
of
$17,100.12
ation of its shops and round houses
ing a total
to pay off bonds of this lssuo.
by anyone, as a, result of the shopThe county treasurer's idea, as men's strike. The order was made
is
returnable Thursday. July 27.
suggested to the county board,
to convert the liberty bonds Into
WOMAN IS ARRESTED.
cash and retire approximately 40
TTuntino-tnW Vn.. Jlllv J!Ii. .
of the county bonds, which are In
thus having Alice Hazard, a striking Chesapeake
$1,000 denominations,
the difference In the Interest rate and Ohio railroud telephone opera
which amounts to approximately tor, was arresiea nere last iuki",
charged with violating a federal
$4,000.00 a year.
.ntirt iTHminHm. tpRtrnininc strik
Trouble Ahead?
When the bonds become payable ers from interfcrring with opera
ne was cnargen
tion or tne roaa.
In 1931, the county commissioner
will bo obliged to make special ar- with calling a working operator "a
rangements for retiring the entire scab."
two issues .of bonds, due to not
enough money having been collected in the special levy with which
The two
to meet the obligations.
issues of bonds, amounting to
$184,200.00 are to be paid out of
a sinking fund raised by a special
tax levy.
Twenty-on- e
years have passed
and this fund now only amounts to
Tuciunearl, N. M., July 25.
$43,000.00, only a
approximately
At a meeting of union raillittle more than
of the
way employes here Inst night
required amount. This Is probably
a committee was npiwluted
due to the fact that Interest Is a
and instructed to wire nil
can
fund
be
and
floating
applied
union heuds requesting perte any department or fund. The
mission tn walk out unless tho
interest from the accumulating
23 United Slntes marshals stafund has been distributed In this
tioned hero for tho protection
manner,, thus cutting the amount
of E. P. & 8. W. property and
which might have been kept In
were withdrawn.
employes
the sinking fund.
United States marshals were
It Is probable, officials point
hero
by request, of
brought
out, that tho county will be reP. & 8. W. ofP.ekilM following
to
vote
another bond lssie
nn outbreak of striking men
quired
to cover the complete payment of
here hint week. Tim ihite net
the two refunding Issues when
In the request whs to be not
they become due in 1931.
later than July 26.

BE CONSIDERED BY BOARD TODAY

Plan Suggested By County Treasurer, Ed
Swope Who Proposes Cashing in Liberty
Bonds Held in Sinking Fund; Deal Would
Save County $4,000 in Interest Each Year.

s

$4,-00-

.

WEATHER

I

FORECAST.

July 25. Now
.Mexico:
fair south,
Wednesday,
'
north portion;
thundershowerg
fair
south,
Thursday,
possibly show-er- a
north portion; not much change
ii temperature.
Denver,

Colo.,

Arizona:
Wednesday
Thursday,
fair;
;liange In temperature.

and prob-ibl- y
not lhuch

; LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hour ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
90
Highest temperature
63
Lowest
27
Rang
.
76
Mean i
63
Humidity it 6 a. m.,
27
Humidity at I p. m
0
Precipitation
20
Wind velocity
..South
Direction of wind..
Character of day... .Partly cloudy

...........

.......

...

.

UNIONISTS ASK
WITHDRAWAL OF
U. S. MARSHALS

one-four- th

-

v,W m

OPERATE MINES
IS

til

FHE. SAYS
JO

L. LEWIS

resentatives of Producers Proposal Has Contributed to
the Pending Fuel Famine;
Th AkouHiiIfiI I'reM.)

TninM

lij

Asks Operators to Meet
Washington, July 25 (by the Associated Tress.) Mobilized to meet
in Conference,
Men
fuel
the crisis of a nation-wid- e
shortage, federal agencies, producA SINGLE UNION
ing operators and railroad traffic NOT
experts awaited tonight tho word
MINER RESUMES WORK
from President Harding to set in
motion the administration's ma- American
Diggers Won't Be
chine for emergency coal control.
Driven Back at Starvation
Groundwork for the operation of
the emergency fuel rationing proWages and Under Non-Uni- on
gram was laid today by the interConditions.
state commerce commission, which
declared an emergency existed on
(Bv The A..oi.'iafed Tr,..)
the railroads east of the Mississippi
New York. July 23. Declaring
river. Tills formal announcement that the government's
"fantastic
of the carriers' inability to serve the schemes" to
coal mines
the
reopen
neof
in
the transportation
public
cessities opened the way for the dis- were a complete failure, and that
tribution of coal under the plan the delay they had occasioned conunanimously adopted by represent- tributed to a pending fuel famine.
atives of the producing fields in
L. Lewis, president of the
conference with Secretary Hoover. John
union, tonight reInternational
Directing Agency.
Probable residence of future U. S. vice presidents.
The directing
agency for the newed his invitation to operators
machine a presidential to settle the strike by Joint con
Congress is being urged to pur- son, at Sixteenth
and Fuller tho United States. It is considered emergency
committee chosen from the inter- chase tho uncompleted residence streets, Washington, D. C, as the likely that the
will act LtatB commerce commission, tho de ference.
"The attempt to reopen the
building of Mrs. John B. Hendor- - iuluid uume uj. vice presmems oi lavoraoiy.
.,f commerce, iustice and
interior with Secretary Hoover as mines by assembling and parading
will be named by Presi- engines of war to awe American
chairman
dent Harding tomorrow, according citizens," his statement continued,
This "would be a national farce, did it
officials.
to administration
committee, with the air of an ad- not possess the elements of tragministrative committee of operators, edy."
!
railroad traffic experts and probaHis plea for Immediate resumpbly representatives of public utili- tion of negotiations between operAGAINST BOXING
ties, will direct the activities of local ators and mlnevs was based on
committees of operators in main- what he termed the complete failefforts
taining fair prices and In distribut- ure of the government's
ing fuel to the carriers andofother
which, he asserted, have been the
preorder
in
the
utilities
B
net result of governmental atpublic
interstate tempts
Carded
Exhibition
Streams and Water Sup- ference established by the
to avert a fuel famine. Mr.
suitcommerce commission, as best
Lewis remained firm, however, for
Bouts Are Turned Into
Continue
the
general a national conference to include
Low; Crops, ed to serve the needs of
plies
One Fight to Comply With Representative of a Newly
all coal operators, and reiterated
Range and Stock Suffer public.
Tw o orders, both based on its dein the refusal of his organization to
New York Boxing Law.
From Lack of Moisture. claration hat an emergency
Organized Ministerial Asor negotiate new wage conwere issued confer
transportation existed, The
i
tracts by districts.
disociation
ChamWants
first
(Sie,-laCorrespondence to The Juurnttl.) by the commission. over the United
Goes to Philadelphia.
"j The AuMiclated Treu.)
all
railroads
New York, July 26. News of an
.Santa Fe, July 25. There was rected
The mine workers' chief tonight
pionship Go Stopped.
not enough rainfall to make any States to disregard usual or ques- went to Philadelphia where
tounannounced
and unballyhooed,
in favor
of
contioned
shipments
material
in
routing
the
drouth
change
(B.t The Awwirlatril Prmu.)
honest to goodness encounter for
would expedite morrow he will meet the five union
as
dursuch
over
of
ditions
routing
state
the
A
N.
25.
generally
J
district
Jurscy City,
presidents,
July
representing
tho world's
heavyweight boxing
congestion, 310,000 anthracite
ing the week ending today, It Is movement and avoid
and bituminous
against the holding of the shown
In tho bulletin Issued by the while the second established a sys- miners In
title, in which Jack Dempsey suc- protrst Leonard-Lewho have
Pennsylvania
in
Tendler light- federal weather bureau, ai water tem of preference and priorities
cessfully defended his crown In a Benny
been Idle during the 17 weeks of
four round tilt against Jimmy weight boxing championship contest supplies are steadily diminishing. shipments over all roads cast of the strike. From Philadelphia he will
Mississippi.
Darcy of Portland, Oregon, last at Boyle's Thirty acres Thursday The report Bays:
go to Washington, to await further
"The week was warm and partly
Though the preference system results of federal attempts to
night in Buffalo, leaked out here night was made to Mayor Hague
mandate,
second
in
the
sketched
local
with
thunderstorms,
today.
today by Rev. Harvey I Wyatt, cloudy, over the north
2J, bring about a resumption of coal
half of the entitled service order number
The boxing commission of the
for the society of New Jer- mostly
bo given digging.
should
Insufwere
state.
said
that
priority
generally
state vorif ie(J the- fact. "Yes,!" said acting
They
"Ten days have elapsed since
sey for the prevention of crime, a
ficient, and streams and water sup- in the movement of food, livestock,
Secretary Harry Barchell, "it was
organized ministerial associatpresident directed operators
..ioinDhin
nrndticts and coal and the
while crops,
low,
plies continue
a championship bout, although, It. newly
. -.- .
....
.. minVrs are on' strike to rewhose
ion.wore.
detnlls
of
its
'
are
and
stock
air
range
generally
other fuels,
wasn't to have been. But we Bee
quite
sume the production of coal." said
Dr. Wyatt told the mayor that the
suvr,.,-menioislure.
of
lack
from
to
uie
devoted
suffering
to it that the boxing laws are up- Tendler-Leonar- d
facilitating
Mr. Lewis, following which he
uffulr would be
counties are ill the best
held In this state."
plan for distributing coal.
demoralizing. Ho asked the mayor Northeast
telegraphed the governors of comDirections to liaiiroHiis.
Dempsey. neeordlne to the nost- - ' to see to It, if the fight actuu'.ly did condition, but even these districts
monwealths urging them to accord
Railroads were directed to sup- military protection
ors nrt thf blllhonrrtn nf rtnff:iirv take place, that the law for the are lacking in moisture, and corn,
to ai coal comsuch
are
"for
mines
to
fodder
and
cars
crops
beans,
coal
ritnge
was to have met threo of his spar- punishment of crime was enforced.
ply
panies employing strike breakers.
time
while
from
and
as
large
may
struggling,
poor
purposes
The mayor thanked me and salu areas are so in central and west special
ring partners, including Darcy in
"Despite this policy," tho stateto time be designated by tho com- ment
one round exhibitions.'
Buffalon nothing more,"
Dr. Wyatt said
Mr. Lewis conissued
counties, where much stock is poor mission or Its agent therefor," the tinued, "not aby
ians ' paid a comparatively small 'later.
union miner
and thin and losses continue. The agent mentioned being the presi- has returned tosingle
admission foe to see the champion
Counsel for the ministerial
vork.
It must
is favoring irri- dential committee which will di- now
unaware that for a pit- - elation had little hope of prevent-fanc- e warmth, however,
be
to
obvious
all
that the
are
and
these
speThese
generally
crops,
distribution.
gated
coal
rect
were
to see a world ing the match, but that It wa3 going
miner will not be driven
they
Tho harvest of small
well.
cared for, American
boxing title hang in tho balance. to see. in the next legislature, a re doing continues in northern valleys, cial needs having been to
use all back to work nat starvation wages
were directed
carriers
Just efore the exhibitions were vision of the boxing law and wanted grain
and
conditions ny
marketing in equipment for transporting fuel, any under
to start, Dempsey's managers were to show that it had left nothing un- and threshing and while
fanfare of trumpets or vain
the third first to railroads and other comcentral and sonlh,
handed a telegram from the box- done to preve-nthe Leonard-Tend-lThe
in
display.
presence of
cutting of alfalfa is under way
mon carriers; second, to public military
ing commission, advising that unfight.
south and second in north. Ship- utilities, street railways, power, state troops In large numbers In
der the law Dempsey would bo
communities where no transgresments of cantaloupes have begun,
gas, water and sewer works, sions of the law has occurred
conpermitted to meet but one opponalso early apples, pears, peaches light,
to
third,
and
hospitals;
ice
ent and the bout should also, In
plants
well
stitutes a menace to domestic
and plums. Cotton Is doing
local, state and fedgovernmental,
accordance with the law bo a deare
and
creates
a
Insects
situation
and setting heavily.
eral bodies: and. fourth this ap tranquility
cision.
rather trying in many districts. on- - plying only to coal carriers reach- repugnant to the ideals of every
Darcy, a light heavyweight, was
showers
Light
Vir- - free born American.
"Albuquerque
selected and Dempsey performed,
f?nrn in ing Pennsylvania, Ohio, West
"The principles of collective bari.u Link ,,.niM-!,riirana
Tennessee
Kcntucky,
a little livelier perhaps than he
GRAND
iK'nJa
wheal
are at stake and tho right
gaining
good;
the
looking
valley
Lake
via
for
shipments
had intended.
The champion reto employment at a living wage
is
harvest under way; range very dry. Alabama
ports.
Lake
to
Superior
Erie
ceived the decision.
ports
an issue which must be considhot, dry
"El Paso Unusually
Domestic fuel coal generally was ered.
As a result Darcy enjoys the disweek and range needing rain again.
the next place in the prefertinction of being the only pugilist
"The coal strike, now in its sevA FRAUD
Cotton excellent and setting bolls given
list.
to stay the "limit" with Dempsey
enteenth week, involving more
Pear and cantaloupe ship- ence
heavily.
dito
were
forbidden
Railroads
since he won tho title; and of havthan 600.000 men and affecting
ments under way and grapes ripenvert or reconslgn shipments ex- the welfare of our nation
ing lasted
longer . against tho
is. In iting. Third cutting of alfalfa begun
for
needed
be
as
Aiiwirlalcd
The
they
Treu.)
cept
might
conditions.
(Bj
champion than Georges Carpentler,
favorable weather
of self a colossal Industrial tragedy
order
use
the
under
Los Angeles, July 25. Major under
a
under
Fred Fulton, Jess Wtllard, Gunsuperior
and
which reflects no credit upon our
Corn in good condition,
classification set for them. They
Max Elser of the United States various stages
boat Smith or Carl Morris,
of development.
antiquated industrial relations or
And' Dempsey had a good work- army quartermaster corps and
One of the hottest were further required to disconAmerican statesmanship.
"Roswell
tinue use of cars suitable for coal
out.
Captain Frank Tingley, also in-of weeks of record no rain abnormMiners Anv;ous to Settle.
and
exthe United States army, were
in
other
traffic,
any
shipment
low humidity, necessitating
"The miners are anxious to setwere
dicted today by the federal grand ally
mines
not
Commercial
railroads
serving
cessive irrigation.
tle this
and resume the ProJury here, together with six deal- peach crop ripening. Range good required to begin dally deliveries duction strike
of coal. We are ready to
CZAR
In army supplies, charged to fair east, fair to poor west of of suitable coal ears to coal car
IS ers
with conspiring to defraud the
(Continued on Page Two.
riers.
United
States government
by valley.
been fallhave
Rains
"Springer
such
supsales
of
manipulating
things
ing in this section, Achangingdistricts
plies at Camp Kearney.
few
IN
the better.
The dealers are Daniel,' Joe and for
late in getting the showers,
Ike Oreenberg, Ben Sugarman, were
and pastures
Ed Hirsch and Allan Harris. but generally range benefited,
and
been greatly
The Indictments were returned tn have
renewed.
streams
and
water
holes
RACE the United States district court "Tres Piedras A shower
the
and bench warrants were ordered
but there
some
of
was
benefit,
23rd
issued.
of saving the crops.
Elser and Tingley.' according tq is little hope
'
'
dry
Warm,
Br The Amoclaled frml
"Fort Stanton
attorUnited
the
States
'district
Columbus, Ohio, July 23 (by the
weather and crops and ranges aro
sales
of
had
office',
ney's
charge
caband
Associated. Press.) Czar AVorthy, of east off
. Grasshoppers
Supplies at Camp suffering.
dochampion
trottina
and arranged with the bage worms are numerous and
gelding, for whom Thomas E. Kearney,
to conduct auc- ing dartiage.
other
defendants
Small
College
Murphy last' fall received $26,000 tions
War-Tim- e
"Agricultural
which
from Henry Bowles, of Springfield, made Itunder' conditions
grain crops are harvested of and
dealthese
for
possible
alrif
Mass., today won his first race
to be the solo bidders, and threshed.- Tho third cutting with
the season, when he defeated a big ers
well under way,
supplies at prices much falfa is now
field of 2:11 trotters In the Shepard to get the
It is claimed, than would favorable weather. Cantaloupe crop
lower,"
and Swisher stake, the feature have been
to begin. Early
the ease bad there rendv for shipments
event of today's grand circuit pro- been
on the market.
general bidding. Dan Green-ber- g apples ripe andLAcai
snowers nnvv
gram at the Columbus driving park.
"Las Vcgal
as auctioneer at these
(BY TUIfl ASSOCIATED PltESS.)
to reThe laurel Hall was a contender sales, acted
char- occurred, but not sufficient
the
district
attorney
Kansas, July 23 (by right to put up a card in mi
in th,e first two heats, finishing seclievo the dryness and restore water thoEmporia.
business
a
associate
ges,
although,
The bar- window if ho wants to. But when
Associated
Press)
ond and then was drawn for the of the other dealers.
conditions."
rages "Henry and Me" heard on Bill put up that sympathy card
third mile on account of lameness.
the battle front of France were he was
Onter the Brewer, by virtue of his
Joining in the movement
3 TENNIS FAVORITES
echoes compared to the bombardCAR
to break down tho1 efforts of th
taking second place In tho last heat, REFRIGERATOR
Allen
ment
Governor
of
Henry
waa accorded second place ln the
runWIN THEIR MATCHES
on his pal. William Allen railroads to keep the trains
SHORTAGE IS FEARED
race. Czar Worthy trotted the secthe most danin' a speech on the Kansas ning. He became
white,
ond heat in 2:04 Vt.
movomeut
in
the
figure
Rye, N. Y., July 23. Three State Normal auditorium platform gerous
Tho 2:12 class pace saw Abbacy,
(I); The AMnclnlcd ruO
because of the faith so many hav
tournament favorites, Mrs. Molls
this morning. Mr. White intro- In
the favorite, distanced the heat.
Sacramento,
Calif., July 25.
so we had
SutAnd
his
Mrs.
Judgment.
May
BJurstedt Mallory,
duced the governor.
Lulu Brooke won the race in
of President Hor- ton
to single Bill out because he is
Miss Lesllo Banand
Bundy
a
manner
In
govthe
was
friendly
to
directed
the
was
ding
tonight
arrest is o great
straight heats. Colonel Sparks
croft won their third round ernor took his political friend and a leader. His
second.possibility of a refrigerator
to him."
New York war time
in
tho
compliment
matches
today
to
for
task
companion
Fagan won the 2:14 class pace af- shortage In California as a reIt was governor's day at the
tennis championhis defiance of the
and
ter dropping the first heat to Lady sult of the railroad strike a id State atwomun's
Kansas Normal, ooening a drive
Green Meadow club attorney- general's governor's
the
ship
the
interpretation
of
the
"prospective Inability
Todd, who finished second.
advanced to tho round before of the industrial court regarding for $250,000 for a memorial studto return equipment and
In the
trot, Jane carriers
l.
th.
of striker's placards ent union building and stadium.
the
Revere, .the Axworthy filly, won promptly," In a "telegram sent
Mr. White was on the program
the Los Angeles whichposting
Mrs.
Bundy,
resulted In White's arrest as
the
executive by Governor W.
handily, defeating a field of five. D.
title
national
a friend of the school.
held
the
who
star,
last
week.
She lowered her record, 2:11
Stephens.
to
two games in
Governor Allen made It plain
The governor not only bombar
The telegram declared that the in 1904, losttwoonly opponents
2:10
In the final heat.
In
the action .taken against Mr.
situation Is "bound to bring about defeatingsets. After drawing a bye ded Mr. White oratorleally but that
his guns on former Gover- White wes for the purpose of
serious and Irreparable losses to straight
she ran turned
In
the
round,
MUTINY AT PRISON IS
first
nor
with whom the gov- enforcing the law, not to deprtv
the farmers of California in the
win ernorStubbs,
through 12 straight gamls to Now
any one of his constitutional
differs politically.
immediate future,"
; BEING
from Mrs. It. Stokes, of
JNVESTIGATED
should arise In Em- right.
"If
trouble
in
second
the
York.
Governor Allen said, "Will
"What we need In this counBRACELET IS STOLEN.
(Special Correspondence to The .luumiil.)
tound and disposed of Miss Mary poria,"
White would be a brigadier In try now more than anything jlso."
Banta Fe. July 25. An Investl- Paris, July 25 fbv the Associated I'.eaton of New York.
the posse which would go out to added the governor, "is a feelMrs. uurnee Munn, daugn in the third bracket.
gaiion into the recent mutiny
protect law and order. I've been ing of obligation to our governprisoners at the state nenltentlsrv ter of Rodman Wanamaker, of Niv
with Bill under all conditions and ment, to our laws and ohediemv
RESIGNATION ACCEPTED.
here, which resulted In the killing York, has been robbed of a platiI know he Is not dangerous. Hi to authority. It is tho duty of
of one prisoner and the wounding num bracelet, set with gems valued
'Washington, July 25. President wouldn't hurt a flea.
every citizen to obey the laws. It
of five others by the guards, is now at 250,000 francs, according to an Harding has accepted the resigna"The only time Bill White is was the ruling of the chief law
being conducted by the board of announcement by Le Jourmil today. tion of Elmer Dover, Taconiu, dangerous
Is when ho sits down officer
of this state that thf
Gov. Several of the cleverest detectives Wash., as assistant secretary of tho before a double action
commissioners.
penitentiary
typewriter posting of the signs constituted
M. C. Mechem requested the board of Paris have been
In
to
the
internal
.of
assigned
at a time like this and writes out a violation of the law. In th.it
charge
to go into the matter thoroughly case but so far they have developed treasury
revenue and customs, it was an his emotions.
they tended to intimidate tho
no plausible clues,
and report its findings.
nounced today at the. White House, , "1, Bill or any one else has the who wanted to work,"
; s

JACK DEMPSEY PROTEST FILED
DEFENDS TITLE
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RETIREMENT OF $43,000 OF THE
COUNTY REFUNDING BONDS IS TO

Retirement of $43,000 of the Issue of 101 Bernalillo county refunding bonds and a resultant saving of approximately $4,000 a year
to the county Is proposed by County Treasurer Ed Swope In a letter
sent to the county commissioners
yesterday for their consideration
tit their meeting this morning.
The payment of tho bonds which
are now callable at the option of
the county would be made through
raising cash by the sale of Liberty
bonds purchased several years ago
out of the sinking funds being accumulated for the payment of the
bond Issues. The difference In the
interest being drawn on the Liberty-bondand the interest paid on the
0
ounty bonds would make the
Baving for the county.
Two refunding bond issues were
tiade by the county during 1901.
The first Issue carrying 5 per cent
The
'nterest was for $108,200.
ssue was dated July 1. The second
same
Irwue was for $78,000 at the
nte of interest and was dated
mber 1, 1901.
Both Issues are for a period of
liirty years from issue date, but
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(II j The Atnnrlnled Prem.)
New York,
July 25. Practically
50,000 workers in the cloak and

IS

;

UN 0

Way Is Opened for Distribution of Coal Under
Plan Approved By Rep-

j
I

(By Tbi Awtiorliilefl PreM.l

Austin, Texas, July 25. Martial
law has been declared at Denison.
Five infantry companies of the
142nd regiment here are assemb-lln- g
supplies and will move out on
a special train at 7 p. m. tonight.
Hangers called to Denisou will be
shifted to Childress and Sherman
under the "open port" law. These
admissions came from Governor
Neff at 5:20 p. m. today.

1

OJJT LINED

PLAN

Five

Infantry Companies of
the 142nd Regiment Are
to Be Sent to the Scene
of Strike Disorders.

EDITION

Dally hy Carrier or Mall. 5c a Mimfh
Single Copies 6o

Congress May Purchase Mansion
For Vice President's Residence

Ill EFFECT AT

CITY

8

DIETED

JURY

I

CHARGE

.

WORTHY

INNER
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GOV. ALLEH RELEASES VERBAL

BARRAGE ON HIS OLD FRIEND,

TROTTING

"BILL" WHITE, KANSAS EDITOR

State's Chief Executive, In a Friendly Manner,
Takes His Political Friend and
Companion to Task for His Defiance of the
Industrial Court Law.
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PARTYREPORTE
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D

SAWYER
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service and such action as may be
LABOR BOARD IS ONLY
POLLUTING OF RIVER
necessary will be taken to
the
TO BE INVESTIGATED polluting of tho stream. C. stop
AGENCY FOR HANDLING
N. Tar-be- tt
of El Paso, a sanitary engiTHE RAILROAD TIEUP Santa Fe,
July 80. An investi- neer of the public health service,
gation is to be made of the pollut- has been in Santa Fe in consulta(Continued from Page One.)
in
Colorado
of the Animas river tion with Dr. G, E. Luckett, diing
which flows
San Juan rector of the state bureau of public
another conference of the miners' county of thisthrough
state, causing ty- health. Tarbett hopes by getting
union officials and coal mine oper- phoid in the towns
of Aztec,
suggestions from the authorities of
the
ators, this time including
Kirtland and Frultland. the two states to be able to apply
spokesmen of operating associa- The investigation will be conducted remedial
measures without
tions in West Virginia and Penn- by the United States public health
to
were
not
who
willing
sylvania
attend the former meetings.
President Harding was said to
feel that bituminous Industry had
too many tminers and too many
mines, and to have advanced a proClean-Qear-a- nd
posal that wage contracts should
hereafter guarantee workers 280
a
with
a
penyear,
working days
alty clause against employers who
failed to operate mines accordingHeavier-bodieThe plan met with "scant
ly.
bewas
when
It
said,
favor,"
put
fore operators and miners some
weeks ago.
It was also pointed out that the
The clean, clear, golden
miners' license requirements under
color of Texaco Motor Oil
Illinois, Indiana snd Pennsylvania
state laws, the latter applying parproves its purity.
ticularly to the anthracite region,
made It impossible to build up any
Better engine perform-

FRENCH DIPLOMAT
RETURNS TO U. S.
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Wator Pntc
Fnninp fliit fif President's Personal PhysicWS.V
ian Also Stands in the
Commission and Picnick
All
at
Wav of Proper Care for
Out
ers Stay
Night
Vets, Says Sprague.
Hot Springs.

WftAlVl

I VJ

(Snecinl rirrenomlenrc

o The Journnl.)

a Siaie

uveal muicij
foar when the party, consisting
of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. James. Dr.
and Mrs. Russell nnd Allen Meyers,
was reported missing on the lake
and that the. lake had been patrolled by the large government
boat all night without results.
The party hud embarked in a
email raolor boat and gone up the
lake Sunday morning for the ride
and to do some fishing. They went
'ashore for dinner about seven
above
Kettle mountain,
miles
which is a landmark about IS
miles above the dam. While the
party was ashore the wind rose
and mo waves ran so iiign as 10
wash over the boat, and the water
put the engine out of commission.
Three futile efforts were made to
get the engine to work, but the
d
responfo it mado to
the nilot's coaxing were short
ns
and
the wind was (strong
lived,
and the waves dangerously high,
the party decided to spend the
'iiight ashore and wait for help or
.till the wind went down. They accordingly built a signal fire on a
point near the lake but the spin-drifrom, the waves put it out
rind the- fire had to be built at a
distance from the shore.
As all the party were without
wraps and in thin garb the experience of marooned sailors woi'M
have been unpleasant had there
not been plenty of wood at hand
to supply the large camp-fir- e
which, by the way, was r.ot seen
at all by the searching party.
Search Is Ilogun.
By daylight yesterday morning
available
boat on the lake
very
liad joined in the search and cars
were leaving Hot Springs at short
Intervals to assist. The search was
confined to the lower half of the
jaiLc. oa nitric is un uniuunuea superstition that the upper part of
the lake is beset by a myriad dangers not known below. While the
tager searchers were patrolling the
naiciB unu every muu imei
cnu7
or bny of the lower lake the lost
party was sculling down the middle of the lake, 6trictly unobserved
by all watchers, and feeling much
Blighted and Ignored.
They were
not discovered until they were
within less than a half mile of the
Klephant butte, where Mr. Ware
tied onto their boat and towed
them into the boat harbor.
. The
party at no time was in
great danger, but a few minutes
after they landed for the last time
the wind rose and the waves ran
so high that it would have been n
perious risk to have tried to carry
them In a small boat.
The Elephant Butte Boat ' eiub
was well represented at the weekly picnic. Sunday, more than half
or. ine charter members
being on
hand to enjoy the fine catch of
bass that graced the picnic supper
table.
Mr. I,eo F, Smith, president:
Geo. Muntr, secretary, and
It.- - A.
Howard, treasurer, state the club
U strictly social and has
a'present
membership of 30, representing
Kncorro, Hot Springs, EI Paso and
Hlllsboro.
Their effort will be to
f
assist the Tlftnlamiltlnn Co.-.- .l
protecting the shade trees along
the shore, and ti n.hin. .- -j
miO

Ol

;

j

half-hearte-

'

i

ft

promote fraternity and
socially among the towns
resented on the club's roster.

rep-

GRAND JURY UNABLE TO
UNEARTH EVIDENCE
TO
WARRANT
INDICTMENTS
'

B

f

Th AunHaled Treta.)

Moultrie, Ga., July 25. The
county grand jury, which was
called Into special Besslon
today to
investigate the lynching near here
of
William
Anderson,
negro,
charged with an attempted attack
on a white girt, adjourned
late today because of the inability to secure evidence sufficient to warrant
Indictment, it was announced.
The only thing
out, It
was said, was that brought
the negro was
stolen early Monday by an unidentified man from three men who had
caught him, and brought him to
Moultrie, to deliver to the authorl-ties- .
While the three were seeking
the sheriff the man leaped Into the
automobile containing the negro
and drove off, It was said, and several hours later the negro's bodv
was found. The car, meanwhile
had been returned.
;

Col-tiui- tt

A French bride received from
a friend a silver sugar-bowith
n. map of the world engraved on
it. , and on this map the route
lhat the newly married couple
were about to take in the coursi;
of their honeymoon
tour was

marked.

(By The Aniicinled Prut.)
Indianapolis, Ind., July 25.
Calling of a special session of the
legislature to repcnl the miners'
qualification law and to enact such
other legislation as may be necessary in the coat strike situation
has been suggested to Governor
McCray, It was learned tonight.
This step, it was said, would follow the failure of attempts by the
governor to bring about a state
conference to adjust differences
between miners and operators In

f
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Answers to Questions.

J

(Any reader can get the answer
to any question by writing the AlJournal Information
buquerque
Bureau, Frederic J. Haskln, Director, Washington, D. C. This offer applies strictly to information.
The bureau cannot give advice on
legal, medical, and financial matters. It doea not attempt to settle
domestic troubles, nor to undertake exhaustive research on any
subject. Write your question plainly and briefly. Give full name and
address and enclose two cents In
stamps for return postage. All replies are sent direct to the In-

Allan A. Rjan.

their health and their minds in devotion to duty or how their fami
lies look upon these men who went
out in the strength of their youth
to invest their life in their nation's

Allan A. Ryan's success in engineering the famous "Stutz coup"
in 1920 is ascribed as the reason
for the bankruptcy of --Ulan A.
Ryan & Co. in New York with
service."
liabilities of $32,435,477 and assets
Asked to "Stand Aside."
of but $643,633. Ryan was ex.
Appealing to General Sawyer to
from the exchange shortly
"stand aside," Col. Sprague said: polled his
sensational clean-u- p
of quirer.)
,
"Over 4,600 mental cases are still after
confined in contract institutions the alleged "wise ones" and his deand that of the remaining 4,715 cline started forthwith.
Q. What first ba soman holds
the record for errorless games?
victims of mental disorders only
S. M. H.
3,500 are in government instituA. Stuffy Mclnnis of the Clevetions devoted entirely to their
land Indians holds the record at
care."
first base for fielding with 167 erQuoting from a letter received
rorless games. On Decoration day
from General Sawyer, in which
1921, he was charged with an error
the chief
said: "I am TEACH
and his next offense came in a
convinced that tho peak of hosthis year played on the tenth
game
been
pitalization has
passed" and
of June.
that the government had sufficient
Q. Is thorc any state where
beds, except in two districts, Col.
OF EARTH
poison ivy doe not grow? W. 11.
Sprague replied:
A chart showing the relative
A.
"It is almost unbelievable that,
distribution of this plant marks no
having satisfied
congress that
poison ivy in Iowa. It Is most prothese hospitals are needed and
that they should be built to capac- Nebraska Pedagog Says Its lific on the states bordering on the
Atlantio ocean. The states west of
ity that we now have to reply to
Principal Object Is to the Mississippi are comparatively
your statement that they are unnecessary.
Show Human Beings How Immune.
Q. Who Invented tho rest cure?
"The reply of tho American Leto Get Along Together. J. T, c;.
gion nnd every real American is
A.
Dr. S. Weir Mitchell In 1875
'give these men the best care that
first advocated the mothod of
medical science can provide in (Special toriespondenr
)
Jn i
(o n-Las Vegas, N. M., July 25. Dr. treatment for cases of nervous
government institutions maintained at the highest standard of J. W. Searson, professor of journal- prostrations end various conditions
characterize by poor blood and
and administration
equipment
ism and EngliBh in the University lack of muscular
and nervous tone
and near to their own homes so of
Nebraska, completed a week of which became known as the rest
that, if rehabilitated they can be lecture
work here with the delivery cure.
returned to civil life with greater
Q. What city In this country Is!
ease, and if doomed to hospitaliza- of the summer school baccalaureate known
ns tho Modern Rome? N. S.
tion they can bo nearest those Sunday evening.
Las Vegas cerA.
Richmond, Va.. which was'
whom they love best.' "
tainly knows how to take advantage originally built on seven hills, was
The controversy between Gen- of her opportunities when there is
called the Modern Rome.
eral Sawyer and the legion official a good speaker in town. Dr. Sear-so- n often
). WliHt Is tho wage standard
Is the outgrowth of a letter written
made twenty-tw- o
public ad- souenc ny organized women; i:
by tho general July 12 to Col. dresses and clans room lectures. His J. G.
lectures on
Sprague dealing with the' legion's specialiied class-rooA. The principle of wage deterdemands for hospital care of the pedagogy and psychology numbered mination approved
by the director
in chapel, of
thirteen.
once
He
spoke
wounded, under the Langley apthe woman's bureau of the deat
twice
and
student
public
general
Anpropriation bill.
of labor, Miss
After discussing the possibility meetings in the Ilfeld auditorium, partmentIs "wages should Mary
be estabof converting more wooden bar- once at the Rotary club, once at derson,
lished on the basis of occupation
racks at Great Lakes naval train- the Klwanis, once before the county and not on the basts of sex or race."
ing station to provide relief in his agricultural agents' convention, once
How (does the population of
of Cherryvale's thoQ. District of Columbia
district, General Sawyer wrote to at the dedication
compare
Col. Sprague:
community house, once at the Meth with that of the smaller states? S.
"Think this matter over. Look odist church picnic above Mora be- C. R.
at it entirely In an unbiased, un- fore some 600 people, and finally
District of Columbia has
a masterful baccalaureate ser- a A. Thepopulation
than Delaware
prejudiced way. I do not mean In
larger
mon
evening.
Sunday
under any condition to be offensNevada, Idaho or New
Dr. searson is well known in New Wyoming,
ive to you. I like your spirit, your
Mexico.
Mexico as well as throughout the
determination,
your enthusiasm other
Q. Poefl the Japanese cherry
states, having been for sev tree
and j'our iiterest."
hear fruit? C. D. L.
tn
of
eral
the
years
publicity
charge
A. The Japanese
Replying to charges that he was
cherry that
EducaNational
of
the
department
Wossoms so beautifully does not
"penurious and mercenary," Gen- tional association. His
viewpoint is bear an edible fruit. However.
eral Sawyer said:
"God forbid that a dollar should practical and broad. His best edu- Japan has a cherry tree native to
ever he considered in comparison cational address aside from thl the mountainous
districts of the
with the results we are seeking for baccalaureate presents ten teste in island, which bears a large and
human
behavior
which
determine.
the world war veteran, but at the
delicious fruit.
same- time let me say that JJt is our the value of any education,
Q. What Is the correct tempera-tur- o
Ten Tests.
Tho
to
for n hot bnth? G. A.
oppose wastefulness and
duty
1. Complete good health.
A. A hot bath may be from 100
senseless expenditure wherever it
to
2.
attitude
The
mental
right
to 112 degrees Fahrenheit. A cold
is found possible to do so.
life and toward work.
hath should be between 35 and 60
"Because we have money Is no ward
to
3.
willingness
reason why we should waste it. Be- serve Ability and
degrees.
some
in
capacities
Q. Is rice paper made from
cause tho Langley bill has given withoutsociety
pay.
rice? I T.
us these millions of dollars, not
4.
Conservation of one energy.
A. Rice paper Is made from the
mandatory, thank Heaven, to use,
5.
A
of truth and a love pith of a small tree, known botan-Icall- y
let us be careful in the disposition and desirehabit truth.
for
as aralia papyrifera.
of it."
6.
Ability to form an independO. How many of tlic men who
"If there ever was a bill which ent Judgment.
liad been educated at West Point
carried a moral mandate to the
7. The courage and skill to exIn the civil war? IT. O. M.
government it is the second Lang- press thoughts clearly and honestly. served
A. Of the cadets living when the
ley bill. The legion fought to have
S. Capacity to produce wealth. civil
war began including the
the money appropriated under this
9.
Ability to form wise com- class of 186189 per cent served
bill awarded to the Veterans' Bu- radeships and seek good companthe Union or Confedwith
either
reau. Wo won in this fight. It ions.
erate forces. Over 73 per cent
was a fight against your effort,
10. Capacity for aesthetic re- were In the Union army.
against your appeal, to have; this freshment and appreciation.
Q. What, kind of acid does fruit
money awarded to the federal
Education's greatest task, accord- contain? M. G. S.
board of hospitalization of which ing to Dr. Searson,
is to teach
A. Lenons, oranges, grape fruit,
We human beings to get on with each lime and citron contain citric acid;
you are chief
were disgusted with the delays in other.
pears, peaches, apricots,
apples,
the expenditure of the former apThe Baccalaureate) Sermon.
gooseberries, currants and strawDr. Searson's subject for the bac- berries, malic acid; rhubarb oxalic
propriation of $18,S0O.00O. We did
not want similar delays in the ex- calaureate was "The Pedagogy of a acid; and grapes, tartaric acid.
penditure of this new appropria- Great Master," and In It he analytion."
sed the pedagogical methods of
,
In olden times It was an Eng"This program Is now being cur- Jesus, the great teacher, pointing lish custom for a man tn hang
tailed and delayed. The beds for out four fundamental principles at out a broom when his wife was
nervous and mental patients have the root of his success in teaching away over night. The meaning
already been reduced 1,270 from others:
was that the house had been
1.
He never attempted to teach swept clean of tho wife's presence
the 8,800 beds to bo provided by
until His hearers' minds were pre- and the husband's friends were
that program."
to visit him and do ns they
pared to learn.
2.
He never used any Illustrapleased.
tion except within the field of the
learner's own experience and observation.
5.
He lived the truths he taught
4.
His life was characterized by
human
sympathy,
deep
6.
He taught none but germinal
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new labor forces.

Cw

ance shows thatyourmotor
needs these heavier-bodie- d
oils.

(Speclul Corretpondenc

Count Charles da CrtamSrun,

to The Journal.)
New
25. The

extra-beav-

J

Santa Fe. July
Mexico educational foundation with
principal orflce In Santa Fe, has
been organized
and chartered.
Julian Amador is the statutory
agent of the foundation, which, not
seeking profits, it without capital
The principal purpose of
stock.
the foundation will be to assist in
all educational enterprises of merit,
and particularly to help to provide
educational advantages for deserving students who are lacking in

Count Charles de Chambrun h.i
been named by President Poincare
to take charge of the French embassy in Washington daring t" e
absence of Ambassador Jusserani,
who will return to France on his
vacation. The count lias been stationed in the United States before.
He is now in Constantinople.

financial resources.
PLAN OF U. S.
Journal Want Ads brine results,
MINES
OPERATE
A FAILURE,
SAYS

Four grsdei lijht, medium!
heavy and
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MOTOR OIL
THS TEXAS COMPANY. U.S.A.
Ttxtco

Pttnltvm

m

Lemons, 360s, dozen

35c
30c

...,40c

mm

...30c

THREE STORES IN ALBUQUERQUE

About 1,000 people attended these
Other numbers on the
services.
program were musical numbers by
the Glee club snd by the normal
orchestra.

wmmmmm"mmmmJ
c

(Continued From Page One.)
meet In Joint conference with the
coal operators at the earliest moment that such a conference can
be arranged in harmony with the
contractual obligations of the coal
companies and in line with the
procedure which has prevailed in
tho Industry for more than a quarter of a century. The adjustment
of a strike in this national indusbo
accomplished
try cannot
of
through tho Instrumentality No
state or district settlements.
or
district conferences
agreements
will be sanctioned by the mine
The mine
workers' organizations.
workers' representatives will hold
themselves in readiness to respond
to any logical and practical
to effectuate an
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VARIED AND APPETIZING
MEAT DISHES AT

LITTLE COST.
Meat Is undeniably one of
the more expensive items in
the food bill of the ordinary
family, and for thla reason it
Is Important that it be bought
and used to the best possible
advantage.
The number of tasty dishes
which a good cook can make
out of the cheaper cuts of
meat or "left over" meat Is
almost endless.
Directions
for Intelligent
marketing and recipes for the
attractive preparation of inex
pensive meat dishes for every
day are given in a booklet issued by the department of

agriculture.

This is a free government
Our Washington
publication.
Information bureau wil secure
a copy for any reader who
fills out and mails the coupon
below, enclosing two cents In
stamps for return postage.
Write your name and address
clearly.
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FREDERIC

.T
.HASKIN,
Director.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, D. C:
I enclose herewith two cents
in stamps for return postage
on a free copy of the Meat
Booklet.

Name

Street
.

City
State

.

Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

er

a. c. BAi.uninon lumber co
121 South First street.
Pbon 40i.

C. 14. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107
Fourth, Phone 1057--

a

L U

dl B E R

GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

Nothing Over $2.98
Absolutely not a single pair of shoes priced more than $2.98. This
is your last chance. Get your supply of shoes now. Do not wait for
'higher prices. .When again will you buy shoes at such prices?

Only 4 Days Left
"v.

Saturday, July 29th, is Positively Our Last Day Here

MANUFACTURERS SALE SHOE STORE

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

301 NORTH FIRST

Hemstitching

(Of The .toaoclitled Frem.)
Temple. Texas, July 25. Barry

Miller, campaign manager for Senator Charles A. Culberson, who has
been running third In returns tabulated from Saturday's dembcratlc
primary, telegraphed former Governor James E. Ferguson late today
offering his servicesrun-o-to the former
election
governor In the
against Earle B. Mayfield for the
democratic nomination for United
States senator. This is generally
accepted as Mr. Miller's admission
of Senator Culberson's defeat.
The telegram from Mr. Miller
follows:
"Reports show that you are
ahead of Senator Culberson,
which will put you In the run-of- f.
Jn view of this fact there can be but
one place for a real democrat' to go.
Jf I ran be of any service to you, do
not hesitate to command."

,

423 North First Street

CULBERSON'S MANAGER
OFFERS HIS SERVICES
TO JAS. E. FERGUSON

17,-0-

406 West Central Avenue
205 N. First St.
330 N. Third St.

Say "Bayer" and Insist!

Products

Save it with
Texaco Motor Oil

Run It with
Texaco Gasoline

r

Fresh red Eating Apples, fine flavor, lb. ...7Vc
Las Cruces Cantaloupes, each
15c
You will notice the exceptional flavor.
pounds White Potatoes
Duke City Butter, fresh daily, lb
No. 1 White Eggs, dozen

--

Farm-Ingto-

N. M. EDUCATIONAL
FORMED
FOUNDATION

truths.

10

'
.

Indiana.

ASPIRIN

Sunkist

f tvfM

Other Legislation.

(Ily The Associated I'reM.)

Chicago, July 2!. tBy the Associated
1'rons.) Colonel A. A.
Spiaguo, chairman of the American Icgion'a national rehabilitation committee, in a letter to Brigadier (Jeneral Charles K. Sawyer,
to President
personal physician
of
larding and chief
the federal board of hospitalization, mado public today charge
General K.'iwyer is standing In he
way of proper care for wounded
and shell shocked veterans and
holding up hospital plana voted by
congress.
"J recognize the fact," Col.
Sprague wrote to the president's
physician, "that before becoming
of tho federal
chief
board of hospitalization, you had
no contact with tho men and women who were serving in the army
and navy during the war and no
experience either in the field or in
service that would
government
give you a chance to really know
how men feci who lose their nerve,

Iff: "

-

Indianans Suggest Repeal of
the Miners Qualification
Law and Enactment of

W

Hot Springs, N. M., July 25.

BE CALLED

work guaranteed.
Prices moderate.
Machines sold and rented on easy payments.
Liberal allowance for old
machines.
Needles for all makes of
Best

Unless you see the name "Bay.
er" on package or on tablets you
are not getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by physicians
over twenty-tw- o
years and proved
safe by millions for
Colds
Headache
Toothache I,umbago
, Rheumatism
Earache
Pain, Pain
Neuralgia
Accept only "Bayer" package
which contains proper directions.
Handy boxes of twelve tablets
cost few cents. Druggists also sell
bottles of 24 and 100. Aspirin is
the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaectlcaeidester of
Balicyllcacld.

Me
Detroit Vapor OilStoV

They Look and Cook Like City
Gas Ranges
Burn 19 to 23
hours on 1 gallon kerosene.

machines.

Singer Sewing
Machine Co.
Now

at 117 Gold Avenue
Phone

435-- J

j

RAABE & MAUGER PHONE

FIRST and COPPER
"IF IT'S HARDWARE,

1

"T"T

WE HAVE IT"

305
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POLICEWOMAN IS
LEFT

TO

CI

F

Says It's An
Administrative Matter;
Leaves Water Main Route
to Manager and Engineer

Commission

)

The city commission at its reguthe
lar meeting last night left to and
judgment of the city manager
the chief of police the appointment
of a policewoman In accordance
with the request of the women ofe
Albuquerque Interested In the
movement.
The commission did this and
It established a precedent. In the
future,' administrative matters will
he handled by the departments
created for that purpose, and the
commission will devote itseir to tne
legislative and city planning and
afdevelopment side of municipal
fairs.
Commissioner Well's suggestion
that the commission he rescued
confrom the position of being matstantly called upon to decide creters that shfjld be handled by
ated departments, met with apesproval. "If Bill Jones wants to of
tablish a hot dog rtand in front
Crollntt's undertaking shop," said
Mr. Weil, "that's a matter for
somebody besides the city commission to decide."
The New Water Main.
After a discussion the commisto allow the city mandecided
sion
ager and the engineering department to use its best Judgment as
to the route to be followed by the
new
water main, about
which a mild tempest fanned tho
air at the last meeting. Former
City Manager James N. Gladding
told the commission that the reason for the plan to build the main
down East Copper avenue instead
;;of East Central avenue, which now
lias a line, was because it was better to give water service to two
'streets rather than only one, and
because East Copper would have
to be taken care of in a short time.
Two mains, he said, would give
better fire protection.
Mr. Gladding stated that he has
'no property In that section that
would be affected by running the
line down East Copper. He said he
Is interested in an addition that
will soon become a part of the
city and which will be provided,
at no expense to the city, with its
own water service, sewer and paving.
The discussion showed that
In bonds that the city had been
led to believe could be sold without an election and to be used for
buying additional water pipe, cannot be legally floated. As the pipe
Is needed, it probably will be purchased through a loan negotiated
here and paid off by the earnings
of the plant, as has been done
anti-vic-

$25,-nO-

circus, which will be here In September, will show outside tho city
limits and will not parade, so that
there is no means of the city collecting license fees. They said the
circus would use the streets and
should pay for the privilege. City
Attorney Jamison was Instructed
to draw an ordinance covering the
ase, providing for a bond to cover
possible damage to the streets.
Mr. Swope said he opposed taking In private sewer lines which
the city is required to repair and
maintain. He advocated the provision of more wells for the water
system.
The city passed an order asking
an estimate on proposed paving on
South Second, Luna Circle, New
York and other streets as outlined
In the Journal recently, and suggested that the city manager provide a large paving program that
could be handled more advantageously than several smaller ones.
That there be no more delay in
the viaduct matter, tho city manager was Instructed to secure the
report of the Santa Fe railway engineers who examined the project.
Present at the meeting wero
Chairman W. R. Walton, Commissioners Swope and Weil, and City
Manager Calkins.

O

be-fo- r.

To Save Trees.
The commission granted the reof
quest
property owners on North
Second street and asked tho en
gineer and city manager to Invest
tigate the advisability of making
the new paving 36 feet In width
Instead of 40 feet, to "save some
valuable trees.
Rio Grande Park.
It was decided to press the matter of the acquiring property for
the proposed Rio Grande park. If
property owners who have refused
to furnish the necessary land continue to hold out, condemnation
proceedings will bo brought. Commissioner Swope suggested taking
care of tho cost by a half mill levy.
Practically all the property owners
have come In except Arno Hunlng
and W. I.. Trimble. A hog ranch
now on the proposed park site was
described as smelling so badly as
to be a nuisance. "Attar of roses"
was the term used.
The Circus T,lcense.
City Manager Calkins and Chief
Galusha
stated that Klngllng
Brothers and Barnum A Bailey's

WALTER HODVER,

CHIP

(By The Auocintrd Pre,,.)
Tacoma, Wash., July 25. Offers
of "genuine Russian sables, Just
smuggled in from Siberia" have
cost prominent Tacomans $3,500
within the last two days and resulted In the arrest yesterday of
four men charged with selling cat
and rabbit skins as expensive furs.
Each of the quartet is hold under $2,500 ball in the city jail,
two accused of grand larceny and
two booked for investigation. The
men had $3,106 on them in cash
when arrested.
The police were aroused by recentral staports pouring into the
tion from all parts of town during
the past two days complaining of
frauds in the peddling of furs.
The men arrested cave thelf
name as Alex Stewart, 46: William Stewart, 38; Hugh Stewart,
21, and Alexander Stewart, Jr., 18,
all said to be related. They wore
the uniform of the British mer-

chant marine.
Ten warrants were sworn out
will be
today and other warrants
forthcoming the police said.
KILLED
IN A HEAVY STREET
TRAFFIC CONGESTION

2 PERSONS

(By The Aamclutfil Frnt.)
New York, July 25. Two persons were killed late this afternoon
In a heavv street traffic conges
tion due to the stoppage of tha
elevated and surface lines in
boy was
Brooklyn. A
run over and killed while dodging
between automobiles carrying
wh,p had left stalled trains
and a man Was run over and killed
whilo attempting to board a truck
on which a dozen of his fellow
workers were being taken to their
homes.
Short circuiting of wires on a
switch board caused a disastrous
fire in the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
company's main power house at
the height of the traffic rush hour.
All elevated and subway trains and
surface cars in Brooklyn, the East
River tubes and on the bridges
were halted and thousands of home
going workers were stranded in
Manhattan for more than two
hours.
rs

COW BELLS TIED TO

3

NON-UNIO-

MINERS;

N

TOLD TO "RUN FOR IT"
(n. The AMOrintrd

Plneville.

ICy.

July

Trws.)
25.

Three

miners in the Fonda
mine were captured by alleged
strikers here today and after cow
bells were tied to their necks and
their hands bound, were told to
"run for It," while shots were fired
at them as they ran, reports reaching here tonight said. No injuries
Authorities feared
were reported.
a repetition of the Herrin mine
massacre and asked for state aid.
the reports said. The situation In
the district has become acute durAnalysis of the report by months ing the past few days. It Is known,
shows a steady forward movement due to the development of antagof business. Gross earnings for onistic sentiment
regarding the
n
April amounted to $8,39!). 560; for
miners.
May, a total of $9,512,938 was
Troops ordered here by the state
and in June this was ex- executive have not arrived at a late
tended to $11,417,757.
hour tonight.
non-unio-

n

non-unio-

'

$'
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n

i
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Barbara Frankland.
Barbara Frankland, one of the

buds in London's bouquet
of
beauty and a daughte- - of Sir
Frederick Frankland, is one of the
few noble beauties that hasn't been
mentioned as the possible choice c
the Prince of Wales. She recently
made her bow to London society.

I

Theaters Today

"B" Theater Jesse I;. I.asky
presents the great and popular
Wallace Reid in "The World'.--.
Champion," whicn is Being rc-- j
peated today. Remember it is a
Paramount picture. Tho manage-- !
inent is also repeating the "Putin;
Review" and "Current Events"
pictures.
Crystal Opera House The Fain- ous Players company scored a big
hit last night, although repeat-- :
ing the show given Monday night,
This evening the company xi
render the comedy "Baby Mine,"
and in connection there will be
six interesting and
laughable
acts. Prices Adults,
vaudeville
59 cents; children, 25 cents.

mt

Low Price and High Quality
Don't Go Together, Stick to

BAKING POWDER

Never accept "Just as Good"
Brands; it will only mean disappointments and failures on
bake-dawhich are expensive.
y,

Calumet Is a High Grade
Daking Powder,
moderate in price
CALUMfl

IP

JLI Vhih p!

When you use it
youneverspoilany
of the expensive
ingredients used

such as flour'
sugar, eggs and
milk.
Best that science
can produce-Sta- nds
the test of

The World's Greatest Caking Powder

A. C. Bowdich, who had been accused by Manuel A. Baca of calling him a "scab," proved an alibi
yesterday in Justice W. W.
court, and tho caso was
dismissed.
T. W. Plunkett, Robert Nugent,
George Jones, and Fred Weinlg,
strikers, who had been accused of
an assault upon two shop workers,
appeared in Justico McClellan's
court yesterday. The caso was continued until tomorrow morning at
9:00 o'clock because of the absence from tho city of a complaining witness.
With regard to acts of violence,
union leaders said yesterday time
strikers have not been guilty of
these offenses, if anything of tho
kind has been done, according to
W. S. Patterson, of tho machinists'
union, it has been perpetrated by
strike sympathizers
Irresponsible
who have not the sanction of the
union men. No disturbance was reported yesterday.
No strike benefit fund has been
dispensed here, union men said,
though aid has been given in cases
where necessary-Rev- .
Father Juan N. Cordova of
the Sacred Heart church will address the strikers at their meeting
this morning at 10:00 o'clock.

escapFdIn'mates

DEATHS

CHEDULE

LIVELY

CAUSES

TILT

II

ANDFUrOALS

ORR Robert F. Orr died at i
local hospital last night at th'i
age of 22 years. His home wus
In Chicago. The body was taken
to
Rrothcrs mortuary
Strong
pending instructions from

SENATE

CONNORS John Connors diet
at a local hospital last night. ne
42 years. He was a civil engineir
and his homo was in Ci.ioao.
(Dy The Anrinlr1 I'rrm.)
The remains aro at Strom,'
Washington, July 25 There was
mortuary, pending instrucanother lively fight today In the tions from
hla family.
senate over tho Lenroot proposal
to reduce the duties on coarse wool
OWENS Funeral services fur
and manufactures
but Thomas 1!. Owen were held yesthereof,
to
come
to
a
failed
issue
the
again
afternoon at 5:00 o'clock
vote. Tho first test of strength terday
from the liaptist church. Rev.
was expected tomorrow with oppo- T. F. Harvey
officiated at the
nents of the amendment apparent- church and tho local Masonic
had
confident
of
ly
victory. They
at the grave.
lodge was in
made an informal canvass and ex- The honorarycharge
pallbearers wers
pected to draw enough strength composed of members
of the
from tho democratic sidq to offset Young Married Peoples Class of
the votes cast for tho proposal by the Sunday school, and were Z.
members or their own party.
L. Shinn, Rert Spann, K. Lean-arSenators Wadsworth of New
T. S,
Garnet
Armstrong,
York and Kellogg of Minnesota, Wiley and R. G. Soul norland. C.
the
entered
fight T. French was in charge.
republicans,
actively today for the Lenrjoot
enamendment, which also was
dorsed by Senator Walsh of Massademocratic
chusetts and other
Arguments against the
speakers.
proposal were presented by Senators Smoot of Utah Gooding of
Willis of Ohio, republiIdaho
cans, who reitierated the contention that it was not workable. This
was disputed by Senator lenroot,
who, in concluding the seven hours
of debate, said If the committee
could not work the plan out so it
could be administered, he would
undertake to do so.
liro-ther-

li '

SPECIAL DELIVERY
OF LETTERS AFTER 11
O'CLOCK P. M., RULING

cigarettes

NO

Washington, July 25. Special delivery letters will not be sent out
from any postoffices in the country
after 11 o'ctocx at night, under new
postal regulations Issued today.
Such letters not delivered prior
lo that hour will ho delivered "as
soon as possible" after 7 o'clock the
next morning.

They are
GOOD!
Bay this Cigarette and Save Money

'

I.jrlo Theater Charlie (Chic)
Sale is all a show by himself.
"His Nibs" is one of the best
ring in "Her. Own Way," are still
OoIdwyn-CSranhi- e
comedy, "Huck
Finn's Cousins," is also being re'
peated.
Pastime Theater Norma
and Eugene O'Brien, starring in "Her Only Way," are still
delighting crowds of film fans at
the Pastime. The picture 1b being
repeated today for the last tim).
The cartoons and the "Fox News"
pictures are also being repeated.
Tai-mad-

WAU4CE ItEII) FIGHTS

Pl'tiltlST

IN "T11U

KI1

JMcCOY

WORLD'S

CHAMPION

McCoy, the
champion of the world,
and famous a few years ano as
one of the most aggressive light-er- a
of his time, is seen in netlori
in "The World's Champion." a
Kid

Paramount picture starling

Wal-

lace Reid, which is being repented,
today at tho "B" Theater. In
the picture there was a light seas
quence, wherein Mr. 'Reid,
"Gunboat Williams," is seen to
defeat his opponent, and win the
middleweight championship of the
was
world. McCoy
the man
chosen to oppose Mr. Reid with
most
realistic
a
the gloves and
battle is the result as the athletic
star had to fight liko fury to
d
ward off the
punches
of the
and drive home
his own blows.
well-aime-

8

The largest selling

beverage in the world, due

The biggest screen novelty of
the year is "His Nibs," starring
Charles (Chic) Sale, which is being repeated today at tho Lyric
theater. "Hia Nibs" is wholly
different from any film offering
in the whole history of motion
pictures. Following its New York
premiere In the grand ball room
of the Hotel Astor, metropolitan
motion picture critics pronounced
it the
most
biggest,
unique
screen contribution of all film-doIn the first place, it is a
comedy with its
star, Chic Sale, the famous protean vaudeville star actually playing seven roles. There is nothing
of the burlesque
k
film
farce about "His Nibs." nor is
there a dramatic story. "His Nibs"
is simply the humorous character
study of small town life as it
centers around the local "motion
picture palace" and tops off with
a burlesque melodrama as shown
upon the screen of "The Slippery Elm Picture Palace."

fruit-flavore-

d

to superior delicious-nes- s,
purity and quality. Be sure you are
served the genuine.
Sold in bottles, also
at fountains.

multi-charact-

The Economy

STRIKE; PRIEST TO
ADDRESSJJNION MEN

The Journal yesterday received
replies from four representatives,
three of whom said they would be
glad to serve without pay in a special session of the legislature to
The repuss reclamation laws.
plies are as follows:
C. C. Crenshaw. Otero county:
Regarding the special session of
the legislature, 1 will gladly give
my services.
M. A. tero, Jr., Santa Fe county: I resigned from the legislature
Inst year to accept American LeHowever, in
gion commandership.
event of special session I would be
to
ETve and without recomglad
pense.
Orren Beaty, Union county: I
will be unable to serve in special
FIRE DESTROYS TANKER.
session without pay.
New York, July 25. The oil
James Ij. Wade San Juan countanker Charles Braley, which left
ty: Yes, with great pleasure.
Tampico yesterday for Baltimore,
was destroyed by firo in the Gulf
OF
of Mexico early today, according
REFORM SCHOOL ARE to wireless reports received by the
the
Cuban Distilling company,
ARRESTED ON A TRAIN ship's owners. The crew of thirty
men abandoned the vessel before
Louis Beach and other Santa Fe she sank. The freighter Genesee
reported she was standing by to
special officers last night arrested
Ed Eaton and Elmer Taylor, two pick up the crew.
reescaped inmates of the state
Washington,
July 25. Lewis
form school at Springer. The boys
city,
worn on Santa Fe train No. 1. They Swan, 22 years old, of this
was
killed
today when a commerare in tho county Jail awaiting orwas
he
in
which
cial
riding
of
plane
ders from the superintendent
a passenger, went into a nosa
the school. They ran away Satur- as
dive at a height of 100 feet and
day night.
crashed to earth on the Virginia
.
shore of the Potomac, Just across
VVant AOS BrinfJ QUICK HeSUIISj from the capitol.

"HIS. NIBS" IS A NOYFI.Tr
AND WHOIjIY DIFFIJRKNT
FROM OTHERS AT LYRIC

foe FooHedl

"YES"

lingness to Serve Without
Pay to Pass Reclamation Law.

forty-piec-

0

iSlfi

Journal's Poll Shows Wil-

(By The Ainmlnled Freat.)

KINS
EXPENSIVE

TO

New World's Champion Returns From
England
Bringing Historic Diamond
Sculls and Gold Cup.
New York, July 25. Walter
Hoover, of Dututh, Minn., new
world's champion oarsman, today
stood grinning and embarrassed on
the deck of the liner Majestic while
a fleet of smaller craft, carrllng a
score of welcoming committees,
tooted him homage and bands
played "Hail, the Conquering Hero
v
Comes."
Hoover was coming home from
England, bringing with him the
historic diamond sculls and the
Henley gold cup, as trophies of his
triumphs on the Thames.
The police tug John F. Hylan,
out to meet the Majestic, led the
Grover
Aboard were
parade.
Whalen, commissioner of plants and
e
his
structures,
depart
mental band, a body guard ana
crews of uniformed police, officers
of the National Association of Ama
teur Oarsmen of the twelve boat
clubs at Philadelphia, organized as
the "Schuylkill navy," of the New
York City Rowing association, of
various New Jersey clubs, and of
American society of civil engineers.
of which Hoover is a member.
Next in line came the tug Man
hattan, carrying Mayor Hylan's
crack police band and Glee club,
and a half hundred high police of
ficers in full parade uniform at
least eight of whom once rowed In
championship races. Tho Manhattan also carried its quota of dele
gates from boat clubs of eastern
states. Trailing behind these two
were tho numerous smaller craft,
decked from stem to masthead, as
were their leaders, with all the
.
fiags they could conveniently fly-As the Majestic dropped anchor
off quarantine, and the thousands
lining her decks wondered what all
the demonstration was about, Ned
TenEyck, of the famous Worcester,
Mass., rowing family, spied Hoover.
The champion stood alone, on the
top deck, gazing at a banner flung
from bow to stem of the Hylan,
which proclaimed "Welcome, Wal
ter Hoover."
The Hylan sirened a salute. The
Majestic answered it. Tho bands
struck "Home, Sweet Home," then
"Hail, the Conquering Hero."
At the pier other delegations met
him and waited for two hours while
customs officials, one after another,
examined and examined over the
bejeweled trophies he had won
through his defeat of J. Beresford,
Jr., his opponent on the Thames.
Later he was taken to the city hall
to be officially welcomed and congratulated by Mayor Hylan.at a Still
relater he was honor guest
ception where ,the hosts were veterans of former American cham
pionship rowing teams.

IN

STATE CONTINUE

OARSMAN,

1

QUIET DAY IS PASSED

PRINCE OF WALES
LEGISLATORS OF
SEEMS TO HAVE
OVERLOOKED BET

WELCOMED HOME

CAT AND RABBIT

.

Hi,
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slap-stic-

ice-col- d

5c

TWO GREAT STARS AT
THE PASTIME THEATER
IN "HER ONLY WAY"
No one could doubt the popularity of Norma Talmadgo and
Eugene O'Brien after a visit to

The three "Crush" drinks get their
flavors from the delicate fruit oils pressed
from the fresh outer skins of oranges,
lemons or limes, to which are added
juices from these fruits, cane sugar, U. S.
certified food color, carbonated water,
and citric acid thenaturalacidof oranges,
lemons and limes.

the Pastime theater, where Norma Is starring In a revival of one
of her earliest screen successes,
"Her Only Way." O'Brien, now
a Selznlck star, was Norma's leading man in the days when tho
Talmadge girls were budding into
stardom and - "Her Only Way"
gives evidence of sincerity and
enthusiasm in the work of both
O'Brien and his star in times
when they were making every
effort, count to their own advantage. George Scarborough
wrote
the etory and Sidney Franklin directed "Her Only Way." Those
-

who saw Miss Talmadge recently
in "Smilin' Through" will realize
that he was equally skillful in the
days when he directed the same
star In "Her Only Way."
OLNEY NAMED REFEREE,
New York, July 25. Federal
Judge Hand today named Peter B.
Olney, referee in the caso of Allan
A. Ryan,
financier and stock
broker, who filed a petition in
bankruptcy last week. Mr. Ryan's
lawyers announced last night that
elimination of duplicated items in
the bankruptcy
petition would
bring the" liabilities .down from
32,000,QOO
tp $18,000.000.

Want Ads Bring Quick Result

Distributed exclusively hy
Coca-Co- la

Bottling Company
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Tbe "Crush''

1

flavor!

ire prepared

by

Orange-Crus-

Co., Chicago, Winnipeg and London.
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Send for free pamphlet, "How

Orange-Crus-

la Made.
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GIANTS DEFEAT CARDS IN FIRST GAME OF SERIES; BROWNS BEAT YANKS
PIS
13 T0

ARE

8 VICTORS

OVER CARDINALS
New York Wins Its First
Game of the Season on
the Home Grounds; Cubs
Trim Chicago, 6 to 3.

visitors eventually winning, 6 to S.
Osborne weakened in the ninth
when Boston made three runs on
five hits, including
two triples.
Boeckel's play featured.
Score:

iliieagu.

B. P..

A

Hoathrotc. rf...
Hollocher, ss. .
Terry. 2 b
Grimes, lb
Barber, rC
Miller, If
Krug, 31
O'Fnrrell. c .
Osborne, p

2

0

0

t

2
4

v
0
o
0

0

.

.1

1

1

....

3

1

n

::

1

17

.1

0
0

0
2

4

1

1

1

4

1

4

4

1

2
0

0

35

6

8

27

.

I

2

0

0
0
0
4
4
1

0

Totals

1

5

0

SUITS

0
0
0

Boston.

AH. P.. IT. TO. A. E.

-

II
0
3
0
S
0
Howell rf
l
4
0
Nixon, If
1
0
4
0
0
Cruise, rf
0
2
2
3
4
....
ab
Boeckol.
1
1
11
1
"
fork Giants retained the leadership Holke, lb
1
U
0
2
4
0
in the National league race here to- Ford, ss
4
0
0
3
0
2b
day by nosing out a
victory Kopf,
f.
0
1
0
0
4
over St. Louis in the first contest Oibson. c
1
0
1
1
" 1
Watson, p
e
Of a
II
2
scries. It was the Otwehser. n ...
"
first game that New York lias won Uraxton. P
" 0 0 0 (I
0
0
from St. Louis on its home grounds zChristcnburv
0
0
0
this season. .Score:
F
2
8 27 12
3
SI. lyOlllf.
32
Totals
AB. 11. II. PO. A. K
itBatted for Oeschgcr In eighth Harry Weaver and closeup of crip
4
3
4
2
Flack, rf
liv innings:
he uses to throw "radio ball."
1
3
2
Smith, cf
000 600 000 6
Chicago . . ,
000 000 0033
llornsby, 2b. . . . 5 I) 3 1
Boston
Harry Weaver, hurling for the
Three-bas- e
3
Mueller. If
hits
Indianapolis American AssociaSummary:
10
Fournier. lb. ... 4 o
Double
fcoecKel.
Hcathcote, Nixon,
tion team, has
np a remark4
0
l
Base on able record tohung
Stock, 3b
play Krug to Grimes.
date. He won
o
3
balis Off Osborm. 2; Watson, 1; fifteen of big first
Clemons, c
nineteen
o
2
I.avan, 8
Oeschger, 1. Struck out By Os- games. He credits his brilliant
o
2
Doak, p
borne.
Watson,. 2; Oeschger, 1;
to a new delivery,
o
North, p
Braxton, 1. Hits Off Watson, t performance
n
1
in 3 3 Innings; oft Oeschger. 1 In the "radio ball." Opposition batxTorporcer
o
ters
1
4
in 1. Losing
say it is like a fadeaway,
sxShotton
off Braxton,
1
0
but has a doable shoot. Weaver
xxxSchultz
Time 1:20.
pitcher Watson.
has perfected the delivery until
8 10 24 11
3
33
t Totals
he can deliver t with a change of
3.
Brooklyn.
5;
Pittsburgh,
.
Now York.
25. Morrison
pace an impossibility with the
July
Brooklyn,
'.
ab. n. ir.ro. a. k outpitcbed Grimes today and Pitts slow fadeaway. The Hoosier
4
s 0
l
l
Bancroft, ss . .
burgh beat Brooklyn in the first of hurler tried out the delivery last
::
4
II
2
Ttawlings. 2b... r.
the Pirates eastern invasion ny i fall and won ten of his last
T
I
4
1
2
0 to 3.
Frisch, Sh
Beb Itussell, former White twelve games with it He's a
;jLJj.i A..TSr.f o
o
3
0
0 Sox
Meusel, If
led the Pirate rally in
pitcher,
r.
.!
3
2
righthander,
0
0
Young, rf
the seventh with a long triple and
r.
4
(i
0 before
Kelly, lb
the visitors were retired the
4
o
3
0
Stengel, cf
entire team had batted around and
fl
2
4
2
0
opening game of the series here.
runs had been scored.
Snyder, e
four
1
3
1
0
0
0
Shanks was responsible for all
Toney, p
It. It. E.
Score:
STINGY
ROCKER
the national's runs, driving
of
.000 000 4105 10 2
3 12 27
in four with his three hits, and
33
0 Pittsburgh..
8
i Totals
000. 0303 9 1
...000
Brooklyn
i x
Batted for Clemons in ninth.
scoring the other. Fred Ilaney, SUBSTITUTE
Morrison and Gooch;
Battpries:
xx Batted for I .a van in ninth.
Tiger utility inflelder was noti- MORNING
Mamaux and Miller.
fied today he had been indefiniteI xxx Batted for North in ninth. Grimes,
MOT
'
Sunly suspended for his run-i- n
SURGERY
By innings:
11.
Cincinnati.
15;
Philadelphia.
300 000 014 S
St. Louis
day with Trainer Bicrhalter of WITH
25. Cin
I'n.,
Philadelphia.
July
A SAFE,
umwas
St.
010 070 Olx 9 cinnati won the
Louis, who
New York
acting as
opening game of
. Summary:
hits Sten- the series today from
pire in the Detroit-Brow- n
'game. SUKE SHAVE
LOUIS
Philadelphia
Score:
gel, Hornsby, Snyder, Smith, Baw- in ten innings, 15 to 11. The visitI!. H. B. WITH A
Home run Young. Stolon ors made twenty hits including
ling.
1
11
102 000
bases Flack, Stock. Sacrifice lilts home runs by Harper, Daubcrt and
Washington
Six
But
York
New
Gets
3211
S 15
1
001.
20x
Detroit
2:
Bancroft. Wingo. Wriehtstnne
Mueller,
also hit a
Batteries: Johnson, Turk and
Double plays Bancroft and Kelly; home run. Each team used three
Bingles and Is Blanked; Picinich; Oldhtim and Woodall.
Fournier and Lnvnn; Bancroft, pitchers, Keck alone proving ef
Kawlings and Kelly; North. La van fect he.
Chicago Bunches Safeties
1
Cleveland.
Philadelphia,
nnd Fournier. Base on balls Off
H. IT. E.
Score:
and
Defeats Red Sox.
SARTY RAZOR
Cleveland, July 20. The Cleve2.
out
Struck
By Cincinnati. .. 250 300 000 r. 15 20 u
Toney, S; Doak,
land Indians defeated PhiladelToney, 2; Doak, 2; North, 2. Hits Philadelphia. 330 310 000
13 3
H
a
4
"rt
!'.'".
in the first game toto
l.T TUe A.mmIii
phia
Off Doak. 3 in 4 3 innings;
Bntteries:
Hnnohue, Keck, GilSi, Luiiiis J . ' 2'i. Shocker al- day of a double, header and then
North, 3 in 3 1 ".
lespie and Wingo; llubhell, G. lowed
1 to 4.
lost
the
second
Browns
and
the
Guy Mor
only six hits
Smith, Singleton and Ilenline.
shut out tiie Yankees 8 to 0 today ton, who allowed only seven hits
(liicngo, (l: Boston, S.
in the first game and fanned
Boston ,luly 25. Five lilts nnd
in the first game of a
e
seven batters tried to pitch tho
poor fielding by Pitcher Watson LAND1S IS INFORMED
series. The locals batted Mays out second game alfio but was
knockgave Chicago six runs in tho fourth
ed out of the box in tho fifth.
SOX DEAL of the box in the sixth when they
inning against Boston today, the YANKEE-RE- D
scored five runs. In the fourth inFirst game:
IS 'UNSPORTSMANLIKE' ning Williams knocked out his
TI. D. E.
twenty-secon- d
home run of the Philadelphia 0011 000 000 II 7 0
season with Sisler on base. The Cleveland . . mr 002 (His 4
0
(By The Anoclnlrd rrcu.)
St. Louis, Mo.. July 23 (by the other run was scored in the eighth.
Batteries:
Ilommel nnd Brug-gacJoe
third
Dugan,
baseman,
Associated Press). Letters of proMorton and O'Neill.
Second game.
test, terming as "unsportsmanlike" quired Sunday from Boston, made
n
deal his first appearance in a New York
n. it. e.
the recent New
The victory increased Philadelphia 000 353 000 11 J
by which the Yankees
acquired uniform.
to
Browns
lend
first
for
'"6
3 1
4
Third Baseman Joe Dugan and
place
Cleveland
..000 003 010
Outfielder Elmer Smith, were sent lwo anl a half games. Score:
Batteries: Hasty nnd Perkins;
Xcw York.
to former Judge K. M. Landis, naMorton. Lindsey, Bagby and O'A li. II. IT. TO. A.
tional baseball
commissioner, by
Neill, L. Sewell.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
0
1
0
"Witt, cf
commerce
and
of
the
the
chamber
Boston.
at
Chicago
0
4!
1
2
4
3b
;;1
Dugan,
of
club
this city today.
J
notary
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn.
n
4
fl
2
I
Copies of the letters also were sent Meusel. Ifrt
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
0
0
0
3
Ruth,
of
Johnson
to
the
Ban
President
St Louis at New York.
n
4
1
2
I
American League nnd President 'Schung, o
3
0
213 0R
of
John Heydler
the National Pipp, lb
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
0
2
4
0
Ward, 2b
league.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
0
S
t 2 3 j
Scott, ss
New York at St. Louis.
0
0
2
0
Mavs, p
Boston at Chicago.
1
0
1
0
0
O Doul, p
Ads
Results
Want
Quick
at
Detroit,
Bring
Washington
6
24 13
31 0
Totals
I
St. Louis.
AB. R. H. PO. A.
0
2
1
1
3
4
Gcrbcr, ss
1
1
2
0
4
Tobln, if
NATIONAL LEAGUE
2
1
7
3
2
Sisler lb
L.
W.
Pet.
B
1
1
3
Williams, If
55
34
New
York
.BIS
McManua, 2b . . 3 2 1. 3 3
.17
57
St.
Louis
.600
3
0
3
Jacobson, cf .. . 4 1
4 J
49
.533
0
0
0
Chicago
3
3
Sevcreid, c
49
Cincinnati
44
.527
1
1
3
1
0
Bronkie, 3b
45
45
.500
1
0
1
1
4
Pittsburgh
Shocker, p
47
44
.481
Brooklyn
4
0 Philadelphia . ... 31
.365
8 22 27 11
31
Totals
30
Boston
57
.345
By innings:
0
000 000 000
Xew York
000 205 Olx 8
St. Louis
e
hits SisSummary:
Three-bas- e
Bronkie.
ler, Oerber, Dugan,
hit McManua. Horns run
Double
Williams.
plays Sisler
and Bronkie; Dugan and Pipp;
Pipp (unassisted). Base on balls
Off Mays, 1; O'Doul. 3; Shocker,
3. Struck out
By Mays. 1 ; O'Doul,
1; Shocker, 2. Hits Off Mays, 7
6
off O'Doul, 4 in 2
in
Time 1:53.
1

I

Seattle-Portlan-

(By Tb

Amcirlatrd
New York, July 25. I'm.)
The New
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short-stoppin- g.
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Due to the fact that these swings arrived
late
the season
are giving special

Come in and Inspect
Our Modern Safety
Deposit Vaults

Two-bas-

WINS

005

This Canvas Porch Swing will make the
most popular
of furniture on your
The
porch.
special frame design makes it
comfortable
and it can also
especially
made into
comfortable bed.

1

viding ample storage for

COME IN AND SEE THEM

jewelry, valuable papers,
bonds and other securi-

m

ST.

e

REDUCTION OF

1

s

HITS

OFF

20

1

1

":

Canvas Porch Swings

a,

1

....
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OFFERS SILVER CLPS.
Asheville, N. C, July 25. Mrs.
(Jcorgo W. Vanderbllt has offered
two silver cups as trophies for the
winners of the men's and women's
singles, in addition to the regular
trophies to bo played for in the

INVITATION TO PARLEY.
Knoxville, Tenn., July 25. An
invitation lias been extended by
executives of tho Southern railway
to tbe general chairmen of the
BY NORM.W E. BROWN'
shop crafts of the system for a conhurley llollocher
ference for the purpose of attemptIs given much of tho credit for thirty-fourt- h
annual southern ten- ing to reach a settlement of the
the spectacular work of the Chi- nis championship
hero August issues involved in the shopmen'!
it was announced today.
cago Cubs which put them and
strike, It became known today.
haB kept them up around the
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
League
top In the American
scramble. Chicago critics will tell
Milwaukee, 8; Indianapolis, 4;
St. Paul, 11; Toledo, 5,
you this demon shortstop is the
No others scheduled.
best man in the national league
if not in the majors at the
COAST LEAGCE.
shoi tstopping job.
AVhile llollochcr's fielding has
Sacramento, 12; Salt Lake, 10.
been scintillating his batting has
San Francisco, 5; Vernon, 0.
Los Angeles, 8; Oaklund, 7.
been the main factor in the dizd
game postponed; zy pace tho club has maintained.
teams traveling.
Ilollocher has mudo a bid for
the shortstop honors ever since
he joined tho Cubs in July, 1917.
SOUTHEIIN ASSOCIATION.
His playing with the Portland
Atlanta, 2; Nashville, 4.
club of tho Tacific Coast Leaguo
9.
Memphis, 2; Birmingham,
drew the attention of big league
Little Rock, 3; New Urleans, 8.
scouts and the Cubs nabbed him.
Chattanooga-Mobilpostponed.
Ho played in 131 games his first
full year up and was the tall;
WESTERN' I.EAGI E.
of the league before the end of
Omaha, 7; St. Joseph, 6.
Des Moines, 4; Oklahoma City. 7. the 1018 season. Ho has confined
his activities in baseball to
Denver. 4; Tulsa, 7.
He played that position
Sioux
postponed;
with Keokuk In the Central Asrain.
sociation when ho broke into
baseball In 1915. Portland grabWEST TEXAS LEAGI E.
Score:
it. if: K. bed him the next season but
turned him over tho Itock Island
Amarillo ...010 000 1002 111
San Angelo .000 001 000 1 fi 0 club under option for a time.
Batteries: Smith and Dyers;
Cocke and Klindworth.
in
we
a
JX. II. E.
Score:
Sweetwuter .000 000 4004 3 2
Abilene ....010 000 OOO 1 10 2
20
Batteries:
Ulchburg and Pipkin;
McAbee and Burch.
B. II. E.
Score:
1
!)
020 010 0104
Clovls
2
100 420 10x 8 1
Ranger
piece
Batteries:
Vick and Erwin; Ly- brnnd and Clayton.
For a moderate charge
R. II. E.
Score:
Lubbock ...002 011 0116 10 1
he
per year you may secure
Stamford ...000 000 0000 4
in
box
a
this
a
vault proCantrell and Allen;
Batteries:
Edgar and Schmidt.

YESTER Thef
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'UAVIO BALL" IS LATEST TWISTER:
WINS MANY GAMES FOR A. A. HURLER

4

IRJL

yMf

t

ties, to which you have
access at all times during
business hours.

GEO. C.SCHEER

First Savings Bank
and

FURNITURE CO.

Trust Company
ALBUQUERQUE.

314-31- 6

South Second St.

Phone 431

I. O. O. F. Building:

N. M.

t

1

'

four-gam-

JODAYS

y:

GAMES

York-Bosto-

1

.1

D

512

.In,

:

plC!ub.
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JULY CLEARANCE

fifteen (15)

Better

....
...

10'

.

....

MEN'S

cigarettes
for

1

FURNISHINGS

Two-bas-

and CLOTHES

33 to 50

REDUCTION

Chicago, 8; Boston, 1'.
Chicago, July 25. Ted Blanken-shi- p
held Boston to five hits only
two of which were bunched in the
last Inning, while Chicago hit
opportunely and won the
first game of tho series 3 to 1.
Mitchell, who came to Boston from
the Yankees in the Dugan deal
played short. Score:
Boston
AB. R. II. PO. A. E
3
0
0
0
Liebold, cf

.When you buy a summer weight suit, or
a
suit from Meyer &
the
at
Clearance
Meyer
July
price you
know you'll get the same fine materials
and careful workmanship as any other
'
time
made-to-measu-

re

THAT GOES IN MEN'S

FURNISH-ING-

Pen-noc-

xKarr

S

Mcnosky. cf
Foster, 3b
Burns, 1b

....

AS WELL AS IN MEN'S

Pratt, 2h
Harris. If
J. Collins,

CLOTHES

'

We've knocked the props out from under
prices on shirts, silk shirts, underwear,
sox, tics and everything else in the store.
In these closing days of July we are
going to

rf...
ss . . .

Mitchell,
Walters, c
Pennock, p

....
. .
.

1

0

0

0

2
4

1

4

0

4
3

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
1

213

0
0
0

1

1

(1

0

0
0

3
3

0
0

0

3

0

1

2
0
2
3
1

0
0
4
1
1

I

lc

W.
St. Louis

New York
Chicago
Detroit
Cleveland
Washington

Philadelphia
Boston

.

L.

64
53
49

SS
42

49

45
47

48
42
37
38

4 4

48
62

64

Pet.
,587
.558
.527
.521
.505
.467
.416
.413

1"

SehaHi,

....
....
....

lowest prices.

2

0

1

S

0

0

.31

3

e.

Blankcnshlp,
Totals
By Innings:
Boston
Chicago
Summary:

p.

Two

11 27

bass hits
Three-bas- e
KUunk.
hit Mulligan. Stolon base Poster. Double
play Johnson to E. Collins to
Sheely. Base on balls Off Blank-enshi2; Pennock, 1. Struck out
By Pennock, 1; Blankcnshlp, 2.
Time 1:40.
p,

114 W. Central Ave.

Detroit, 8; Washington. B.
Detroit, July 25. Detroit hit
n
hard today while
wan holding Washington in
S
b
check and won
to
in the

.llinwn
I

Old-Imi-

You're going to say
"That's more like it!"

Is the bread wa baka. It pleases
the whole family Our bread, biscuits, pies and cakes are made
with care by expert bakers. They
ara cheaper and better than you
can bake yourself. We can tell
cheaper because we bake in large
quantities.

807

South

First

fctrcet.

quality.
weight and full Size.

AS YOU LIKE IT

PIONEER BAKERY

x.w.' v.v.v

Every cigarette full

CONDITIONAL PARDON.
Santa Fe. July 25. Conditional
pardon has been granted by Gov.
M. C. Mechem to Clin Braley, who
was sentenced In Roosevelt county
in June, 1922, to serve ninety days
in the county jail.

1

100 000 0001
010 010 Olx S

A highly pleasing blend
of choice Turkish
with Virginia and Ken
tucky Burley tobaccos of
superior character and

'

'A,
mmmmmm

1
30
Totals
5y23 15 1
x Batted for Lelbold in eighth
inning.
y Ealk out, hit by batted ball.
Chicago
AB. It. H. PO. A. E.
4
1
1
S
3
0
Johnson, ss
Mulligan, 3b . . 4 1 2
1
3
0
E. Collins, 2b..
4
0 0
Hooper, rf
4
1
2
Ktrunk, cf
4
0
2
Falk, If
0
2
3
Sheely, lb

CLEAR THEM OUT AT YOUR
PRICE
Come in early tomorrow and outfit with
the town's highest quality at the town's

Phone 520

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Copyight

19:2,

Licorrr

A--

Mykm Tobacco Co.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOORNAU

July 26, 1922.
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BEACH SUITS ARE
GAY BUT SIMPLE

,

DRAINAGE

i

Z

FOUR DANCING FEET

SPEAK

Social Calendar

BY JANE PHELPS.
A

IiKTTEH PLACE TO LIVE.
CHAPTER

32.

Jennie's teacher has been told
the wonderful news and had talked
with Gertie. For tho first time she
realized the indomitable courage
nnd determination of this child of
i he tenements; her almost
agonizing fear that Jennie should not be
educated. She saw too mora clearly what the lack of an education
had meant to Gertie herself, how
she felt an Inferiority because of It
felt 1t keenly. As far as she could
she too was poor, a teacher's salary is small and she supported an
invalid mother she would help
this brave girl, who so willingly
took the burden of a household on
her young shoulders.
"I wish Tim could stay in school
too till he could graduate," Gertie
had said to her, "but Ma thinks he
ought to work as soon as he is old
He's awful bright, and
enough.
stayed he might be
perhaps if he
smart like " she stopped, a blush
She had almost
face.
flooding her
said "like Tom." Almost given her
poor little secret away; her admiration of the only educated
,
young man she ever had known.
"Perhaps we can think of somo
way yet. Gertie. It isn't right for
you to do it all. He will be through
yea- rgrammar school in another
there are night schnois ana u ne is
ambitious he can do a good deal to
help you take care of the family,
nnd vet keep on with his educa
tion."
"He as ambitious always wanting to earn money to help Ma."
"You are very fortunate to have
such a mother." This teacher well
knew some of the mothers in her
mothers whose only
district,
children
thought was to push their
out of school for the sake of the
few pennies they could earn, who
were constantly in trouble with tho
truant officer; whose homes were
never clean, whose children were
badly nourished.
"Ma hns tried awfully hard to
was
keep things going since Pawon't
killed. Some day maybe she
have to do laundry when Jennie
getH to be a teacher." Another plan
;nrtle had cherished; her mother
living without working for others,
just keeping house for them all,
thrv providing tho money.
The teacher looked at the lovely
fiice of the unselfish girl, and wondered it the others. Jennie and
Tim, would be as selfless. She had
come to have a great respect, for
eirl. this girl who had
the
kept herself clean and sweet in who
most untoward surroundings;
believed in education, and gladly
cave her entire earnings to help
her family rise in tho world.
"The child seems to have abso

Sunshine Circle will meet with
Mrs. Leatherman at 310 South
no thought for hersolf,' tho Stanford avenue, at 2 p. m.
teacher said as Gertie left her.
, Not that Gertie didn't long for
a thread add re- the flesh pots at times; long for when sirupin spins
a fine, steady stream,
imainder,
saw
other to egg mixture,
pretty clothes, things she
constantly
girls even Lilly have. Ijilly who and vigorously. heating
As soon as frostnow earned less than bait what
will stay in shape pour over
ing
she did, yet who, as Jennie said, cake and set into
place, using as
always looked stylish. But Gertie's few motions as possible.
desire for education her talks
with Tom Norris had intensified it
had made other aspirations sink
into insignificance by comparison.
E
Among the habitues of Fagin's
was a young man of seemingly
more refinement than many of the
others, lie had asked for and received an introduction to Gertie.
This procedure, unusual in this
place, where young men looked
upon the dancers as their rightful
prey, pleased and flattered Gertie.
Sho became less stiff in her manHis
ner, was cordial, interested.
name was George Murphy.
to Miss
to
her
motioned
He had not
Cooperider of Santa Fe
sit with him. as so many did, neithto Take Charge on Auer had he tried to talk with her as
she passed his table, but had apgust 1; To Hold Reception
proached her as if she were a lady,
instead of just a cabaret girl. se- of Patrons.
Th rntnmincs family had
the front flat on the floor
of
Miss Margaret
Cooperider
below. Mr, McGinnis, the landlord,
as
chosen
been
for
has
it
Santa
to
Fe,
paper
has been willing
to the new manager of the T. W.
them, and be allowed Gertie
select the paper, limiting her as to C. A. cafeteria on North Second
front
-the
nainted
H also
street. She will take the , place
room. Mrs. Cummings with Tim's
Paine, who resigned
on of Miss Mary
of
coat
paint
a
fresh
on June 1. The new manager
put
help
.. iritplien
nnd Gertie paid a man will take over her new duties on
to paper the bedrooms. They spent August 1.
several nours oiscusohib even as
Miss Cooperider has been prini.,ohimv nf this move, for
was cipal nf the high school in Santa
labor
was
cheap,
paper
though
Fe, where her family resides. She
not, but finany tney ueu.Cu
studied domestic science at Ohio
do it.
college and was graduated
at once state
"It will all he nice Ma
from tho Ohio state university.
"and
keeps
then," Gertie said, will last
She is also a graduate of the
and
things so careful itfrom theiryears.
faces Capital College of Oratory
Pride beamed
Music at Columbia. Ohio, and has
Never
finished.
when at last it was
and
on
traveled
Chautauqua
had they hoped to have so nice a lyceum circuits. She has taught
place.
in Georgia and In Santa Fo and
"It's all owing to you. Gert"
operating
experience
"I has hadcafeterias
Jennie said as she enthused.
in college.
student
any of the
won't be ashamed to asknow
A reception to tho new manager
girls home with me this." when has been planned for next week.
we've got a place like
Tho affair will he held at noon
They needed more furniture but at tho cafeteria, Miss Cooperider,
that could wait. A cot was bought Miss Nell Scale, the acting difor Tim, and his mother fixed up rector nnd members of .the, cafea soap box to serve as a dressing teria committee to be the hostable. She made cheap hut crisp tesses.
Refreshments will, bo
muslin curtains for tho front room, served the
and friends of
and tied them back with old rib- the cafeteria.patrons
bons she dyed pale pink.
Miss Scale, who has been in
"Gee but I can't sell my papers
of tho cafeteria for the
for lookin' at them winders!" Tim chargetwo months
will, return soon
said. "There ain't nobody, on the past
Ala.,
block got anything like them cur- to hera homo atof Mobile,
several years
residence
tains. We're swells all right, ain't after
here. She has been connected
we Ma?"
the Y. W. C. A. for the
"Don't say that word Tim, Gertie with two
years. She will take a
past
don't like it!"
position as principal of a school
lutely
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HOUSEHOLD HlNTT
If the berries
berries thoroughly.
aro sour add a cup of sugar to a
sweet
berries use
of
fruit.
For
Berries
Corn Flakes
cup
Coffee
half this. Place fruit and sugar on
Cream Toast
gas and stir until juicy. Allow to
(Milk for children)
boll a few minutes, then skim, cool,
Luncheon.
and serve. This may be chilled and
Cream of Tomato Soup
Salmon Salad
poured over ice cream, or over
sponge cake.
Potatoes with Parsley
Iced Cocoa
Tapioca Cream.
SUGGESTIONS.
Dinner.
Casserole dishes of chopped soup
Fruit Cocktail
meat are good. Here is a suggesChile Con Carne
Olives
tion. Put a little fresh fat in the
Mashed Potatoes
Stuffed Tomato Salad
frying pan and when hot but not
Iced Tea
Stewed Berries
smoking add one or two chopped
onions. Cook the onions without
TODAY'S RECIPES.
letting them burn. Next turn in
Chile Con Carne Brown a large the chopped meat and mix and then
of add enough canned tomato to mane
onion in fat. Add
a pound of ground beef. When a soft mass. Turn this intowitha
thoroughly brown add a pint can greased making dish, sprinkle
nf tomatoes and a can of kidney fine bread crumbs, dot sparingly
beans (not the baked ones). Add with butter and bake. To reduce
also a cup of water. SeaBon with the cost in cooking, cook this in the
salt, pepper and add a teaspoon or fireless cooker (if you A have one)
very little
more of chile powder. The gravy between two radiators.
into
may be thickened, or broken bits soup meat is enough to make
of spaghetti may be added. Serve croquettes, because these are best
cooked
rice,
with potato chips or mashed pota- when combined with
farina or other cereal. They should
toes.
Tomato mna
Stuffed Tomato Salad Skin to- bo well seasoned.
matoes by dipping in boiling water, onion flavor are well employed to
one for each person. Cut a slice give back the flavor robbed by prooff the top of each tomato and hol- longed cooking of soup meat.
To the pulp reBoiled Frosting One and a hair
lo ,v the inside.
cup water,
moved, add a chopped hard boiled cups sugar, one-havaegg and heart of lettuce. Season whites two eggs, one teaspoon
tablespoon lemon
with salt and pepper, mix with nilla or one-hadressing and pack solidly in the juice. Put sugar and water Into
tomato shells. Replace the top and saucepan, mix and boil without
place In ice box. When readylet-to stirring until sirup spins a threadis
serve place each tomato on a
eight inches long. While sirup
tuce leaf and add dressing and pap- boiling, and before it reaches the
delicious
are
also
stage when it spins a good thread
rika. Tomatoes
add three to four tablespoons sirup
when stuffed with chicken salad.
Stewed Rerries These are easily slowly to the stiffly beaten egg
and
made. Wash the whites. . Continue
and quickly
beating,
.MKNIT

HINT,

llroakfast.

three-quarte-

i

QUARREL OVER WATER
CAUSES OLD LADY TO
DO FATHER TIME ACT
A dispute about tho water in 'a
of Williams
ditch in the vicinity
street, led to one man being struck
in the nose by a knotty fist an another being chased
by a woman
armed with a scythe. Mileton Cordova, who was accused of striking
Antonio Iachuga in the noso, was
fined $10 by a Justice of the peace
.Ha then
in his neighborhood.
brought a charge against Lachuga
nnd his aunt, Mrs. Paublina Lachuga. in the court of J.ustlce W. W.
hearMcCldlan. After a four-hoing, Lachtiga was fined $10. The
evidence showed that Mrs. Lachuga
had run out into the road after
scythe in her
Cordova, with
hands.

Dear Mrs. Thompson: Will you
please tell mo if a divorco is legal
when a husband slips around and
gets it through falsehoods, having
the trial unbeknown to his wife?
I was as good to him as I could
he. I love him and always will and
I can't live without him. His children tiro the cause of it all. My
lawver sold out to him.
As I did not know about the
trial I nm told it is not legal. He
was gone only four months when
he got tho divorce. He came to
see me every week, sometimes
twice a week, and ho still comes
two and three times a week to see
me.
Please advise me about it. On
such a divorco be set aside by the
wife? I am told It can be, as he
could not get a divorce because he
left me nnd ho was the party who
did the wrong.
A WRONGED WIFE.
Such a divorce would not be legal, but you would have to get a
lawyer and have him appeal the
case.

more talkative when you and sho
met the boy and so naturally ho
paid her more attention. Perhaps'
you felt hurt before you had rca- son to and he interpreted your
mood as siillenness on your part
and so be did not talk to you.
j
If you watit to see him Sunday
lot
not
him
come. but. do
night,
even refer to the other night. In
the future do your part to be
pleasant and I think he will rc- - i,
spond.

BROKEN-HEARTE-

The young man no longer cares
for you or ho would ask for dates.
He asked you to dance with him
for old times' sake. To dance with
other girls and ignore you would
have been rude since you and he
were such good friends at one
time.
Do not write and ask why he
dislikes you. It is evident he merely found someone else more interesting.
P.y all means
go with other
young men. Ho would probably be
very glad to have you do so. To
stay at home and wait for him is
useless nnd you only make yourself
miserable.
Dear Mrs. Thompson;
We are
two girls in tho same town nnd
both love the same boy in another
town. Ho conies here almost every
night. This hoy says he loves mo
and bo old his cousin he loves me,
but I believe ho loves the other
girl more. Ho goes with her, too.
Irfjst night he canio to town and
tho other girl and I met him down
town. He spoko to her and they
talked a little while, but he did
not say one word to me. Ho did
not even speak to mo, but he kept
watching me nil evening. It hurt
me so badly I went home nnd
cried. Ho asked me for a date
Sunday evening. Should
accept
it? I want him to know how
ho
Tell
me
hurt
badly
my feelings.
what I should tell him.

i

j

CITY

I,. M. I.awson, an eminent drainage engineer and manager of the
liio Grande reclamation project at
lSlephant Hutte, will be In tho city
early In August to add his word to
the campaign for a local reclamation project. Mr. I.awaon Is coming
here at tho Invitation of the Albuquerque chapter of the American
Association of ICngineers.
His principal address In Albuquerque will he at the chamber of
commerce dinner
which will be
hold early in August. lie will tell
of the advantages obtained on the
lie
Rio Grande drainage project,
will also attempt tu advise leader
of the local dialnugo movement as
ho procedure In obtaining assistance
under the existing acts,
Mr. l.awson will also address a
meeting of tho local engineers'
for
chapter which Is responsible
bringing him here, lie Is an an- and
drainage.
thority (in irrigation
He is past president of tho south- western district nf the American
Association of Engineers.

CITY WAITS DECISION
OF SANTA FE RAILWAY
ON VIADUCT MATTER
fance the early building of IJiic
new Coal avenue viaduct depends;
upon a decision as soon as possible!
as to the amount of
to be given by the Santa Ke rail-- !
way, City Manager U. If. Calkins
has written officials of the railway
to come to Albuquerque and make
an investigation at an early date.
Officials of tlie road had expected
to be here some time nto, but were
unable to do so on account of the
strike, it was stated. Mr. Calkins
said the city has had plans drawn
by its engineering department, and
a special committee of engineers
picked by the big citizens' com
mittee is ready to meet the railway
engineers at any time. Tho delay
in getting something done with the
viaduct, he stated, is due entirely
to inability to arrange an early
meeting with the railway repre
sentatives.

,10

Elephant Butte Project Manager to Address Chamber
of Commerce Dinner and
Local Engineers in August

'

I am
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
seventeen years old and have been
for
going with a boy nineteen
about two months. Lately I haven't
seen anything of him and he goes
places and never asks ma any
more. One evening I happened to
be at a dance where he was too.
and he asked me to dance and
seemed the fame as usual.
I love this boy dearly and could
not think of giving him up and it
is almost breaking my heart. Why
is It that he doesn't ask for a date
any more? Do you think he cares
for me?
REALTORS'
OFFICES
Shall I write and ask him the
TO CLOSE SATURDAY
reason ho dislikes me. or what
shall I do? Has ho-reason to get
NOONS UNTIL SEPT.
angry if I go with others?

EXPERT

sty

.

NEW COUNTY BUDGET
IS BEING PREPARED

County officials are preparing
reestimates of tho financial
quirements of their departments
for tho coming year In order to
Bathing suits this season aw submit them to tho county comreally inspiring. Who but a truly missioners who are now preparinspired
designer would have ing the budget. The work will
thought of putting a fruit motif in probably lie completed this week
brilliant color on a black serf suit? and will be submitted to the state
The motifs appear only on the officials for approval.
It. I'. Asplund, director of the
skirt.
associaNew .Mexico Taxpayers
Albuquerque realtors will close
tion, is assisting the county offitheir offices- - each Saturday after
in
cials
their
listing
requirements
noon, according to the decision
for the budget.
A LAWN PARTY WILL BE
reached at a recent meeting,
fine of $25 will be made by the
PARENT-TEAC- H
GIVEN
FOR
association against any realtor who
CEMENT INDUSTRY IS
keeps his office open Saturday aftERSJHOflSDAY
FEEL
TO
BEGINNING
ernoon from now until September.
Expulsion Is provided for the
The
association
OF STRIKE
EFFECTS
socond breach of this rule.
of the North Fourth street school
will entertain the five
Chicago. July 23. The cement
associations
of
the
START IS POSTI'ONII.
to
feel
is beginning
industry
San Diego, Calif., July 2S. Ne
at
to
a
be the
lawn social
county
pinch of restricted coal
.1.
home
of
held
at
the
Mrs.
E.
last
minute
for
cessity
adjustments
William M. Kinney, general
SOI
to their de Haviland plane, together Marehnnt,
North Fourth manager of the Portland
Cement
with adverse weather conditions, street, at
tomorrow association, said in a statement
o'clock
aused Ieiutenants Charles Webber evening.
have
ho
Some
said,
tonight.
plants
and Virgil llines, army air men, tn
There will be a short musical been forced to
close and it l
G.ti.OOO
a
start
of
their
their
and
of
number
postpone
talks probable others will have to do
program
mile air mapping flight until
so or operate
on partial time
by presidents of the various
unless relief is secured soon.
Parent-Teacher-

s'

Parent-Teacher-

s'

sup-lilie-

1

Five.

DRY FARMS EAST OF
HERE NEED MOISTURE:
RIVER TABLE LOWERED
According to residents and landowners along the Rio Grand" north
of Albuquerque, the water tlj in
the valley has been reduced considerably by the dry summer, t.ui
the whoie, this has had a beneficial
effect, they say. There seems to b
plenty of water in the river for th'j
various irrigation systems.
A man who owns property in lh
Alameda region complained of a
shortage of wator for somo of his
ditches, and was told that was the.
best kind of arguirfcnt for the reclamation project.
This man, as
yet, has not favored the reclamation plans.
On the mesa east of the city, th
dry farm crops are being starved
out. for lack of water. Fields that
had corn waist high this tlmo lasi.
year, now hears corn not more Hum .
a foot In height and beginning t"
tassel. The crop will not be of
much value, farmers
say. The
mountain showers that usually visit
that section have been almost entirely absent this summer.
HKWAr.R OF IMITATION."?

Help That Aching
Back!

"Kvery Pic
ture tell
tory"

Is your back giving out? Are you
tired, miicrable, all run down; tortured with nagginu backache, lame-- n
ss and si dden. stabbing pains? If
so, look to your kidneys. Overwork,
hurry and worry tend to weaken
tho kidneys. Backache and an all
worn out feeling is often the first
Get back your health
warning.
while you can. Use Donn's Kidney
Pills, tho
remedy Albuquerque
folks recommend. Ask your neighI
bor.
lores nn Albuquerque case.
Thos. Koslowsld, 4 62 Santa !
Ave., says: "There were times I
couldn't str ighten my back, t had
severe pains In it every move I
made. My kidneys acted too frequently, then ugain not often
enough. I learned of Bonn's Kidney Pills and ;irocured a supply at
Store.
Do.Ji'i
Drug
Huppe'8
strengthened my back and kidthe backache left and my kidneys
were regulated."

X

DOAN'SW
60
al all Dm Stores
foster M'dburn Co. flli.CkiBiiHlo.KY
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T

ANXIOUS.

Trobably

your

girl friend was

Natural Pongee With
Peasant Embroidery

The Clearance
Grade

Ready-to-Wea-

of

Our Higher

r

Gives You An Opportunity to Purchase the Very
Best of This Season's Coats, Suits and Dresses at Less
Than the Value of Just Ordinary Merchandise ,
V::;;:'ii::a Think of Buying the
1

Finest Ready-to-WeEver Brought to Town
ar

TWO MEN ARE HELD ON
A CHARGE OF FORGERY
Complaints were filed yesteragainst Beltran
day afternoon
Salaznr and Raymundo Salazar on
a charge of forgery. The two
men were arrested several days
ago by officers of the sheriff's
staff. It is alleged that they have
passed $150 In checks, to which
tho name of Cerilio Sanchez of
Peralta was forged.

at
5

$34.95 $3995

$44-9-

lf

lf

T. B. LEFTWICH NAMED
DEPUTY ULS. MARSHAL

$4995 $5995 $6995

T. B. Leftwich, commander of
the United Veterans of the Rea
public, has been appointed
United States
deputy marshal.
The field covers the whole state,
but Mr. Leftwich will still make
this city his home.

The thing to remember about this

ready-to-we- ar

is

that

in the beginning-

-

of tlie

season when it was first placed on sale, it was priced lower, quality considered, than
in town. Our buying connections and our ability to do a
any other ready-to-welarge volume of business on a narrow margin of profit jointly made this possible.
The 1922 ready-to-weassortments at Roscnwald's were the largest, ever displayed
in New Mexico, affording not only a wider choice of materials, designs, etc., but an
opportunity to make careful painstaking selections. Now we have taken our finest
ready-to-weand priced it at $34.95, $39.95, $44.95, $49.95, $59.95 and $69.95 to clear,
Tn
it quickly.
order that you may sec the great reductions on each individual garleft the old price tags on and simply added red tags bearing the clearhave
ment we
I
:'!
ance price.
It is not financially possible for everyone in 'Albuquerque to wear the finest clo'tlics
under ordinary circumstances, but a sale like this gives the people who ordinarily buy
medium priced clothes a chance to outfit in the very, very finest at less than the prices
"
that buy me'dium gra'dc clothing.
Come 'down today an'd trv on some of these garments. You will be pleased with' the
merchandise and enthusiastic about the drastic price cuts we have made.
ar

ar

Your mirror knows

ar

Make it tell!
Yeast Foam Tablets are a wonder
ful aid in correcting skin disorders
6uch as pimples boils, flabbiness
and sallow complexion.

'

0

By

Tonight when you go examination in three or

home, consult your mirror four weeks.
carefully. Study your The vitaminB,inwhich Yeast
skin; see if it is firm, clear Foam Tablets are so rich, is a
and clean. Find out if your food element 'not a medicine. These tablets
a skin
complexion has a fresh, corrective thatreacb.esare the
real
color.
healthy
seat of the trouble.
If you're not pleased with
Sold by all druggists
the condition of your skin,
Northwestern Yeast Co.,
get a bottle of Yeast Foam
Chicago, Illinois
Tablets. Take them reguMaktrt rh famous baking yeasts,
YcajC Foam and Marie Yuil
larly and then repeat this
.

INSTITUTE
Fashion Carrie
BROOKS

P1CKEN

THE baautr of this

What Yeast
Foam Tablets
are for
lot of appetite
indigestion
lack of energy
under weight
malnutrition
boil
pimple
n
condition

run-dow-

ast FoamTabletts

,

MARY

WdMAK'S

the only pure whole yeast in convenient Jablet fotnti

design is
emphasized by the color combination, natural pongee with old
bine and red peasant embroidery,
which of Itself makes on appreciate the attractiveness of the
dress,
s
The iiroDle. easy lines af tho
dress are always pleasing and especially so when raglsn
and smart pockets are marshaled In to help In evidencing
youthfulness.
Pessant embroidery means of
necessity many small carefully
placed stitches, but once a design
Is achieved It Is sure to be appreciated. Novelty braid trimming or
bias cingham with cross stitching
may be substituted effectively tor
trimming on such a dress.
The hat Is new, Jaunty, and usually quite becoming, especially
when blue taffeta ribbon Is the
material and Is arranged as attractively as In this case.

'

one-plec- a

sle-ive- s

--

....

Don't V
Forget

Don't
Forget
Your

Your

S. & H.

S. & H.

Green
Stamps

Stamps

Green

tee
ft

StroW
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BRANDING IRONS TILDILLOS TAKE

OLD-FASHIONE- D

GAME FROM THE

old
Esther Cantrel, the
girl, for attacks against whom
two young men recently were arrested, has been lodged in the
TO 2 Welfare
homo. The girl was taken
YANKEES.
to the home yesterday morning
by Captain Richard Guest after
she had refused to testify against
Serna, who was alleged to
Midgets Protest Game With Frank
have made a criminal assault

Head,

'

--

murder.
the
Henry ("Smash") Hanson,
state's star witness, who described himself as a former prlvato
In

detective and close confidant tes-of
the union leaders on trial, of
that the formation
tified
"Wrecking Crews" begnn immediately after Charles Fit.morris.
chief of police had warned Mader
that ha wanted peace in the
building Industry.
"Mader was a business agent
for the fixture hangers union
seven years ago. when he wanted
Isadore Braverman. president of
the Union, shot" said Hanson.
"I shot him and was tried and
acquitted for it. Braverman recovered."
When the war between the unions accepting the wage award
and those holding out against it
became bitter. Hanson testified,
Mader asked him if it would be
possble to get some one to shoot
"Umbrella Mike" Boyle, a rival
labor leader.
"We don't want him killed."
Mader said, according to the testimony. We just want him shot in
the leg. His wife, wants him out
of the labor game and that will
acare her too."
Hanson declared that at the request of Mader he had sought a
number of times to settle the
the
building trades controversy,
plan first being for the employers and then for the citizens committee, which was formed to enforce the award, to pay $75,000
to $100,000 for the Influence,

TESTIFIES

LARRAZ0L0
IN

?''

Admits

President.

(Br he Aumicluled Prefm.)
July 25. Dynamite
Chicago,
plots, plans to Bhoot rival labor
leaders, efforts to extort money
for settling strikes, all a partct an alleged campaign of ter- rorlsm resulting from dissatisfiwft tion with a mediation wage awarl
among the building trades unions
were told by witnesses today at
the trial of Fred Mnder, presiBuilding
dent of the Chicago
Trades Council, and four others
on charges of conspiracy ending

CASE OF INDIANS
TO GET LAND TITLES

ar

4

Witness at Trial of Fred
Mader, Building Trades
Union

WELFARE HOME; THE
BOY RELEASED

IN

SERNA

iii'sirrer
Council

PUT

CANTREL

ESTHER

BOVINE QUEEN PREFERS NOSE PRINT

acquitted for

Slaying

July 26, 1922.
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S. A. 17s; Experts to De- upon
cide Case; Browns Drop that
One to Barelas Tigers.

l

Tlldillos won from New Mexico
score In the
Yankees by a 2
Boys' Senior league yesterday, Tlldillos worked 3 hits for 4 counters,
while the Yankees scattered 4
for their
singles and a
2 runs.
Duke City Whites walked off
with a forfeit game which they
should have played with the De
Molays.
Today, High Bcnool piays tne
Red Sox.
Junior League.
Midgets protest their game with
T.s Score was 7 In S.
A.
S.
the
A. T.s favor. The case will be investigated and local experts will
render a decision.
Today, Pirates play the High
land Laddies.
Pigmy League.
Barelas Browns lost to the Ba
relas Tigers by the score of
Batteries: Barelas Tigers RaBarelas
and
mon
Sandoval;
Browns Philamon and Albert.
IMc-tiv- e
Sergeant Fred Sandberg, fingerprint expert, taking cow'
Today, Athletes play the Barelas
nose print.
Browns.
STANDINGS.
e
The
branding irons, with the accompanying inconvenience
Senior League
of hoRtying and throwing cattle, will soon be passe if Detective Sergeani
L.
W.
Pet.
2
Fred Sandberg, nationally known fingerprint expert, has his way. Sand, Browns
.750
...65
2
.714
berjr favors taking nose prints of cattle for identification purposes. It'i St. Mary
2
4
move popular with the cattle, too.
.667
High School
5
3
.
.625
Tildillos
1
1
.500
Red Sox
S
4
.429
Firefighters
111
5
.375
Duke City Whites. .3
1
3
.250
N. M. Yankees
Juivjor League
L.
W.
Pet.
2
Laddies
.818
.9
Highland
.750
Barelas White Sox. 3

mm

u) v

slvL

(
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her. Captain Ouest stated
he acted as a Juvenile court

i

FIT FORM FOR THEIR BOUT AT

JERSEY CITY THURSDAY RIGHT

Testimony of former novemnr O.
A. Larrazolo was taken yesterday
before a notary public and will bo
used In the case of the Pueblo Indians of Santa Clara against Albert
B. Fall, secretary of the interior,
and others. The Indians want the
government to give them title to
2,400,000 acres of land in Arizona,
southwest of Tucson. The Indians
assert the land is their under the
Gadsden treaty and their right was
recognized by both the Mexican and
The governSpanish government.
ment, since the suit was brought,
has made an Indian reservation of
the lands, but the redmen claim
that is not sufficient, as they wish
to have free possession and the assurance that the reservation will
not be abolished at some future
time.
At the hearing yesterday Held,
Hervey and Iden, of this city, represented the Indians, and George
A. H. Frazer, of Denver, a special
assistant United States attorney
general, appeared for the government. This Is the last testimony to
be taken before the case Is heard
In the federal court for the District of Columbia at Washington In
the early fall. The case has been
In progress, through taking of depositions in various
places, for
several months. Governor Larrazo-lo- . CITY H0MMISSI01MERS
In hii youth, lived in the neighDELAY HIGHLAND VISIT
borhood of the Papago Indian
country, which is Involved in the
The proposed Inspection visit of
suit, and is familiar with conditions
there.
the city commissioners to the highland district which M. P. Stnmm offers to improve was delayed yesterMEN HELD FOR CATTLE
day hecaose of the fact that three
OF
OUT
of the commissioners were absent
STEALING GET
from the city. The trip will be
LOCKUP
LUNAS
THE LOS
planned for a day in the near
future.
Justice George Roddy yesterday
case
ol
dismissed
the
afternoon
An Omaha woman sat up for
Ignacio Sanchez, Eliseo Baca and her husband until 1 o'clock in
Juan Tafoya, who had been ar the morning, intending to disrested on a charge of burglarizing cuss with him the sinfulness of
the home of Ray Kozlowskl at his ways. Finally she gave U
Barelas. The evidence failed to up and went upstairs only to
show, according to Justice Roddy, find him In bed and fast asleep
that the men were connected with there for many hours. He hadn t
been out at all.
the tneft.

1

Pirates

7"
t

3

Midgets

2

8

8. A. T.S

.700
.250
.200

3

Plginy League
PrM.)
L.
W.
Pet.
Budd Uike. N. J., July 25.
0
1.000
Barelas Tigers ....4
Benny Barelas Browns ... 2
Champion
Lightweight
2
.500
Leonard laid aside his clumsy Athletes
2
2
,500
practice gloves tonight and went Eagles . ;
2
0
.000
to sleep with the conviction that
his two weeks of intensive training
have put him at the pinnacle of R0SENWALDS LEAD IN
his form for his title bout with
Lew Tendler, Thursday
night at MEAT MARKET GRADES

Jersev

said to have been made to wel
fare workers, the police and tha

assistant

Aism-hilc-

Rosenwald Brothers led
this
month in the sanitary score for
meat markets. Following are the
percentages, furnished by the de-

partment of health:
Rosenwald Brothers
Farr's

92
92
92 V,

Champion

Lathim's

n

HINTS

in company
county. They
with the Mckinley boys. The
gave bail, but these two
could not.
Jack Young is five feet seven
Inches tall-weighs about 140
pounds, has a thumb and first finger of his right hand off. Texas
Slim is about the same size, has
blue eyes and a sharp nose. Both
wore large hats and khaki trousers.
One wore boots and the other tennis shoes. They are 24 or 25 years
old and are cowboys.

Get Clicquot by the
case for the home. If
you prefer variety,1
you can get Clicquot

Club Sarsaparilla,1
Birch Beer and Root
Beer.
THE CLICQUOT CLUB CO.
Millis, Mass., U. 8. A.

E.

L Washburn Company

GINGER, ALB

Albuquercue's Exclusive Clothiers.
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ONE PERFORMANCE OF
"BABY MINE" BOOKED
FOR CRYSTAL TONIGHT

LITTLE TALKS ON THRIFT
S. W. STRAUS.' President
American Society for Thrift.

Br
"

AM out of work and need i
income auite as badlv
most of ns when expenses are high
and there is no

S

'

And that enticing flavor how good it is with good milk
or cream! Fruits, too, fresh or cooked, add to the delight of
a dish of Grape-Nutmorning, noon or sundown.
s,

no cooking needed.

Why not try it for tomorrow's breakfast?

"There's a Reason"
Fostum Cereal Co., Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.

fill
t.

And to provide nature's "broom" that keeps the dlges
tive system spick and span.
There's not a bit of artificial sweetening in Grape-Nut- s
it Just becomes sweet of its own accord in the long baking.

food

good.

,

tor rLealtri

at

and

cattle-stealin-

To develop all their appetizing flavor,
To preserve all their wholesomeness,

ready-to-e-

,

to the length of the play

is a regular "three
of the best food qualities of whole wheat flour and malted
barley, carefully mixed and slowly
baked

It is a compact,

Ji

And this is the water of which all
Clicquot Club Ginger
Ale is made. The other
ingredients are all pure

Owing
MEN HELD FOR THEFT
"Baby Mine," which will be presented
nt the Crystal opera house
FROM HOUSE RELEASED
onlght by the Famous Players, only
will bo given,
one performance
Jack Young and "Texas Slim," in starting
promptly at 8:15 o clock
broke jail at Las "Baby Mine"
for
is one of the best bills
A saw In
Lunas Tuesday morning.
the
repertoire, being
left on the ground and other clues a farce company's
comedy and full of laughs.
indicate that they had assistants The vaudeville specialties will all
from outside. These two men were be changed tonight, the different
caught about a month ago by artists offering new up to the min
Sheriff Joseph Tondre, of Valencia ute song numbers and dances.
were

SBack to the"

K

at Millis, Mass.

A Complete Line of Ladies' Holeproof Hose
Now in Stock.

89

dread but

-

I

For dress,, for motoring and any other occasion
you'll find one of our caps add much to your
comfort. All the new effects are here.
Then too a gabardine coat is quite necessary for
comfort a sure protection from wind or rain we
have them with or without belts.
Van Heusen collars in a variety of styles.

90
90
.".89

'

W. STRAUS

sel-

dom feel is going to overtake us." This
is a portion of
a letter recently received by
a man whose
influence had
been asked in
securing a po
sition for an

IN LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
Southern California is noted for Its good
roads and wonderful highways. A tire will
surely give satisfaction under normal conditions here if anywhere. To recite
everyday instances of performance and mileage in this territory would be to paint an
unusually glowing picture, for the ordinary
run is not especially taxing on good makes
of tires.
Worth while comparisons, pointing to the
superiority of our product over other makes,
can therefore be brought out best by citing
unusual types of service, showing the durability, correct construction and economy
of Savage tires In service which renders excessive stress and hard usage.

OpfOill Pershing Square, Little
The
Heap, trade characterTireof Com-partSpreckels "Savage"
visualizes the Blltmore Hntel
now in the course oi construction.

other man. How many there are
who, if suddenly deprived of their
means of livelihood, would be compelled to make a confession
similar to the one quoted in the
letter

Unusual Service
A fleet of trucks operating throughout
the city, making 250 to 400 stops a day, has
been equipped with Savage Cords solving
the tire problem of this company by increasing their tire mileage 100

tt'i

I

It

is "the rainy day that we always dread but seldom feel is going to overtake us" that should be

guarded against through practices
of thrift And, no matter how
sincerely we may believe that the
rainy day never will overtake us,
the fact remains that countless
numbers of persons have been deceived by these same false hopes.
Perhaps no mistake is as common
as this failure to provide for the
rainy day. Too many are willing
to take a chance to trust to
luck that sickness, unemployment
or some other misfortune will not
overtake them.
It is just as essential to the welfare of the average person that ha
make provision for the rainy
day as it is that he safeguard his
physical health.
The man who falls to look to
the future and to make provision
for times of adversity is his own
worst enemy. Those who practice
thrift may not always reach the
heights, but they never will reach
the depths, ,
. ,

,

Under the ground, irTthe bed- rock, there are springs of cold, clear
water. Summer rains and winter
snows are filtered and
many times in Nature's own way, so
that when the water is drawn from
the rocks it is purified.
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Wetzel
Marl Bios
Conroy , .
Union
O. K. Market No. 1
A. & P
Broad wnv
Matteucci & Palladino
New State
San Jose . .
Highland
Mercantile
'
Gilbert
Cash Meat
C.eorgo Eberhard
Pioneer
Western Meat
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Why we make Clicquot

OF THE HEALTH BOARD

City.

Rain, which fell nearly all day,
disarranged his training schedule
and he planned a light workout
tomorrow, though it will be mainly
a day of rest. He will make a
short road run Thursday morning
Leonard has been rather testy
the past few days. In his brief
sparring today ho stopped several
timesj to request smokers to stop
puffing, and kept up a running fire
of admonition to those who insist
ed upon loaning against the ring
and all but clambering onto the
canvas.
Leonard and his trainers were
enthusiastic totay over the accur
ate hitting he has shown In his
sparring matches. The three bat
tered sparring partners, distressed
that
despite the leather guards
protected their heads, garrulously
behind
the
attested the drive
champion's punches.
What expert criticism has been
advanced about the j.iowing Leonard has made in his training bouts
hero centers on his footwork, once
acknowledged as the
universally
cleverest to be seen. Leonard believes this criticism to be an exaggeration, but he has taken special
exercises after each bout to limber
his leg muscles.

away for the
day
that we always
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district

girl positively denied in Justice
Roddy's court yesterday that she
had been attacked. Soma was not
called on to testify yesterday, and
as there was no complaining witness, the court let him go,

two-bag-

TERDLER AfiD LEONARD ARE

Lew
Tendler, Philadelphia challenger,
tonight declared himself as practically "ready" for his lightweight
bout with Benny
champlonsliip
Ijeonard, the title holder, at Jersey
City Thursday night. "Lefty Lew"
intends to polish ud tomorrow with
a few cracks at a punching bag and
then sit down and dry out.
Except when he sold newspapers
on a Quaker City corner, Tendler
always has been taciturn and today
lie had to be led into a talking
mood. He declined to predict the
result of the match, but he did not
conceal that he feels resentment
over the disparaging statements
made by Leonard.
Jf I am so poor a boxer wny is
Leonard training so hard?" the
challenger asked.
This was Tendler's last day ot
real work. He did not put in a full
schedule, two of three ijparring
to
partners having been sent hometwo
ease their ribs. He ran about
miles along the banks of the Delaware river this morning and boxed
three rounds this afternoon with
Larry "Kid" Brown.
Tendler, down to snout
figured that he
pounds tonight,
would be Very close to 135 Thurs
The day was en
day afternoon.
livened bv the unexpected advent
of Mrs. Tendler and Phillip, IS
months old son of the challenger,
who had been crying for his dad
since Tendler opened quarters here
nearly three weeks ago. The appearance of his family visibly eased
the strain that has been evident in
the challenger's demeanor for the
last few days.
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"From Perfect Olives'
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(By The

BUY THE BEST

i

old-tim-

(tty The Associated Prr.)
Delnnco, X. J., July 25.

officer and had the right to take
charge of the glr, who is a minor. The girls mother, Mrs. Musick,
objected, and there was talk o
her bringing a habeas corpus action to havo the girl released.
This had not been done late yesterday.
In spite of previous admissions,
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THE SPRECKELS

OUR BEST

C

Almost any tire will give satisfactory service
under ideal conditions. Some makes will even
render satisfactory service under certain adverse
conditions. Certain makes of tires will perform
best on long drives over pavements, other makes
will show to better advantage on dirt highways
and so it goes.
C Our object has been to build Savage Tires to

SAVAGE

TIRE CO.

Another local 'corporation operating a
fleet of 225 cars throughout Southern California has standardized on Savage tires after
an exhaustive test in which our tires were
compared with other makes under every
existing local condition. Many of these
cars are heavily loaded as a usual thing.
"Ford trucks
Savage Cords on one-to- n
loaded daily to 4000 and 4500 pounds are giving far greater service than any other tire
equipment used In a similar manner by
local feed and fuel company.

A jobber sending salesmen Into an outlying territory, where roads are particularly
rocky, claims Savage Cords are the only
tire that is capable of giving their men
satisfactory service.

Tire men and motorists familiar with tire
construction have found In the Savage Cord
seventeen outstanding constructional features that make It the wonderful tire' It Is.
on
perform equally well under every condition
the short haul of the heavily ladened commercial
car, on the heated roads of the sandy desert, over
mud and stones of the land of forests or the broad
dirt highways of the plains.
:
;
C That we have accomplished our purpose isf
evident from the results users of Savage Tires are
getting
everywhere.

SAN MEGD, CALIFORNIA'

ASSET IS THE SATISFIED CUSTOMER

Central Auto & Machine Works
DISTRIBUTORS SAVAGE TIRES
Phone 242.

Sixth and Central.
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ANCIENT MAPS
IN COLLECTION
OF UNCLE SAM
J. JiASKIX
o
.
C., July
Washington,
to my door
come
many people
and read the sign 'Maps and
Charts' and turn- - away"." I L.
Di.Phillips, chief ' of the Map Convision of the Library of
gress made this remark, and ho
rather sadly. There is
made
as much of the picturesque in
Mr. Phillips' division as in any
part of the prreat library. But
the pubJIo thinks of a map as a
dull, abstract outline of a country. So, ,more often than not,
Visitors pass by and mis seeing
the. man with the picture of the
man holding his foot
ovdr him like an umbrella.
This attractive novelty is Just
inside the door. It is possible
that if he wewj outside, below tha
slffn "Maps antf "Charts," the
TSY

-it

v

Phillips would be swamped with
advertisvisitors. !But
ing is beneath governmental dighas
'
Mr.
perhaps
Phillips
nity.
gone as far as this dignity permits when he placed a swinging
y
rack of quaint old sixteenth
maps just inside his door.
The
gentleman is in
this collection of valuable old
vellum charts. He is sitting blissiiugo
fully in the snada of his about
foot in Ethiopian region
which very little was known when
the map was drawn. In another
of these maps a man with a
neck like a camel is set down
Rnmewhore in northern Europe.
These freak humans were not
or levity.
put there in any spirit
The man makers of the six teenth century depended on exlnrera and travelers lor lnror
mntion about distant countries
fiint nq man makers do today.
Sometimes they were deceived.
Travelers exaggerated or reported
Sir
weird traditions as facts,
.Tnhn Mandoville. famous travel
t er of the fourteenth century is
resnonslble for the
man. Mr. Phillips points out that
IMAndavil e's boek of travels con
tains the same picture that the
map maker used a couple ot cen a.
lories later. Mandevlle added
intlon to his. picture, writ
ten in the quaint old English of
his time.
Oiinlnt Old English
"In Ethiope ben many dyverse
folk: and Ethiope is clept (eal-tCusis. In that Contres ben
folk that han but o foot: and thei
so
eon
fait that it is a marvayue:
and the foot is so large that it
sohadcwetlie alle the Body azen
the Sonne, whanne thel wole lye
w

cen-'tur-

one-legg-

one-legg-

dl

hem."
tt'he man with the long, curved
norlr Ik another concoction
noma explorer. He adorns a 1559
Balling chart of the coast lines
of the world. The map makers of
that time often decorated their
wnrlc w"lth nictures of this sort,
showing the natural exhibits and
intoreHtlnsr features oi me on
fcrent countries. This chart shows
nn excellently drawn elephant,
camel, deer, unicorn, and other
animals in Africa, for instance,
Rnrt In Rurone the principal cities
are marked by their coats of arms
and a tinv vlew of the city over
ihe shield. Each of these, views
piece,
is no lareor than a
Yet the towers and battlements
r,f oopVi Htv are distinctive. The
by
different countries ave marked on
pictures of the rulers sitting of
ranopied thrones. The apparel
the kings and the colors ana myiu
n ivhih thev are' drawn' are
strongly suggestive of the royalty
n a modern ucck oi iimjun
This was a map of 1553, a more
colorful and fanciful affair than
our curront maps with their dots
for cities and wavy lines for moun
tains. Yet this map 19 scarcely
nrt rpntA

'
l

nt

d

experts,
A map made after l&ou is com
This is log!
.ovniivnlv modern.
cal when you consider that the
Romans made charts in planning
. their roads, and that records of
centuries
0. back several
maps
before Christ, Some of the most
of
interesting maps in the Library
Congress, to Americans, at least,
are not old by this standard.
A rare and unique map of this
country is one showing the names
proposed by .Jefferson for new
Rtfltes. in 1784. What is now the
north central and northwestern
-- '
tinrt of the United States was be
dnnlne to onen up, and Jefferson
proposed an ordinance to parcel it
off and name it. tie Bugsesiea in
his ordinance such names as Syl
vanla, Assenisippia, Polypotnmia,
Cherronesus. Mesopotamia. Mich
leanla. Saratoga. Pclisipia, Illinoia
Most of these
and Washington.
names were never taken seriously
One critic said of them, "Such a
mixture of Oreek, Latin, English
was never
and Indian Efcrhaps
But the .next year
seen before."
n. nnbllsher printed a tiny pocket
almamao containing a pioture of
the map as Jefferson wanted it,
Division Saves Billions.
Showing the public its enter- iaining exhibits is not, or course,
the main function of the map dl
vision. Mr. Phillips has in his
charge one of tha largest- - collec
'1188 of maps iri the world, and
the material is put to important
uses. He says that his division
has saved the government billions
.of dollnrs.
When the United States was bar-- ,
gaining for VVIaska, the boundary
'
line waso in dispute, and maps
.'
from the Library of Congress
"showed the original line to which
old by

,

cartogrnhy

'

THE HOPE OF THE WORLD
The war of 1914 laid half the
nations of the world in the dust
their industries,
Their homes,
their peace must be restored by
the. rising generation. In them Is
the hone of .the world.
To make motherhood easier, to
secure for every baby a clean
bill of health and a fair start In
life that is the problem.
Lydla E. Pihkham's Vegetable

'

'

is an excellent medi- nine lor mothers' and for future
.mothers. For fifty years this medicine, has be if used; successfully
cases of worn-eV- s
In all
"
diseases.
Compound
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"HOWDY, GEORGE!" IS GEDDES' GREETING;

"HELLO, YOURSELF!" RESPONDS HARVEY

El

Page Seven.
TEN LEADERS IN BOYS -TO
CLASSCONTEST
FOR Y. M. C, A. MEDALS

5TIGE

ELKS TO

P.

BANQUET

THURSDAY NIGH T
Exalted Ruler Arthur Trager
will be toastmaster at the Elks'
past exalted rulers hanqnet tobe
hold at the Country club tomorrow evening at 7 o'clock
The banquet will be informal
and the program will include the
following numbers:
Roll call of deceased past rulers
Exalted ruler and secretary.
Response (In memory of deceased exalted rulers)
Kabbl
Molse Bergman, P. E. R.
Introduction and presentation
of P. E. R. medals Francis E.
Wood.
Response for past exalted rulers
L. C. Bennett, P. E, R.

how-ove-

gentleman might' stimulate
the public imagination and Mr.
side-sho-

and
Another
time, Mississippi
Louisiana had a controversy over
of
Mexico.
Gulf
an island In the
It was an insignificant Island that
no state would have thought of
arguing over until It became
known as a fine place to eaten
terrapin. Library of Congress maps
were sent for to show old established boundaries.
Lately Newfoundland and Cana
da have been disagreeing, over
their boundary line and men were
sent down to Washington to study
the map material of the finest collection in the western world. These
are a few random instances, show- ng the use to which the govern
ment maps are put.
Maps are sent out m the build
ing Only for government, use. The
public can consult the, material In
the library. People out of the City
r,
often use the map, division,
as a source of information.
They write, to ask the status of
Danzig; how to pronounce Balu
chistan; and where to find Ttuslnla
on the map. There i. more Inter?
est In maps now than there has
been for some time, and the divi
sion is kept busy. Maps of Siberia
and Russia, which were rarely
consulted before the war, are now
called for frequently,
The United States collection may
be somewhat smaller than those
of several European governments,
but our map division dates back
In 25 years Mr.
only to 1897.
Phillips has made it the mOK. per
fectly organized map collection in
the world. He had been in the Li
brary of Congress when it was in
the capltol building and he took
charge of the new division from
the beginning. He has cotalogued
It, written volumes of descriptive
ndexes for reference use, designed
convenient method of keeping
pamphlets for ready reference, and
a cheap method of hanging maps
from a rank on manlla paper in
stead of charging the government
for expensive mounts.
Exactly how many maps the col
lection contains is unknown. Many
maps ar made up of a number of
separate sheets. One set alone the
Sanborn maps of 10,000 cltier and
towns in the United States, con
tains 400,000 sheets,. Anr-trr- ii
one item (n the gov
series
ernment collection.
There are 5,000 atlases, dating
from 1566 to the present. It took
four thick volumes to describe rtnd
index these atlases. It took another
volume to list the maps applicable
to the world War. This was print
ed in 1918. If it were brought up
to date it would probably be sev
eral times as thick. New war maps
and revised maps of Europe are
being printed every day. The world
doesn't change much, but there, is
always something new in maps.

'
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CITY SHOEMAKERS"
FORM ASSOCIATION
FOR C0.0RERATI0N

Col George Harvey, American ambassador to England, greeting Sir
Auckland ueddea, British ambassador to tne united states, DacK in
;
...London on a visit
'
"
.
CoL Georcs ITarvev must have told Sir Auckland Geddes. his fellow
diplomat, a funny story. But then again maybe that's just a diplomatic smile. Harvey's wearing one also. Geddes, British amhosado
to the United States, is in London for a short Yacation. Harvey is ths
American ambassador to England.
'
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STOP HERE

Ifj THE MORNING
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for Joy

Widow .Cries

"I couldn't eat anything but
raw eggs and sweet milk and was
so weak I could hardly walk
across the room. I would have
been in my grave today if I
hadn't taken Mayr's Wonderful
Remedy when I dids When I
ihink how I have suffered with
my stomach and how good I feel
now I' cry for Joy." It is a simple, harmless preparation that removes the catarrhal mucus from
the intestinal tract and allays the
inflammation which causes practically all stomach, liver and intestinal- ailments,
including appendicitis. One dose will con
vince or money refunded. For
sale by Brlggs' Pharmacy and

comAlbuquerque shoemakers
pleted their organisation last night
at a meeting held at Labor temple
and will make application for a
charter from the national association at once. The city organization
will function along the same lines as
the Albuquerque Retail Merchants'
association and will be composed of
all shoe shops which do manufacturing or repair work.
The association will tand4o seof commerce officials point out, cure a better
among
for the benefit of young Albuquer- the persons engaged in this type of
que males having automobiles, business and it is planned to socure druggists everywhere.
that the Elliott Tours is famous a standardization of prices and
for its good looking clientele.
Want Ads Bring Quick
grades of work.
The Knights of Pythias special
will arrive at 1 o'clock and leave
at 2:80 in the aftemoon'on Monday. It is hoped that at least 7D
automobiles will be available for
showing the visitors through the
city.
t
".

100 BANKERSTO

The Y. M. C. A.'s Junior Athletic
league contest has narrowed down
to five boys In the heavy class and
five in the light class who will
compete for the six medals to be
awarded. The standing of the boys
Is 'as follows:
lights Vann, 610; Glassmsn,
rtuncicK, BUS; Leftwich, 453;
Allen, 421.
Heavies
Bellman, S65; Walsh,
612; Renfro, 508; Wilkinson, 456;
Crawford, 464.
In each class the five leaders
will compete and the three highest
will receive medals.
Vann. who led the swimming
contest for several
weeks, has!
dropped to second place. Renfro
710
Is in the l?ad with
points.
Others stand as follows:
Vann,
629; Walsh, 434; Bellman, 327;
322.
Leftwich,

small structure built for five or
years' service, use a light weight;
inexpensive roofing. Large structures are
naturally under greater strain, and heavier
roofing must be used. For all permanent
buildings use the highest grade roofing in
a weight depending upon the sire of the

ON

building.

Carey Ready Roofings have slate, mica, or
talc surface. Each variety is made in
several weights, to exactly meet your
needs. The Carey line expresses our policy
cf handling goods which give our customers
maximum service at minimum cost.

Results

Describe your building and let us recommend the correct roof.

a

i

That housework performed regwomen preserves their
K. of P. Special Due Here ularly by
general health and helps to maintain
their
equilibrium, is
Monday Afternoon; 150 the decisionmental
arrived at by an
to
conference of 'scienFlappers Arrive Monday international
brain specialists held
tists and
On Elliott Tour Special.
.
recently- in Paris.
bankers
eastern
Four hundred
will stop over in Albuquerque
Thursday morning en route home
after attending the conference of
the American Institute of Bankers
at Seattle last week. The special
train will arrive here at 7 o'clock
in the morning.
On Monday, two special trains
FOREST SERVICE
will stop here, ono carrying a delegation of Knights of Pythias, the
other being the western special of
Elliott Tours of Virginia.
MAKING HEADWAY thePlans
are being made by-- the
..OR THE RELIEF OF?
chamber of commerce for enterPain in the Stomach and
taining all" of these visitors who
Bowels. Intestinal Cramp
wiJl be taken on short auto trips
WITH ROAD
through the city and to points of
immediate Interest.
" -- SOLD EV6RYWHER- EThe Elliott Tours has made Alone
of
the
main
stopbuquerque
Satisfactory
progress is being
the third
niade In forest road and trail work over cities and this is
in this forest district, according to tour which has been booked here
season.
The
which
this
special,
District Forester Frank C. W.
more than 125 girls and
Pooler who returned yesterday carries women
from southeastern
from an inspection trip through young
here Monday
several sections of the district, states, will 7 arrive
Shampoo with one
o'clock
at
and leave at
While at Phoenix, Arizona, the morning
in
1:30
o'clock
afternoon.
the
district forester held a conference
It is planned to have autos availwith the officials of the federal
o'clock to take the Cntlean 8oRpIithfaTorftfornfetfrKi.onhflTlnf.
bureau of public roads, which will able about 10 the
city. Chamber
construct several large forest road girls through
projects in New Mexico this sea'

JIWIBEjUAIN!

P. O. SORENSON CO.
Wholetate and Retail Building Material
Brick Lime - Cement
North Firat St. & Marble Av. '

--

ALBUQUERQUE,

Colic, Diarrhoea,

son.
While in Arizona. Mr. Pooler at.
tended the meeting of, the Ariabna
Lame and Sheep Growers associa
tlon and reports the growers opti
miauc, although the season has
been a dry one. There have been
a number of fairly large timber
salts in the district during the
past few months, the district forester reports.

For the laiformafien

TUBERCULOSIS
lu

Cuticura

'

IVAN GRUNSFELD,
Administrator.
ADMIXISTltATUIX'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Ben
M. Dyer, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the thirteenth
day of July, 19.22, duly appointed
Administratrix, of the estate ofBen
M. Dyer, deceased,
the Probate
Court of Bernalillo by county. and
having qunlifled a such Admlnis-tratriall persons having claims
against the estate of said decedent
are hereby notified and required
to present the same to the undersigned in the manner and within
the time prescribed by law.
JOSEPHINE DYER,
Administratrix. ,
Dated July-I- B,
1922.
EXECTJTMY'S NOTICE.
J
in the Probate Court of, Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In, the Matter of the Estate of Abraham GfShoytle, Deceased. ,
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was on the thirteenth
day of Jely, 1922, duly appointed
Exeevtrix oJ The estate ot Abraham
G.' Short le.Weeeased, by the Tro-batCourt' of Bernalillo county.
and haaWng qualified as Buch ExeJ
cutrix, all persons
having claims
against the estate of said --decedent
are hereby notified and required
to present the same te the .undersigned In the manner and within
s
thetimo prescribed bv law.
ALICE M. SHORTLE,
Executrix.
Dated JUly 15. 1922.
.

--
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with Mr. R.
president of the Albuquerque Real
T.
Mr.
L. Gardner, presEstate Board, and
ident of the Roswell Real Estate Board.
Albuquerque and Roswell are at present the
only two member boards in New Mexico.
After consulting with these men and workwith them, the procedure
ing in
sholld be to organize real estate boards in
communities where the business would seem
to Justify such organization. These boards
should then, apply for membership in the
National Association and proceed with tho
organization of their state association.
I do not see how you can make much
progress until you have worked out a definite form of procedure with the presidents
of those two member boards.
It has been our experience that state
associations to do effective work should be
organized on the basis of real estate board
membership and not with individual mem-- (
bers. The National Association has taiembor-sht- p
only by boards and I think this plan
is advisable with state associations as well.

' Very truly yours,

don d.

(

The information in the booklets

McClughnn President
Hal Franklln,icTctarjr

,

Jf.a,?n,?E-l5- li

I

i'

The Journal

,

The Association is the Joint

'

13

exclusive Resort

Medium of New
Mexico

.....

'

The publication of these booklets,
and their circulation without
charge, is one of the numerous
activities carried on by the Portland Cement Association for the

c.ossr;

Tt.

I

POPULAR

'

re-

search and educational foundation
of 85 independent manufacturers
of cement in the United States,
Canada, Mexico and Cuba.
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service of users 6f Concrete.
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is accepted as a basis of practice
by
engineers, architects and builders throughout the
l"
world.

.

Acting Executive Secretary.,
We wish to be charitable enough to believe that Mr. Roberts
in trying to organize a State Association was actuated by
.motives of service to the profession, and not by a desire for
and
but we cannot help
criticising his methods. With a Ipcal board of "REALTORS,"
of
older
most
the
and
well
of
established firms.
consisting
, in existence, he, a very recent arrival In our midst, ignores
names
as
the Albuquerque representathis organization, and
tives on the official board of the
State Association
in the business here leBS than four
been
have
men
who
'
months. This is w no sense intended ''as a reflection on these
men, for they may be most honorable and efficient, but then
still have to prove themselves. It 1s the purpose of the .local
in conformity with the "Code of Ethics,"
"REALTORS,"
adopted by the' National Association, to' require certain
dards of integrity, efficiency and Service of its members. We
want the public to feel that they may safely deal with any
membor of this organization tyi full confidence of receiving
a square deal. If any member is found guilty of unethical
conduct, and persists in it, he is liable to expulsion.
When a New Mexico State Association of Real Estate Boards,
is organized it will be composed of local iboards of "REALTORS" under a charter, from the National Association.
REAL ESTATE BOARD,
ATjBI'QTJERQTTE
'

FOR THE AUTOMOBILE
TOURIST and TRAVELER

kltflua toil
Ft,
(inf., fr?. ooauuunlty
equlpfve ud newly
Ing ronia rrenpletely

is based partly on the findings of
our research laboratory and partly
on the field experiences and in--v
vestigations of our engineers. It

'

.

HOTEL MOTOR INN

ing the booklet on the subject that
interestsyou,oneof ourspecialists
in that particular class of Concrete
work, will gladly answer it.

you work in

i

"CALIFORNIA'S
PREMIF.R VACATIOX RESORT"
Spend your vacation where the refreshing Pacific breezes blow.
Miles of gently
Every imaginable Indoor and outdoor diversion.
sloping beach, mammoth Indoor plunge, golf links, splendid hotels.
to
at
rates
Home of the
all
and
classes.
suit
cottages
apartments
world famous Hotel Virginia;
Visit "The Walk of a Thousand
"
See ''The Man from Judah"
Lights" the Coney Island of the West.
Long Beach's first annual Modern Miracle Play.
Long Beach Is
an important industrial center as wull as a noted seaside, resort; also
a beautiful residential city.
Write for folder and Information.
LON'G BKACII CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Long Beach, Calif.

'And if any question is left unanswered in your mind after read- -'

within the staffs.
I would suggest that if you wish to orthat
ganize an effective state association

,

Read the Announcements
ot California's Famous notels, Health,
Beach and Mountain Jtesorts and Solve "Time Outing Problem"
Literature and Full Information by Writing Direct, or at Free Infor- - mntlon IJiircuti at Ofrlee of tho Morning .lonrnal.

anguage

We are herewith returning your check
$45.00. We cannot accept 'this check .as
we do not have state association members
In the National Association. State associations are merely territorial divisions of our
membery boards by states. In other words
they are the real estate boards which are
members of the National Association organ-ize- d

'

'

f t fie Pisbllo

foV

In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, state of New Mexico.
No. 2200.
In the Matter. of the Estate of Alfred Grunsfeld, Deceased and of
the Partnership Estate of Grunsfeld Brothers.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned Ivan
was
on the third day of Grunsfeld,
July, A. D. 1922
duly appointed Administrator of the
partnership estate of Grunsfeld
Brothers, formerly a
consisting of Alfred Grunsfeld and Ivan Grunsfeld, the former now deceased, by the Probate
Court of Bernalillo county, state of
New Mexico, and having qualified
as such Administrator, all persons
having .claims against the said
estate are hereby notified and required to present the same to the
undersigned in the manner and
within the time prescribed by law
Datej this sixth day of July, A.

California Hotels, Health
and Summer Resorts

dering whether Concrete is
thematerial touse.Nojieed
to wonder long. By return
mail from our nearest office, you can get the facts
about that special use of
Concrete in a free everyday-lbooklet on
the subject.
Booklets of this sort have
been prepared by the Portland Cement Association
on all the common uses of
Concrete. They give not
only counsel on the conditions under which each
use is advisable, but specific instructions for carrying out the work.

,

LEGAL NOTICE

41

office building, a home or
a silo, and you may be won-

There have appeared recently In the, local papers advertisements announcing the formation of a!
New Mexico
State Realty' Association, of which one John C. Roberts of
to
the
In
be
president.
Albuquerque seems,
order that the public may not be misled, the Albuquerque
Real Estate Board, a momber of the National Association of
Real Estate Boards, publishes herewith a copy of a letter
just received from tho Acting Executive Secretary of the National Association, which explains itself.
National Ansoclntion of Real Estate Boards
1430 Consumers Building
Chicago, Illinois
July 15th, 1922.
Mr. John C. Roberts,
218 West Gold Avenue,
Albuquerque, N. M.
r ";
My Dear Mr. Roberts:

Dr. Olam
positive
proof ha is a bit to our
tuberculoid by Inhalatlia
la any oilman.
For furthor Information
addrese TUB T. F. GLASS
INHALANT CO., MASON
BUILDING. LOS ANOB-LE- a
CALIFOBJJIA.

N..M.

You may be thinking of
building a bird bath or an

Shave, Bathe and

Soap.

Root for Rvtry Building

A

--

IRK

a

0

00

00-- 7.

SUITES.

....fS.OO to M

gtntie

,....$1.00

Double

to

00
8. Qt

Free Auto Busses Meet

All

Trams.

Advertise in the
Morning Jcurnal
for Best Results.

CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS

1.

2
iV

COLLEGES

- LITERATURE
BUREAU

AT FREE NrORSATIOH
AT OFFICE OF THIS NEWSPAPER

Girls' Collagiate School

Thirty-fir-

st

year begins Sept. 28th.
Col-

Ml

The San Diego . Army and
Navy Academy's

Offers General
Accredited.
SUMMHR SKSSION
lege Preparatory. Special courses
Annual Summer Session will tefln July 1n
work, voca- and
3 years
end September 1. A happj comulna-loof work and piaV with aea bath-Itional, cultural. Beautltul Spanish
life a reality.
and land .porta f I SO cnv.r. pracbuildings. Out-dotical! ever, expense. Write
Miss Parsons and Miss Dcnncn, CAPTAIN
THOMAS A. OAVIS, Pres.
Principals.
raclflo ' Beach, California.
Calif.
Los Angeles,
Adams
te

ns

or

Suggestions as to how our work
may be made more useful to you

are invited.

Street,

Cumnwk School.

,

Ot-- EXl'KKKSION.
!00 Noutb Vermont Ave.
California
Angelee,
Fall Torm Op.na October . pnlv.r.lty
Credit: Bmall Groups; Individual Attention. High School and Senior School
Catalogue upm request.
Helen A. Brooke, A. M., Director.

J.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
I

.

Chteafo
Daila

'

o4 National Organization
to Improve and Extend thelites of Concrete
Det MmnM
Parfcartbotf
St.
tfetrak
Lo.
Helen
Indianapelb
KanawCky

Annlea

MilwaukM

Minmpolia
NawYork

Philadelphia

-

Pitubursb
St. Look
Portland, Ores,
ancouver.B.C
Sab Uka Cily Waahhnn,D.C.

T

ELLIOT SCHOOL.

LOS ANORMta MILITARY ACADEMY
Lna Angelee. Calif.
on
Huntlnstoa
.Ituated
7tb year StuDrive, sear Paaad.na,

Oeliehtfully

dent, admitted" at an; lima. Richest
standarda
in
Military
Scholarship,
Tralnlns and General Culture. II sores.
Ideal Summer
Complete equipment
Tralnlns at Mountain and Beach Camp
Tutoring If dealred. 1
Phone KM 1.
RICHARD B. UA1I.KY, Presides.

1S0S S. flramercy IMace. Loi Angles.
Many large companies engaged
vAn
Ideal Summer Home fur your
iitiwuiinii iicuiMB, Aiiuun
Daughter.
Spactoui estate, fanned by lit
educational
Coot Sea breezes.
Superior
try are controlled and managed
ftdvantanea. Character Building. Sum- by women,
.
'
mer session July 5th to August 16th.
Write for Booklet. A Quebec woman sold her husM 4 111 A t'OLMNS
WEAVER,- - M. A.,
band to another wonmn or .tSQO,
1'riuvlpul,

v.;
A

j

.
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By

steady. High, low, ruling rate and
last loan, 4 per cent; closing bid, 4
to 4
per cent; call loans against
3
acceptances,
per cent.
s
Time loans Steady. Sixty and
90 days, 3
to 4 per' cent; six
tOR 5AL.E--H.ou- ks,
JTED-Sgjesmonths, 4 to 44 per cent; prims
MONEY
famous
Whcro r.gurcs Fall.
miKt
veiling
BALK Corner
mercantile paper, 4 to 4
FOR
lota,
per cent.
Purs Vlcoe Bilk Knit Ties direct to
for mathematicians:
stucco house, garage, sheds.
Cdi
Problem
en
.
consumers;
tla
knit
2t2fl-Jonly
Mrs. Frank Gro, ns.
How many Russian rubles would
Textile
Southern
market;
guaranteed.
ton
of
3AL13
radium?
a
owner,
uuburnan
By
it take to buy
homq
Machinery Co., ltOSVi Commerce,; Dallj. toil
four rooms and sleeping porch, cit
Nashville Tennesseean.
Tpjcas.
fruit trees, grape arbor. Post
water.,
and Board office box 213, cltj'.
Chicago lUiard of Trade.
Tho Cost of Disarmament,
Chicago, July25 Liberal export REFiNED young lady desires place to FOR SALE
huuse.
tw4
It Is salid the government will buying
room
together with a falling off home and board with private family;
porches, modern; completely furnished,
be lucky If it realizes a cent pn tho in the volume
S27.
not
tick.
Phone
or
prlvllenes;
without
of
fill
had
sales
furniture;
right,
priced
"
dollar of the cost of the 450,000 a moderate bullishhedging
South Eighth.
effect on wheat
TYPEWRITERS
tons of warships that are to be prices today. -- The market closed
B'UK SALE
By owner,
stuccj
scrapped under the termB of the unsettled at . the same as yester- TVFKWiUTEKS All makea .VveVhaufcd
adobe; modern; price $2,760; will taks
and --re paired. Ribbons for every ma- car on first payment: terms. Addresi
naval armaments treaty. The to- day's finish tk 2 cents higher, with
rtV'
65, care Journal.
Typewriter
Albuquerque
tal cost of the construction has Septembert$L07
to $1.07
and chine, nhnne
SALE
hous4
which
i? Pouth Pour' FOlt
By owner,
been about $330,000,000,
to $1.09. Corn
uecemDer'$l.09
and garage. University Heights addl
will be practically all lost. But the lost He to H4c. oats were un
WELL
CONTRACTOR
will take a touring oar la trade.
tlon;
economy of the scrapping program changed at a shade lower, with WELLS
DKIIXED. driven and repaired, Inquire at 809 South Cornell.
is seen when it is realized it would provisions 10c to 20c down.
pumpa,
towera. J. F. Wolklng. 28 PER CENT Income Lot 60xH2, two
have cost about $200,000,000 a
All the big export houses bought m Went tanka,
.
houses, $260 wort); furniture; all fol
Marble, phone
comIn
to
vessels
the
keep
$1,509; terms; electrio ItglrtB, water and
year
wheat futures steadily, and it was
some other conveniences. Phone 1713-mission after they had been com- estimated that more than 2,000,000
fat ewes, 6.50; heavy mostly FOH SALE Splendid
ifeodern
pleted at an expenditure of addi- bustiels were taken for nearby light
home, large basement, furnace, built-i- n
tional millions. In practical terms, shipment to Europe, Including 1.- - $5.00 6.00.
wood
hard
features,
floors,
garage,
more
will
have
the treaty
than 500,000 of hard winter grades to
trees, walks, a bargain, from owner.
Denver.
paid for itself in two years.
go from ports on the Gulf of Mex700 West Roma.
25.
ReDenver,
Cattle
July
ico. In this connection
(Vt.) Enterprise and
signifi400.
Market steady. Beef FOR SALE New r,oniea oy owner; ou
cance was attached to an advance ceipts
Gold; one
cows and heifers. 110 North 824 Westone
steers,
$79;
210
in Liverpool quotations for nearby
Maple;
calves,
$5.008.00;
Call S2J West Silterms.
$5.007.50;
North
failMaple;
Turn About Is Fair Play.
deliveries and to the practical
.
and ver, phone
We don't know Just what char- ure of the Liverpool market to re- bulls, $2.50(314. 50; stockers
$5.0006.25.
frame house,
E'OH SALE
acter of referendum the country flect the weakness of values yester feeders,
1,700.
at r
Market
two porches,' water,
Hogs Receipts
will hold in November, but we day In America.
owner leaving city; terms; wl1
10c to 20c higher.
bargain;
$10.50;
Top,
to
some
in
Aecordlncr
shippers
1821
in
hope the people will make it as
car
tales
Sou)
payment.
part
10.45.
$9.60
s
solemn for the republican party Chicago, bidding for cash wheat bulk,
260.
Market
Sheep Receipts
as they made it for us two years already booked was strong, but it
by
practli
$5.75. 6.25; FOR SALE
Ewes,
unchanged.
was hard to get an attractive offer
builder, $R75 cash, or best offer, bi
ago. Houston Post.
1
and glassed-lon wheat. For more deferred ship spring lambs, J 1.50 12.25.
sleeping por
The best
Electrio and cltj water.
ment, Inasmuch as owing to the
"It's H I To Bo Poor."
Palmer.
town for healthseeker.
That rigid economy must be rail strike, buyers were reluctant
HlKh phoirB 17SS-South
to assume risk of delay In delivery.
Gerpracticed in poverty-stricke- n
FOlt SALE In south highlands,
Corn and oats lacked any agthiee-roomany is shown by the fact that all
cottage; twu large scree
Chicago Produce.
German automobile factories are gressive support. The bulk of the
In
porches, oak Uoors throughout, b
25
Alive
Chicago, July
Poultry
of
consisted
In
a
trade
real
features:
spreads.
very small t
from seven to eight months behind
22c; broilers, .23 27c; ment down, balancebuy;
::he rent. Call
Provisions dragged lower, influ- easy. Fowls,
in their' deliveries.
Buffalo
18V4c
roosters,
Bank
room
First
National
IS,
building
enced by a break in lard values at
Butter Market lower. Creamery 701 East Santa Fe. or phone 193.
Liverpool.
extras, 32Vjc.; firsts. 2831Vsc;
Closing prices:
27
27
c;
Barkis.
standards, FOR RENT MisceKiineot
Wheat
Sept., seconds,
July, $1.10;
Wilhelm Hohenzollern stands In
FOH RENT Oarage, 314 West Coal.
31c.
Dec,
$1.09.
$1.07;
readiness
to step forward
placid
Eggs Market lower. Receipts FOR RENT Piano, excellent condition.
Corn July,
Sept., 62c; 17.637
and take the applause in case a
cases. Firsts. 1920c; orPhone 1804-WMc
royalist plot in Berlin attains any Dec,
dinary firsts. 1818'4c; miscel31
Oats
c;
Sept.,
July,
S3c; laneous,
DRESSMAKING
measure ot success whatsoever.
storage packed
Dec. 36 He.
Washington Star.
Lard Sept., $11.47; Oct., $11.52. extras, 21M.c; storage packed firsts,
UEMS'i'lTCHINl) pleating. Williams'
Ribs July, $11.00; Sept., $11.07. 20g21c.
20
Potatoes Market weak. ' ReBnnth nmartwa). ph.
(iet T.red of Cussing, Kli.
136 cars. Total U. S. shipHell and Maria, they couldn't
ceipts
dressmaking, work guar- Omnha
Grain.
457 cars. East shore Vir;
anteed. 320 West Lead, phone 1731-expect Charlie Dawes to stay vin
No. 2 ments,
25. Wheat
Omaha.
Julv
barrels Irish Cobblers, $3.25(3) EWfNG 25c hour. Satisfaction guar- Washington all'hls life quarreling
3 hard, ginia
311 South Harvard.
Kansas sacked
anteed.
Phone) ffCobblers.
3.40;
with the folks who want to spend hard, $l.om1.02; No.
Kansas sacked Z4UO
Uncle Sam's money. St. Louis $1.00(81.01.
$1.45(3)1.60 cwa;
Corn No. 2
yellow. 67
t.
t
siats altd box;
Early Ohlos, poorly graded, $1.00 PLEATING accordion,
North.
584c; No. 2 mixed, 56c.
mall orders. N. Crane, 215
6J1.10 cwt.; on car, ery dirty and
Oats No. 2 white, 32c; No. 3 small, 75c
Crane
Seventh.
phone 214.
Apartments,
sacked
Nebraska
cwt;
31
c.
white,
done promptly in th
Early Ohlos. $1.35 cwt.; Minnesota HEMSTITCHING"
possible manner, prices reasonable.
sacked and bulk Early Ohios, $1.10 117bestGold
Kansas City Grain.
avenue,
SlngeQ
phone 4S5-1.20 cwt.
Machine Company.
Spwln
Kansas Citv, July 25. Wheat-- No.
2
2 hard $1.021.23; No.
red,
Kansas City Produce.
MATTRESS RENOVATING
$1.08 If? 1.04.
25
Kansas
Eggs, but- MA'i TUK.SS KENOV AT1NG, $3.G0 aoU up
Itty The Aaanelntrd rrnt.)
Corn No. 2 white, 56c; No. 2 ter and City, July
poultry unchanged.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur
60c.
yellow, 59
4
or
nltura packing. Phone 613-Hay Unchanged.
Ervln Bedding Com pan.
New York Cotton.
fuNew York, July
MONEY TO LOAN
Wall Street.
tures closed firm. Oct.. $21.40;
New York. July 25. Stocks were
$21.35; Jan.. $21.23; March, ilu.NLv' 'iu LOAN On watches,
t)ec,
irregular to heavy at the opening
guns and verythlng valutole
$21.18; May, $21.02.
of today's active session, but made
Mr. B Msrcus, 212 South First.
Chicago.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watched
general Improvement later, on reNow York Molnls.
and good jewelry; liberal, reliable, im
ports current in the street that of Chicago, July 25 (U. S. Bureau
New York, July 25. Copper
Catfldentlal. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 106 N. 1st.
fuprospects of 'a partial solution of tle Agricultural Economics).
and
spot
Steady.
Electrolytic,
Market
8,000.
Receipts
MONEY TO LOAN omclose-lslow,
the enal nnd railroad , strikes were
city prop
14c.
13
first
McMlllton H
early sales beef steers steady to tures,
erty,
aortgages.
brightening.
Tin
Few $32.12. Firm. Spot and .futures, Wood, 201 West Hold. Insurance, real
Tho most significant feature of strong; spots shade higher.
estate.
today's operations was tho absence choice to beef- steers. $10.25(3)10.40:
Iron Steady and unchanged.
strirtly choice and prime
of pool liquirlatfnn, such as marked good
FOR SALE Poultry-Eg- g
$5.70(3)5.75.
Quiet. Spot,
offerings scarce; bulk beef steers,
yesterday's trading.
St. Louis spot FOR SALE Fifty S. C. R. L Red laying
calves strong, 25c andZinc Firm. East '55.90
8.6010.00;
While buying of rails twas rela8.00.
hens. Phone 1870-nearby delivery,
tively light, the demand emraced higher early; other classes gener
Antimony Spot, $5.12 05.37.
FOR SALE Nine Rhode Island Red h.en
steady; butcher cows and heifmany of the roads most affected by ally
Foreign bar silver, 69'4c.
and some mixed chickens.
Phone)
canners
labor troubles. Including
1742-coalers ers mostly $5.00(5)7.25;
Mexican dollars, 66 He
and Issues of the southwestern di and cutters largely $3.00 fi 3.75:
I
bologna hulls mostly $4.60 3 4.75:
vision.
Motors and, oils, weakest
fea bulk vealers early. $9.25 9.50.
nogs Receipts 23.000. Market
tures of recent days, also reflected
steady to 15c higher on
that change of speculative senti- opened
butcher grades, later all early adcuts vance
ment, although
additional
lOHt; closing steady to 10c
were announced In crude oils and
reviews of trade conditions hinted lower than Monday's average. Top.
at further curtailment In the alto- m.iiu; nulK, $8.3o(Wl0.85: mixed
and packing igrade? slow, weak to
mobile industry.
bulk good butchers.
The strength of coppers and al- 150 lower;
lied metals was ascribed to an in $10.1 5 ffi 10.85; packing sows mostly
$8.008.75;
pigs steady, mostly
crease of exports, coupled with the
heavy weight, $10.16
firmer tone of prices for those $9.7510.35;
(3)10.45;
medium.
$10.4010.85:
fall
for
delivery.
products
United States Steel was firm light, $10.80(10.90; light lights,
sows.
$10.40(3)10.90:
packing
within a narrow radius, closing at
a gain of a large fraction. Final smooth, $8.259.00; packing sows,
$7.75
8.30;
killing pigs.
prices In many instances were at rough,
the day's highest levels. Sales $9.75(3)10.50
16,000.
Market
Sheep Receipts
amounted to 765,000 shares.
Top western
steady.
Call money loaned at 4 per cent generally
$12.85;
short deck choice
throughout the session and time lambs,
funds held at recent quotations for natives. $12.75 to city butchers;
packer top, $12.25; cull natives
all dates.
mostly $7.50(3)8.00; sheep scarce;
Virtually all foreign exchanges fat
native ewes, $3.00(3)7.00, heav1- cent,
eased, sterling losing about
with reaction of six to fifteen ies on bottom; early federal lambs,
points for allien bills. Marks fell $12.2512.50, steady with late
under .020 and central and eastern Monday.
Omnha.
European remittances were irOmaha, Julv 25 (IT. S. Bureau
regularly lower.
of
Agricultural Economics).
Hogs
Closing prices:
15.000. N Early sows
47
Receipts
American Beet Sugar
15c
to
69
M
dull,
strong,
steady
closing
Can
American
to 25c lower. Bulk mixed and
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 60
bulk
packing grades, $8.00(&)9.p0;
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 38
200 to
122
butchers, $9.25
American Tel. & Tel
17
10.26; top, $10.60.,
Zinc
American'
Good
8,000.
53
Catthj Receipts
Anaconda Copper
and choice fed steers fully steady.
102
Atchison
steers.
64
$10.25;
year
Top, $13.50;
Baltimore & Ohio
77
lings, $9.50; other grades slow and
Bethlehem Steel "B"
cows
bulls
and
and
28
weak;
heifers,
ft
Butte
Superior
veals generally steady; stockers and
58
California Petroleum
lower.
138y4 feeders dull,
Canadian Paciflo
39
Sheep Receipts 13.000. Market
Central Leather
bulk western
68
&
mostly 25o lower;
Ohio
Chesapeake
28
lambs. $12.00; ewe top, $6.85;
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
western
28
lambs, $11.86.
Chlno Copper
84
Crucible Steel
IT
Kansas City.
Cane
Cuba
Sugar
Kansas City, July 25 (TT. 8. BuEH
1
reau
of Agricultural Economics).
Great Northern pfd
41
16,000-- .
Beef
Cattle Receipts
Inspiration Copper
71
steers
mostly lOo to 20o lower;
Marine
Mer.
pfd
Int.
85
trade slow and uneven. Early top
Kennecott Copper
129
held higher; she
$10.15; some
Louisville ft NaBhvllle
164
stock yearlings, stockers and feed
Mexican Petroleum
29
ers
to
25o
lower; most cows
steady
Miami Copper
'
21
$4.006.00: fed yearlings. $9.60;
Missouri Paciflo
73
best calves steady to strong; others
Montana Power
95
bulk
$8.00
better vealers,
weak;
New Tork Central
76
8.25; extreme top, $9.00; bulls weak
Northern Paciflo
to
15o
most bolognas $4.00
lower,
i...'44
Pennsylvania
common
(3)4.50;
grades around
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 16
73
canners
weak, around
$2.75; bulk
Reading
72
Steel
$2.50
ft
Iron
v
Republic
r
'
80
'
Hogs Receipts 10,000. Market
Sinclair Oil ft Refining
90
opened steady to shippers and
Southern Paciflo,
Will "he
24
traders: bulk 160 to
Southern Railway
later traders to
$10.50 i 10.65;
Studebaker Corporation ....133
45
lx)oJwl(trCblor3clo Summer
Texas Company
shippers 10c to 15o lower; best
65
choice 220 to 260
light $10.40:
Tobacco Products .
141
25
packers
pounders, $10.25(3)10.85;
Union Pacific
100
top,
United States Steel
mostly 25o lower;
bidding
64
(g) 8.26;
$8.00
sows,,
$10.55:
packing
Utah Copper
stock pigs
bulk, $9.76(3)10.50;
Phone 204.
steady, bulk better kinds, $10.40
Foreign Exchange.
Albuquerque, N. M.
' New York.
10.50.
July 25. Foreign ex
5,000.
Killing
Receipts
de
Britain
Sheep
change easier. Great
mand. $4.45: cables, $4.45; sixty classes generally steady. Top na
lambs, $12.25: bulk better
day bills on banks, $4.43.8.81.France tlve
culls around
$12.00(3)12.25;
demand, 8.80; cables,
Italy grades,
-J-1.M
MA. - , . ,
demand, 4.69; cables, 4.60. Bel
7.90.
$6.007.00.
demand.
cables,
glum
7.89;
y
caoies
aemana, a-- ;
Germany
St. Joseph.
Holland
demand. S8.80;
St. Joseph. July 25 (U. S. Bureau
Norway demand
cables, 88.85.
- Hogg
18.79. Sweden demand, 25.95. Den of Agricultural Economics).Receipts 8,600. Market very slow
mark demand, 21.47. Switzerland
19.00.
demand.
Spain demand, shippers bujing a few light me
Greece demand, 8.10. Po dium weights. Butchers, $10.40(3
15.66.
10.50, fully' 10c lower than yester-daCzeeho-Sl- o
land demand,-.01- .
16c to 25c
packers bidding
vakia demand. 3.25. Argentine de
;
i
sows 15e to 25c
mand, 86.75. Brazil demand, 13.62. lower; packing$7.75 7.90.
lower, mostly
Montreal, 99
Most
1,200.
Cattle Receipts
classes about steady; yearlings and
'
Iiibcrty Bonds.
Sheet Metal Workers,
stock
a
shade
best
she
Machinists, Boilermakers
higher. One
New Tork, July 25. Liberty load choice weighty beef
steers.
bonds closed:
$100.96; first 4s, $10.00; top light yearlings, $9.75;
Electricians, Car Men and Helpers. For these
$101.68; second 4s, $100.76; first bulk beef steers early, $7.50 8.50;
4 Us. $101.54:
second 4 Vis, $100.94; cows
(ff
veal
$4.75
6.00;
largely
classes apply in person or by letter to nearest local
third
$100.96; fourth
calves steady, top $8.50.
$100.58.
2.000.
$101.68; Victory
All
Recelnts
Sheen
Santa Fe mechanical officer. .
Too native
classes about steady.
New York Money.
hambs. 112.25: bulk. S11.760 12.76:'
.A:
all
New Tork, July
money dry fed clipped yearlings. 111.50;
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Education's main task, saa a
noted professor. Is to tench people
to get along toj?vhnr.

three-roo-

ri

GRAIN

According to this theory, the less
one knows abotu grammar, the
more likely he U to poke hts wife
in the Jaw.

WantedRoom

Four-roo-

n

matter whethnr or not there is
a coal strike, we always hear at thip
time of the year about tho price of
fuel going up. A lot of folks would
like to have their pay cut in the
name proportion that eo;il has Rone
down since the war.
Np

'

four-roo-

fins-.- T

Motion pictures of the human
voice were shown at Columbia university recently.

145J-W-

Some human voices are unpleasant enough Just to listen to, without

being obliged to look at them.

i

Ver-genn- es

Vcr-mont-

Burglars who robbed a cafe In
Deming took everything out of the
refrigerator but the ice. The way
the darn stuff sells here, it probably would have been the first thing
they would have taken.

old

I

four-roo-

1949-M-

Three-roo-

.

The army
about to demote or
remove from service about 2,000 officers. There is little doubt but that
the civilian population can assimilate them and teach eomo of them
to earn a living.
A mean, skeptical

four-roo-

I

WeU-buil-

n

PRODUCE

guy says

that he is not surprised that women
are proving good hammer murderers. They got the habit of sledge,
wielding knocking their neighbors,
he says.

We are all swelled up because wo

are working in the same office with
a chap who has had a story accept-

)

61c;

But he isn t
puffed up about it at all.
There wan one time, at least
when Mrs. Phillips thought she had
little to conceal, Judging from theo
photograph of the hammer impres-sarithat appeared in the I.as
(
Vegas Optic of recent date.
ed by a big magazine.

1919c;

T77--
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THE

IN

Had

ii.
pitixcu ioris
Wilhelm of

Ccr-man-

THE MARKETS

In his plot-

been successful

have been in a
position to ascend the throne
on the
recent
of his

death
father,
Alhcrt.

I'rlnce

Ten years ago,
while the then
German war lord
was planning his
conouest
world
he decided that
1 a
German cav
ff
i airy general and
f)gfi
'"
semi-royJ)-"duke,
'k.Kuniiroe lows the
ot
Duke
Vrach, a first
cousin to Albert, should be named
rightful heir to the throne In place
of Louis. France, which surrounds
the little nation except on the side
bordered by the sea. defeated this
plait It Is generally believed.
Prince Louis is 62. He is known
principally through his military
activities.
When called to the
throne he was serving as a member of the staff of a French commander of entente troops stationed
In Silesia as a peace force. He has
been connected with army life for
Most of that
about thirty years.
time has been spent with the
French cavalry forces. France has
several times recognized his brilliant work in northern Africa, especially against the Sultanates of
Morocco and Tunis.
About twenty years ago Prince
Louis met Juliette Louvet at Oron
and secretly married her. Returning to Paris later he continued to
keep the marriage secret by providing her with a separate residence. A daughter was born to
them. When the child was 10
Prinefl Titiis took charara nf her.
lielleving he was in a better position to raise her. His wife had
The mother
made new friends.
brought suit to recover the girl,
the
and thereby brought
marriage
to the attention of Prince Albert.
The late prince demanded his
son renounce his marriage and repudiate the mother and daughter.
Louis refused to do this or to obtain a divorce. He did 'agree, however, to secure a legal (separation.
The Papacy, asked for aid in the
case, upheld Louis' refusal to obtain a divorce. Eventually ho and
his father were reconciled,
I

'

v

Swat the fly in every month
Swat the scoundrel in the eye
For a fly in pecember
Is a billion in July.
The shallower the well the
the grave.
Where malaria
prosperity is not.
'

is

prevalent

The servant of tho public is the
servant of nobody.
Best does not mean

inactivity.

An idle hoe soon succumbs to rust.

If malaria you would rule you
must dig the ditch and drain th
pooL

Often the execution of dissoluIs restitution for soil pollution.

tion

Self preservation is tho first law
of nature, but you cun't say it with
nleobol.
'

The typhoid bacillus is so small

that a million could easily cling to
the foot of a fly, and a million of
these organiBms could easily destroy a city.
Condemning a man as a diabetic
because he lias sugar in his urine,
H like condemning a man for murder because he has blood on his
hands. Sugar In the urine does not
Always mean diabetes.

-

I

Wiggily to come and buy from
us." said Susie, when they had
As the People View It
set the pitcher of lemonade ar.d
I
'
I;
Bonis clean glasses on the stand,
which was made from a grocery
Tucumcarl, N. M July 23
box covered with white birch
Editor Journal:
By Howard B. Oarla.
bark for a cloth.
of
paedition
In a recent
your
Stisio and Baby Bunty looked
an
article
under
per appeared
Copyright, 1021, by McClur
up this path and down the othe'
date line which apparentNewspaper Syndicate.
path for a sight of Uncle Wiggily,
ly was designed to create an imbut, for a time, they did not
pression upon the public that the
dear old rabbit gentleman.
vxtxr vk;.ii,y and Tire
striking Khopinen at TucumcarlS.
E.it pretty soon, however. Uncle
LEMONADE.
were interfering with the U.
Wiggily cnn.e hopping along, his
mail. The--- facts of the case are
like a flash
nose
"I'ncle
you'll come, pink at thetwinkling
just this: On last Tuesday morn- won't you?"Wiggily.
rag doll's party,.
asked
Bunty, 'amp
exclaimed
the
ing, July 18, a crowd of strikers tho little rabbit gill, Baby
Ahem!"
"Ah,
one day, en
and other citizens assembled at the nhe stood
as he saw Susie and
bunny,
with
Sushi
paws
holding
a
rumor
are
depot, attracted there by
mother rabbit , girl. Uunty. "Selling lemonade;
Littlctnil,
that train No. 2 from El Pnso had They
were on Uncle Wlggily'E you .'" he asked. Just as if ho was
on board lor the front
as
"I'll
as
anything.
surprised
stoop. Just then the coolest
Tucumcarl
a glass," ho went on.
shops. When No. 2 and most
y
part of the hol- have
not
showed up a part of this crowd low stump bungalow.
i Untie and Bunty tried hard
"Susie
said
stepped across to the opposite sifle you'd come," went on Baby Bunty. to giggle as they poured out the
of the depot track thereby causing j "Well, it all depends,"
o.i
sweet
and.
Just
cool,
drink,
the engineer to slow down to about Uncle "Wiggily, with a funny spok
little Uncle Wiggily was sipping it, nile
four miles per hour but not, howv twinkle of his pink nose. "If y ii of a sudden, along came
ever, causing him to stop the train want me to come to the den of Woozii' Wolf, looking very warm
s
until It had reached the point he Fox or the Wolf, or even tho and very cross oh, as cross
where It always stops.
ihkeezicks. I'm afraid I'll have to the letter X. he was.
"Well!" growled the Wolf, as
.Shortly after the strike was say no. But if you're inviting me
called- some of the railway officials to a party, why, that's a
Uncle Wicgily's paw shook so hy
could hardly hold the glass of
a campaign to influ-- I ent thing!"
ence the slate authorities to send
"It's almost like a party!" lemonade. "Well?"
"Not very well quite bad, I
troops to TuQumcarl, alleging 'that eagerly said Susie. "Baby Bunty
the local county and city authori- and I are going to have a lem- should say," spoke the bunny.
"Bad for you good for mei"
ties were unable to handle tho sit- onade stand, Uncle Wiggily."
uation should any trouble arise.
"Will the lemonade stand by growled the Wolf. "Your ears are
However, after the slight disturb- itself or will one of you have to good to nibble, I mean," he said.
"Oh!" cried Susie. "Oh!" cried
ance started Tuesday morning the hold it up?" asked the bunny
Baby Bunty.
sheriff demonstrated that he was gentleman.
"Don't bo afraid, my dears'"
"Ho! Ho!" laughed Baby Bunty.
well able to copo with the situation hero. For the Information of "That's one of your Jokes, I sup- grumbled the Wolf, trying to be
the public the strikers here are as pose, as Nurse Jane would say. kind and polite, but not knowing
he didn't try it often
nearly 100 per cent Americans, You know what we mean. Uncle how, for "I'm
not gong to harm
enough.
also as law abiding as will be found Wiggily."
I'm
only going to nibNa
"I'll tell him!" quickly offered you
in any other community
in the
United States and their leaders Susie. "You see Baby Bunty and Uncle Wiggily's ears."
"Will you grant me one favor
ar continually counseling against I are going to make some lemonade and we're going to make a before you start nibbling?" asked
violence of any sort.
the
Iitt.e stand, or table, out in front
bunny.
Yours truly,,
"Yes, one, and only one!"
of my house, and we're going to
FRFJD GOULD,
the Wolf. "What is it?"
grumbled
sell
of
lemonade
a
for
glasses
Secretary Shop Craft Committee.
"Let me drink one more glass
penny a glass." ,
of
lemonade," begged the bunny.
"And we want you to come and
E. M. HIXENBAUGH. BIG
buy lemonade from us," went on "It is such good lemonade and I
Bunty. "'Cause you'll v am so warm I want one more
RANCHER, REPORTED IN Baby
nice and polite. But the boy an- drink."
"AH right!" growled the Wolf.
they won't buy any of us,
MEXICO; ASK RECEIVER imals
"
"I'll pour It out for myself,"
and
"Even if they would we don't went on Mr. Longears, as Susie
8pcclul CorroMpondcncfl to 'fit J.idini'l )
'em to," broke In. Susie. reached for the pitcher.
Taking
Las Vegas, N. I July 25. E. want
" 'Cause they're bo funny,
In both paws. Uncle
M. Hixenbaugh, prominent ranchthey the pitcher
all
the
suddenly
poured
man of'Ocato, Mora county, is re- keep saying what stingy glasses, Wiggily
that it Isn't sweet enough or lemonade In it over the Wolf's
ported to bo In Mexico, and his and
creditors have announced that they that it isn't strong enough and head. his It ran, down his noso ar.d
eyes.
will ask for the appointment of a they drink the last drop in tne into
"Oh, wow!
Oh, trolley cars!
receiver.
liabilities glass and beg for more."
Hixenbaugh's
howled the bad
Oh,
gasolene!"
Rood
aren't
at
all
"Boys
any
are between $50,000 and $100,000. when
v, e have in lemonade
chap; "I'm drowning! I'll have to
stand," swim
Mr. Hixenbaugh is said to have a
home!" and then, hardly
Bunty. "So we want
considerable
of cattle, declared Baby Uncle
number
come,
Wiggily, and able to see where he was going,
which will go in as assets. It will you to
rushed
a
ot
he
lot
away, bumping his
lemonade."
buy
r
require twelve men at least ten
"'Cause we're going to take nose hard against a tree.
days to make the count. Mr. Hix"Now I'm safe!"- laughed the
enbaugh was active in the formabunny.
1 Z
tion of a packing company for
"Oh, but our lovely lemonade!"
handling local beef and pork. He
sighed Susie.
Mexto
a
New
belongs
prominent
"Never mind. I'll pay for all of
ico family. His present financial
It, and you can make more and
condition is regarded as due to the
give it to the animal boys!"
slump in livestock and the unfavlaughed the bunny gentleman, and
orable grazing conditions of this
the animal girls did. So every'
summer.
thing happened for the best.
And If the carpet tack doesn't
the foot of the stairs and
tickle
COURTESY COMMITTEE
make the parlor rug slide down
ROBS MAN CF $175 AND
the bannisters backward. Ill tell
you next about Uncle Wiggily and
MOST 0FHIS CLOTHES
the bubbling spring.
I

r

rv

,

Bedtime Stories

I

I

For Little Ones

set-th-

strike-breake-

sb-d-

f

I

;

-

j

(By

riie

(iclat-- -

l'r.)

Los Angeles,
25. Roy
July
Stewart of San Francisco, appeared at tho Hollywood police station today in his shoes and his underwear nnd reported that upon
his arrival here last night he was
met at the railroad station by
three men who announced they
formed a "courtesy" committee to
weleomo strangers.
They took him to dinner, Stewart said, promised him a Job, took
him for an automobile ride, took
two revolvers out of their pockets,
took $175 from him and then took
his watch, chain, suit case and
clothes.

rxi'oncixc; school law.

Las Vegas, N. M
July 25.
Sheriff Amador Ulibarrl is serving
warrants on parenls who are said
to have failed to send their children to school during the past
school year. Six fathers In the vicinity of Chapcrlto have been
served with warrants. They are
Ambroslo Solano, Antonio Garcia,
Lorenzo Trujillo, Enrique Solano,
and Fcderico Madrid.

a famous physiolo-gis- t
and says that the man at the
more
food than the
desk needs
man at the plow. If that's the
case, a, locomotive in the round
bouse needs more coal than one
Among the Indians of Mexico
on the road puling thirty loads up custom requires the giri to do
all
the courting.
cent
a i per
grade,
Now comes

i

y

ting Prince Louis II. the new sov- -'
ereign prince of
the little principality of Monanot
would
co,

'

--

'Ah- Ahem!" exclaimed tha
-

the money we get snd buy ourselves some Ice cream soda," added Susie.
"Why don't you drink some of
your own lemonade?" asked Umle
Wiggily.
"Oh, 'cause that Isn't any fun!"
said the two little rabbit. girls.
"Now. you'll be sure to come,
won't you Uncle Wigelly?" begged Susie, as she and Baby Bunty
hurried off to make the lemonade.
Uncle
"Oh,
yes,"
promised
Wiggily.
Susie and Baby Bunty squeezed
cut the Juice of the lemons, put
the Juice in a pitcher with somo
water and sugar, and then Mr.
Whitewash, tho kind polar bear
gave them a large
gentleman,
chunk of ice to cool the lemonade,
x
"Now we're all ready for Uncle

OLD RANCH SOLI.
Las Vegas, N. M., July 25. The
old Rayado ranch, famous in the
days of the Santa Fe trail as a
change station, has been purchased by Walte Phillips, a wealthy
oil land owner of Tulsa, Okla. The
purchase. Including 5,000 acres,
was made directly from Ramon
and Narcisco Abreu, who received
It directly from the original owners under the Mexican patent
given to Beaublen and Miranda.
Mr. Phillips plans to use the ranch
for raising cattle, but will erect
a fine home there. He has pur
chased a large acreage of grazing
land In the same vicinity, near
Cimarron and may establish a
hunting lodge.

PLANE CRASHES TO GROUND.
London, July 25, (By the Associated Press.) The airplane in
which Major W. T. Blake, the British aviator is attempting a round
the world flight
England,
crashed to the ground nt Slbl, British Beluchlstan near Quetta, Saturday, says an Exchange Telegraph
dispatch from Karachi today. The
aviator escaped injury but the
under-carriag-

e

smashed.

of his plane was
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Colorado 9prinofipr
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COMPI.ETK LITTLE HOME
Located in University Heights.
Four rooms, modern, very fine
grade ot oak floors. Full sized
lot. east front and in good location. Priced to sell. Only
Terms if desired.
A

looked

LL OVELE; Town
AN' CMN'T FIND

I

COUR

HEt) HERE

1
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I

Wi

"TOO

NA.KE HIM FEEL
AT HOME-DEAHE'
jo OOD
HEARTED
HP

To

YOUR
ROOM WITH HIM

BROTHER

$3.-23-
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HOPE HELL
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HOME AND INCOME
frame house with
largo porches. In good close-i- n
location In Third ward. At
present, arranged for two families. This is a good valuo at
$3,750. Terms.
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carrier or lv mail, uni month.
Dally.
Rf'C.
1'i.ou.
yearly, In arlvam-e- .
MEMBER OK TUB AXSOC1 ATF.t) PHJ-The Associated Press In exclusively
to the use, for
of nil
now
credited to It or n t. oliRrwiiie
credited In this paper and also the local
news published herein.
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Six-roo-

iLutfV

fl

LINCOLN ADDITION
few moro good lota to be
had In Lincoln addition located

NO MORE APPLES
But a good four-roobrick,
well
in
located
tho Second
ward. Good fcleeplmj
porch,
oak floors, nice shade trees,
lawn, sidewalks, good garage,
chicken house, ete. Tills house
Is in
l
condition and will
sell . Call 640; we will be' glad
to show it.
lOn KENT
Furnished and
unfurnished
houses in all parts of the city.
TAR K VOIR ( HOICK
We havo five, good insurance
companies.
They FotUa claims
ami
promptly
satisfactorily.
This is a service you will appreciate nnd we shall appreciate your business.
A GOOD LOT
Can still bo bought in the University Heights for only $10.00
down
nnd $10.00
monthly.
This is the best addition to the
city and tho toi'rns make It
possible for all of us to own a
lot. We are general agents and
ready.
H, CHAS R0EHL,
Phono 010.
m

A

North Fourth street with

on

Albuquerque Morning Journal
AN

VHAT'5

TAKE. ME. tSrP-- I

eE

By George McManut

some shado and fruit trees; also
extra large lots. Good terms.

A--

D, T, KINGSBURY
Real
210

Realtor.
Estate, Loans
Insurance.

W. Gold.

Phone

.

and

76

907--

'

PAY RENT

WHY

When you can buy a rew,
house, all modern exceptft
full sir.e lot
ing heat, on
On easy terms call
Or easy terms enM
ACKERSON
GRIFFITH
Realtors.
five-roo-

PRICED TO SELL

120 S.

THREE-ROONEW
modern out on west elde;
$150 down.
t
.
NEW
FIVE
$3,150
ROOM
modern, h. w. floors, glassed-i- n
s. porch, etc. Elevation;
600 down.
EXCELLENT FIVE-roo$4,200
modern stucco, out In
the Fourth ward. A real
home.
SNAP IN A SEVEN-roo$4,200
in Fourth
modern,
ward. Garage, lawn, shade,
etc.
WE HAVE THE LARGEST
list in the city.
No trouble to show you. At
your sprvlre.

$1,600

f

ROBERTS-TURNE-

Phone

414.

TOR SALE

Accident, AutnmiMIe icsurnnce,
Surety Ban li, Loans.
No. Ill S. Fourth St,
.eleuhone 674.

FOR SALE
South Highlands; two h cruses,
on corner. Bringing $35.00 rent.
114

THE EXCHANGE

REALTY SALES CO.
S. Second.
l'liono 669.

120 W. Gold

BOY SEIJj OK TRADE
ITRMT17RE, ETC.
Tj, McSPADDEN

T. Ij. & K.

I'houe

nil.

Albuquerque city Improved property. All property to be Bhown in
person and papers to bo examined and prepared by your attorney, our client's expense.

Goodall

Grant Bldg.
(Over Golden Rule Store)
Fhone 349.
Insurance, Loans, Real Estate

FOR RENT

Association

dwelling!

FOR RENT Four-roorvortn Kourlli.
FOR RENT Three-roo-

Pres.

House, furnished.

ing porch, Adobe stucco,
mission front porch ana
service porch, A beautiful lot and wonderful shade
east front, For appointment call 2377-or any
Realtor,

houss

BRICK BUNGALOW
Cosy

five-roo-

:

hardwood

floors,

leaiures, nicejy xurnisneu.
Fine porches, good garage, four
blocks out. See this one early.
J. P. GILL ItEALTS" CO.
irum-- m

Phono 770.

323 W. Central.

HELP WANTED

FOR

$3,800

Now ready to move into, consisting; of a combination dining
room, two bed
rooms, nice
kitchen, built-i- n
features, oak
In Fourth
located
well
floors,
ward. Reasonable terms. For

appointment call

nace, built-i- n
features, garage,
fenced, sidewalks, all for $5,600,
in Luna district. Can you beat it.
IS. MeCTAGHAN,
HE A ITOR.
204 W. Gold.
Phone 442-J- .
Insurance, Notary Public.

house on South
Broadway, close in, shade and
grape vines. Partly furnished
for $5,000. Terms if desired.
Better see this one.
"Our personal attention to
every little detail.- l'liono 057.
Keven-ron-

Franklin & Company
Investments,

D, KELEHER
,
REALTOR
211 West Gold.
Phone 410

Loans.

k

Good paying business in northern New Mexico town, consist-

As Long As

ing of Dry Goods, ClothinB.
Shoes j,and Furnishings. Stock
will invoice about $12,000; can
reduce stock if necessary. Good
reason for selling'.

It Lasts

Better Grade

A

216 North Third,

Address
.

$15.00.

nBNTThree-roo-

apartment. 423
Wwt Santa
.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment and
garage. Phone 1590-FOR RENT Outside front apartment
Private bath. Averlll Apartment..
X
Fcm RENT Light housekeeping roomei
reaeonahle. qilrleTaleevo Electric Co.
'
"OR RENT
Furnish Pd apartment, four
roorne, modern.
1104 North Second.
r ii jiaiN t Two furnitned rooma with
prlvaie bath; very cool. Phone 17Z7-- J.
FOR RENT Three rco-- n and
sleeping
porch: private bath. 815 West Oranl
Phone 1701-JIODEliN, furnished or nol, new. close
In, strictly flrst-claa708 East

,

FOR RENT Two furnished rooma, for
.light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
721 South Second.
FOR RENT-Thre- e
rooms, glassed In sleep-In- g
porch, beautifully furnished, close
In.
15S8-Plron

FOR RENT Light housekeeping apartment, with sleeping porch. '31514 South
Second.
VOR RENT

Two or tnree-roofront
apartment: running water tn rooma.
Henrietta Hotel. 117H North First.
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
three rooms and private bath. 21814
Korth Second.
Hotel.
i'OR RENT A very
tlce four-rooapartment, furnished: you should aee
this one at once. PHI Forrester.
FOR RENT M6V modern apartment;
electrla range, heat and furnace: no
sirk: no children. 1007 West New York.
FOR RENT Two
large, oool rooms"
kitchenette, nicely furnished for housekeeping; modern conveniences. 616 West
foal.
FOR RENT Large, cool apartment:
no
sick, close In, care for children while
mother's employed. 713i4 South Broadway.
FOR

RENT Nicely furnished two-roowith bath;
housekeeping apartment,
reasonable; adults; no sick. (13 South
Arna.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished apartment; hot and cold water, light and
rent
421 H
reasonable.
phone paid:
South Broadway.
FOR RUNT
One large and on
email
apartment, furnished
completely for
housekeeping. Crane Apartment, III
North Seventh, pheata HI 4.
l'OR RENT Furnished apartmenta. convenient to sanatorlums; four rooms,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Central csr line. Call 1321 Fast Central,
or see HcMlllIn & Wood. Phone Hi.
Furnished front .partment,
and kitchenette, bath add;
joining: large front poroh; garage If
thotighly clean and sanitary; two
124
no
South Arno,
adults only and
sick,
phone 632-FOR KENT
two room

BUSINESS CHANCES
buy the best small rooming Irouse in
town. 8154 South Second.
shoe shop, Ad.
FOR SALE First-clas- s
drena Box B, care Journal.
FOR SALE Official county paper tn
Developer, Moaquerj,
growing town.

ItjOO

N. M.

crick building.
BaLB Two-sto- r.
J1S South First: location good for any
kind of business.
FOR SALE Crlspette
popcorn outfit.
complete; good proposition for live man.
611
North
First.
Inquire
118
Hotel.
FOR BALE Albuquerque
South First, Albuquerque Cafe, pool
room.
819 South First.
WANTED
To, get In touch with a flrt-olaa- s
photographer; state experience.
Address E. W., care Journal.
business
WE HAVE A- -l money-makin- g
hiiiuubhuhw
opporiunuies, sucn
high-clas- s
other
and
garages
groceries,
propositions nm hutbiuwjw iuii
io.. ma
GAUAG13 FOR SALE 100 ft, deep, 50 ft.
,
a
snuw room, i nw
rroutage;
iHO ton hyiliaullo press: full hop equip- .

FOR

n..ln hl.huL. T.arM CStubrent $50 per
repair buslnes: .....
M
lnln ...
ITIC SIVV.vv,
HU8i,.iriiBi
ILT

Will take Ford or oar purl payment. Ad'
jihesH I'. O. Bon IV. Aluuquerqiie, N. M.

.Want, Ads Bring Results,

,,,..

Wanted

WANT you to lAvestlgste my low. price
am an- - kin,
nt m hll,llno ni.n.,B,tlnn
you have In view. A. E. l'almer, Hunga- low JJuiiuur, uox u, city, rnon litiK-I

WANTED

Real Estate

il'VOU "have husiniss properly tor al
list it with McMiuion.
jvoua.

n

five-roo-

Care

Box C, B, S,

Morning

REAL

$730.00 cash and $40.00 per
month Including interest will
make you owner of a good
home located on South Fourth
street. Bath, lights, walks and
a nice lot. I.ook this bargain
over today. Call

CITY REALTY CO,

Journal..?- 207

riiuno

W. Gold.

YOU AND YOUR WIFE
Should own this splendid
modern home. Close In. A bargain.
Act quick or It'll bo gone. Terms;
Mills
yes, very good.

REAL HOME

A

VALUE

$2500,00

Consisting of
Five rooms, music room, bath,
basement
and two porches,
fire place, furnace, hardwood
built-i- n
floors,
buffet ami
kitchen cabinet, lawn, shade,
garage. I,ot 100 feet on paved
street. Kast front. For appointment.
Call 2377-or any Kealtor.

fi;
FOR SALE

six-roo-

Land
Lumber Co,

McKinley
FOR SALE OR TRADE
For Albuquerque property, a
suit- fine little fruit rar-uli-,
una dairy,
ablo for chickens
.
00 head of
and will suppo'--

Albuquerque.

stock.

T, J, JOHNSON
P. O.

FOR

fox

Z, Socorro,

SALE

FiiR SALE
ST.

M.

MiejnAneous

FOR SALE Alreilale
west, wiinta I'o.
SLAB
ereil.

WOOD;!

pupa,

&

J, E, Gonce, Real

New Meiloo.

110

pedigreed.

3

Hulck,

00;

West Oold.
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING! O
K. sheet
Third
FOR SALE-ic-MnMVjirkJITNorih
-45
Bulck tounn77a7T
co"ditlon. Bond-DllloCo.
city
FOR SAI.KFoM"
touring body, top. win-- 1
fenders,
cheap. Phone
7ll''- - T
FOR SALE

Overland touring csr, flrst-ciiicondition; price 3100. 609 West

MuKlniey.

F.7r.l. starter, .lemounl- UaaKler
shock absorbers,

li'-- 1'

aolo

rim.

full truck load, dellv- - cheap for cnsli,
a,

Phone )!)-V- .
FOR SALE 10,000 pounds early harvest
apples, cheap. 'Mann's Gardens.
FOR SALE Thirty-dolla- r
folding Allwlu
osny miggy, cheap. Phone 17B2-.FOR SALE CheaD. soda fountain: uood
condition. Apply 216 South First.
FOR SALE Tent In excellent condition.
mar furniture Co., phone 40J-t,OADtvrt
EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 18S4-?OR SALE Goat milk (guaranteed pure)
suo quart, delivered.
phone JM5-GARDEN
HOSE.
32.95 per roll.
The
130
West
Onld.
Exchange,
phone 1111.
fOR HALE Practically, new steamer
trunk and lady's bicycle. Phone 1":4-J- .
FOR SALE Thoroughbred pit bull ter- ucr puppies, u. it. xsiumensnine, pnone
412-R-

T.Tgnt

.i ":fnJegerlTodge;ll

in tin

SAVE

OTKS,

Apply Central Auto and

to
pt-- r
rent on used
etc.; full stock for over twentv-fiv- e part,
different care. Mcintosh Co., 311 West Cop- CO

tOR SALE
Bulclt

75

Brothers' touring;
Ford truck. J. Kor-h& Co.. Auto
Department,
Dodge Bros,
lienlcrs. phone 782.
FOR SALE Owner of light Six
touring
.,. . ha.
Wants In itknn.. A
tovi'i win
"' ""'in
take less; no time or inclination
to handle
oureas not js. care Journal,
ii.
'OR SALE
9
Bulck touring, A- -l
condition; must be sold at once; priced
Or OUlck Mala
n.lll
nii niimiSB
terms. Mcintosh Autoi,hc
company, 311 West
Dodge

,r..

Copper.
FOR SALE

V.

(Sliver.

FOR RENT

AUTOMOBILES

tit

'R

$5,-00-

REAI.TOnS

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.
PHONE 201

Pebblj dash, eight rooms, modern. Well located, First ward,
Terms, 7 per cent on deferred payments.
Close in Kecund ward, six rooms
and glassed-iroom,
sleeping
l'lvo
hundred
modern, $5,800.
down, balance like rent.
Almost now,
bungalovn
Third ward, fine location, garago,
shade, lawn, $4.fi00. Kasy terms.
New stiii'co adobe, fiva rooms and
bath, fire place, oak floors, cement basement, excellent location
$4,250. torms.
& WOOD, Realtors.
McMir,T,l
200 W. Cold. Insurance, Tjoan.s.

FOR SALE

$10.00 Per Load

PAT, THE PLUMBER,

REAL GENUINE BARGAIN

J,

Realtors.
Insurance,

hardbrick bungalow,
floors, rooms large ami
airy with plenty of closet space.
Very close In and owing to
change in pJans the owner will
take less than he was recently
offered.

New

wood

A

INS.

SERVIC.

OPPORTUNITIES

Completely Furnished

SPECIAL VALUE

TRY BODDT'B MILK; BEST Itf TOWN.
I'nona imix-h- .
WANTED
402
Experienced mechanic.
FOR SALE (ienutlia French violin,
North Fourth.
West McKinley.
WANTED
Reliable and experienced man
KALE Fresh
milk, 14c a quart.
bookkeeper. Apply at Western Moit-gaf- e FOR
mm.
Co.
j;uitli.

EXPERIENCE
Los
teaches.
ioBioutit waller.
Angeles
Young Men's Christian Association Auto
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished bouse, School
uses
that
method.
i)L'2 south Walter
wim porcn.
RENT Fivo-roofurnished house, CONCRETE form carpenters, teamsters,
to
garage. 350. Innnira 9
En,,o imn job.laborers; good wages; transportation
Employment Agency. 110 8. Third.
WANTED
At
once,
two
FOR RENT Cosy three-rooshoe
good
furnished
makers, bench work, steady Job, good
tuiinue, jjj, am Columbia, University pay
to right men. Electric Shoe Shop,
Heights.
tiallup. New Mexico.
OR Rt.NT Modern, unfurnished
four rooms, glassed'ln sleeping house,
Female.
porch.
It 823 South Arno.
WANTED Woman to work on ranch.
801
FOR RENT Houses, all klnds;furnlshed
West TIJeras.
Inquire
Maid.
Mcaiiiun & Wood, WANTED
Apply Albuquerque
", umurnisnea.
JUS West Gold
nennors,
Sanatorium; do not phone.
OR LEASE Four-roohouse and bath, WANTED Experienced lady stenograph-er- .
.,..
furnished, tn r.,tw,nnlKl.
Apply at Western Mortgage Co.
BICK'
ot J west Copper.
WANTED Maid with experience to
Four-rooFOR RENT
In small sanitarium.
house and aleep-In- g
1416 South
porch, furnished.
6H Edith street.
Inquire
"
iMione J4U8-WANTED First-clas- s
man or
cook,
OR RENT Four-roowoman: good wages. Address postofflce
furnished house,
screen norch.
bo 7r,, Santa Fe. N. M.
.kinb..
.BL.....in
tww, jh worth cedar.
FOR RENT 108
South
aeven
rooma and hath tw,.rnmArno,
WANTED
or p. F. McCanna.
r
At onee a reliable, first-claclothing and
FOR RENT Completely furnished, three
salesman.
lurnisning
room cottage, sleeping porch, near Unl- EUBANK BROTHERS.
car line. rnone 1478-FOR RENT Four-roohouse, front
noroh Hill hack .li.nl..
Male and Female.
i an at: esi
wontii Broadw ay.
FOR RENT Two-roo- m
furnished house, SOLICITORS WANTED Good pay. Ap- with sleeping porche: modern; 330
piy Kmcee studio. Grant building.
... . ....... v.Hi, Bt
WANTED
n,n eHsr ramn r e.
Lady or gentleman to take
over one or all of thre agencies, which
LIST your vacant houses witn the City
Realty Co.. for prnmnt and efficient I have held for three years; good money.
Pleasant work; better investigate.
1205
" west uoio. phone
67.
North Sixth.
FOR RENT Modern brick even-rnohouse, furnished aultabla for hoarders
FOR SALE Ranches
or home. 118 North Maple, phone 327I-irnn't8Ni?n tmimci
FOR SALE A small ranch, three-fourt.
l.nln. nnwk
wiv,,, BoiBga, npijriniie unimile west ot bridge; modern house.
1S20 East Cen- - A. J. Jamea.
$50 per month.
versity;
t
ROBERTS-TURNEcompany, 218 West
FOR RENT Furnished
two
cottage,
Gold, have established & enenlel lnri
rooms and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch: department.
on car line; rent reaaonable.
Apply 1204 FOR SALE We have some
splendid
nniim KQltn.
propositions In suburban ranches. Bob- FOR RENT After the 27th, five-rooCompany.
n
house, glassed-isleeping porch, comSALE Ranch of thirty-tw- o
acre.
pletely furnished. Call 111 South Walter, FOR
twenty-tw- o
acre of It alfalfa; ranchphone 749-man' house, barn for storing alfalfa.
FOR RENT Modern brick house, nicely and complete farm
Santiago
furnished, six rooms, front and back Garcia, Ranches de equipment.
Albuquerque.
screened porche; highland; close In. FOR
SALE OR TRADE Five acrea in
rnone 1S47-road: fine grape
Frultvale. near
FOR RENT One three-roofurnished or chicken ranch; paved
eaay terma to right
house with bath, and one four-roo3. or apply room 16 Flret
Phone
party.
furnished house with bath. Call 518 South National bank, or 1100 South Walter.
Walter.
A good one, for sale; all kind
RANCH
FOR RENT Three-roohouse with
of
alfalfa. Implement, cow,
chicken house for two hundred chickens horses,fruit,
house, garage, barn,
1205 West twenty-tw- o
garage, lights end water,
acre
close In, Old Town
iron, phone 490-Boulevard: must be sold on account of
or 348;
FOR RENT Furnished
three health, phone owner, 2417-Rcollage,
rooms, bath and glassed-i- n
sleeping poatofflc box 192, Old Albuquerque, N.
M.
porch; modern and gus. Phone 381-keys at 1524 East Central, from 9 to 12.
FOR RENT Modern, furnished house,
WANTED Position
three room and glassed-i- n
sleeping
Housework Ly the day.'phune
porch, two other screened porche. In- WANTED'
IMS.
quire 1001 South Walter.
fld lron'ng to take
WANTED
washing
Three-rooFOR RENT
modern furhome.
Phone 1304.
nished cottage; also furnished apartment with sleeping porch. Call at 41! WANTED Washing and ironing by the
dosen.
Phone 1703-Houth HlKb, or phone 1B24-.ni WANTED Work by the hour. Phone
FOR RENT House, four roams
Z173-after 5:30 p. m.
three
sleeping porches, unfurnished;
block
from postoflce; $40 per month. HOUSE cleaning, floor polishing, lawn
Wm. J. Leverett. phone 110.
work. Call J. W. Lowe, phone 14S0-FOR RENT Unfurnished, modern brand KALSOMININU,
cleaning paper and
new house; - two glassed-i- n
steeping
John
Goodson,
cleaning kalsomlne.
porches, front and back porches, all phono 334-or 2194-screened In; ha gaaj wilt rent reason WANTED Position aa teachor
by normal
call at 801- Smith Edith.
ably,
graduate; experienced. Address J. R. B.,
care
Journal.
CARPENTERING
WANTED By refined middle aged w
PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAM.
All kind of work. Phone 1H73-Mrs. J W. Cjulnn, Superior hotel,
I WILL EBTIMATB all or any part of WANTED position a nurse or compau
your worst I make a specialty or lain
Miss
references.
Ion; best of city
Ing and abtngllng. W. M. Conver. phone Bnker, 00 North Second, phone IlEH-CALL HUTCHINSON
for house oleaulng
FLOOR
can resurfaoe
W
SANDING
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paint
your old floor and make them like ing, kalsomlnlng. and chimney sweeping;
new and make your n
floor perfect Odd Job Man. phone 3082-Phone 2070-LET Die figure, your new house or re
Agenu
pair; reaaonable prices; work guaranB LAUUJ SHIRT MANUFACTURER wants
teed; estimates free. Call 1763-B, Johnson, 616 John,
Agent to sell complete line of shirt
to wearer, uxciuaive patterns, nig
LET ME FIGURE with you on new and airect
Madison Mills.
Free sample.
R. values.
old houses; estimates guaranteed.
503 Broadway. New York.
B. Caldwell, Contractor
and Builder,
TAILORING agonts wanted; must bo big
phone 2350-producers; we have snappy fall and
and winter
WB DO ODD
.'OB carpentering
can't help
Swatch line at
house building, reasonable:; Investigate but cll (union made. prices
Write for am
our low price; estimate
free. Phone
Woolen
Leeds
Mill, Chicago.
ple.
3806-J. F. Kluken, 311 Tale.
In renr.

ApartmenU

A

Investment

Co-Roo-

6

State Realty

FOR RENT

HOME

5 Large rooms and sleep-

AND 10
for amounts of $500.00 and over
secured by first mortgages on

To the Public: We stand for
the enactment of a state real
estate license lav for the protection of the public from unprincipled realty dealers. Some
people don't ilkd, us.

By JOHN C. ROBERTS,

HOME

W

WE WILL GET YOU 8

NOTICE

New Mexico

Johnson,

ADOBE

CO.

R

M.

A. FLEISC1EK, Kia'Cir

$400 flown, $1,400.

Journal

Jas,

Fire,

Gold.
Phono 407
Members New Mexico State
Realty Association.

llMhfd
IMtMttn.

sleeping porch, hardwood floors,
furnace, gas, garage, lawn, In
fine location on paved street,
and the paving is paid. The
price and terms are right. See

A NEW

A. L, Martin Company,
Five-roowhite stucco bungr.-lomodern, hardwood floori, fireplace,
Realtors.
furnace, cellar, garage, corner lot. tine
location; Fourth ward.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
$3,760 Eight-roopebble
Insurance.
WANTED
dashed dwelling, bath, ete. ; alao two-roo- m
223 W. Gold.
adobe la rear, lot 76x141; Third
rhone 15.
ward, close tn.
Tie makers.
Apply
Some good buy la Central avenue business property.
McKIVLET LAND AND
whit
atwco frame
$4.500
A REAL HOME
Ll'MBEK CO.,
bungalow, modern, oak floori, built-i- n
,
features, garage and . other outbuild-At a real price, with easy terms.
Thoreau
sTew Mexico Kive-roq- m
Inge; Fourth ward,
brick, oak floors, fur-

W.

ITOR

WANT A HOME?
Six rooms and ft large glassed

Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
210 W. Gold.
l'hoiio 240.

$6.000

m

218

Fourth.

m

NT L FEATURS

BT

OR TRADE For a good
roadster or speedster, a five passenger
,
light si nrtvnln fUn,n. tA..in- very little; In excellent condition and up
FOR SALE One heavy black enamel and
uvrr to
per gal. or
one golden oak Dorch swing. 710 West
nn be seenmiiee
at ,101 North Third
Lend.
le-- i.
iuskb tne en orrr
FOR SALE OR RENT Singer sewing ALBUyUERQUB AUTO WTtlSClCINO CO.
machine.
110 Weat
The Exchange,
Gold, phone 1111.
REPLACEMENT PARTS
A ,1
tn Bl,t
FOR SALE A thoroughbred male Boston
bull pup; black and white; six months ALL part tested before leaving shop.
old. At 41IS South Third.
Radiator, electrical part, top, bodies,
llrhts, horn, Ignition sets, springs, elo.
MANZANO UINUMR ALE
Part carried for 23 make of cnr. New
A HOME
product of super quality. Get axlea, drive hfts, pinion and ring gears
a bottle under your belt.
.
r.rrf.j, f r.r Bn mrm
TYPEWRITERS, all molies. 16 and up, NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
13 per month.
.Ibuquerque Typewriter
5
West Central.
Exchange, 122 South Fourth.
Phone 4J4.
FOR SAT,E Fine stock dog, Imported
WHEN IN NEED OF
from. Mexico; kind to children; a tieau-t- TIRES, rims, carburetors,
mag81
neto generator, wheel, prlng,
Vassar. phone 12W-W- .
gears, axle,
horn, accessories
FOR 6AIK Used tractor.
and bearing
l
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
Hardware WB
with gang plnwa
HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE
Department. J, Korber A Company.
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
FOR 8 A LE Fresh buttermilk and cot
Bulck C24. C23, D4S. D55; Cadillac
tage cheese; also fresh milk in gallon Chalmera. Chandler. Chevrolet 490. FB.
lots.
Bweyne's Dairy, phone 191B-M- .
t,
Baby Grand;
Dodge, Dort,
FOR SALE; Piano and player pianos; Ford, Hup 20. H. K. N.; Maxwell, Mitchpre-wP.
Old
ell
I. Overland, every model; Saxon
values. Phone 10. Oeo.
Loarnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
and ; Studebaker 4 and t; Wlliys-Knlgh- t,
every model.
FOR SALE Standard make used player
u
you aoo't ee your ear la the above
A- -l
In
sell
at
condition; will
plane.
remember,
bargain on easy payment Plan. Phone list,
WB ARE SALVAOTNO
LATH MODEL
1439-CAR8 EVERY DAY.
FOR SALE Good Icebox, nine feet high;
In addition to the largest stock of used
four and a half feet wide, five feet
In the state, we carry a COMacross front. Phone 150, Champion Gro parte
PLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts,
cery.
axle shaft and general accessories, for
car.
FOR SALE Brunswick cabinet phono- ev-r- y
OUR PRICKS ARB THE LOWEST.
graph, like new, with records; double
bed. mattress and snrlnrs. 708 West Coal.
VIADUCT GARAOB.
600 SOUTH SECOND.
pnone b6-j- .
Largest parts house Id the state.
FIXT- IN
EVERYTHING
PLUMBING
. . I - I T, . . n- - . n w.l I
I1DVD
FOR SALE Furniture
points. Thaxton Supply Co., Phone 472-1111 North Fourth.
FOR SALE A parlor and dining room
seN Phone 1743-FOR SALE 34x4 tire, tubo and rim, K;
nnotlrer one for f7.S0 and I8.S0; also FOR SALE Household furniture, cheap.
a few 80x3'. The Exchange, 120 West
Apply 207 North High.
Gold, phone 1111.
FOR SALE Full-siz- e
bed, mattress and
FOi SALE Black currents for making- springs, 112. Call at 315 West Lead.
Jellies, plea, preserves and Jams. Bent- FURNITURE REPAlnlNG and upholster- n Ranch, phone 2417-Rfrom t to I
rnone cis-or 2035-- J.
Ervln
ing.
morning, 13 to 1 and II to 9 nignts.
Bedding Company.
CEDRO CANYON Firewood Co.. firewood FOR SALE Two oak wardrobes. Three
direct from Cedro canyon to user;
one woodon bed, three
oak
tove or fireplace springs, dresaera.
sawed and split In
three small center tables. 328
lengths; prompt delivery. Phone 2400-JNorth Third.
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushion FOR SALE Flreless
cooker, chiffoniers,
prevent fulltn Insteps; cures all foot
dresser,-Morri- s
chair, wardrobe,
trouble. II. Planter Arch uupport. i nos, roll-to-ivory
p
desk, Simmons beds, large stock
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central. of
new and used furniture.
325 South
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
First.
t OD for all kinds of root. II persougal-in- FOR SA.E Two wicker rockers, one li110
Ion.
Co..
The Mamano
brary table, leather rocker, tnagaslne
Walnut, phone 1834-J- .
Try a built up rack,
dining-rootable and chairs, Iron
roof; will last a long a the building. cot
und pad, dishes and cooking utensils,
FIVfl full sets of telegraph Insiruiuont, ten window
sashes. 1nos Forrester.
Include key sounder, wire, rosonator
but-fe- t,
and batteries; two sot already asaem-ble- d FOR SALE Dining table, six chairs,
three rocker, dresser, chiffoniers,
on good table and ready for two
s,
dishes,
cabinet,
table, library lump,
persons to learn on; will sacrifice. Call
double and single bods, and other
411 East Silver, after S p. m.
601
South
never
sick.
used
articles;
by
eat Third.
USE EFFEC'fO AUTO TOP and
dressing. Etfecto Auto Enamel, vaisnar.
Valanar Knumel un automobiles.
FOR RENT Storeroom
Homeatead
Plymouth Cottage PPlnL
Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement, Sat FOR RENT Building at 412 West Copisfaction assured, Tho. F. Keleher Lto
per: suitable for garage. Inquire H. B.
Phone 10J7-- J
Co., 400 Wei. Central
Sherman, at Flret Saving Bank and
Trust Company, phone 8.
FOR RENT Office Room FOR RENT Store room and cellar, ii
FOR KENT Two office rooms over
by 60 feet, the rear of 109 South First,
110 per month; light. acceaatbl
by alley from Second street.
Gold and Central avenue. Fred Luthy.
heat and water.
FOR RENT Office room, ground floor, at Cltlxena National hank.
In
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 26x100
suitable for small shop or office.
foot brick building: good condition;
qulro 811 West Conner
reasonable
opposite Santa Fe shop;
term. Be at write U Heyuan, 108
FOR RENT Ranches
FOR'leaSE il.'l) auiea of good 'mountain N rth Flret. A Ibuauerque S. U.
grailng and agricultural land; gooa
PERSONAL
grass and winter protection; good roiir-roohouse; 2r,a n cr per year. Call JT vv, B il A sil LL'U wa7cli"cfock'a"u1j" Jfw
at 1207 Virginia boulevard.
hy work, 116 South Sscuud,

Estate,

Phono

477.

BEST

buy in the fourth ward.
Throe, rooms, one porch, gootl lo

Tartly furnished, with a
garage. $1800, easy terms.
Fur appointment, call 909. 216
West Gold.

cality.
good

SEE STACEY

Rooms

FOR RENT Rooms.
421 South Third.
FOR RENT Room and kitchenette.
4U
North Second.
FOR RENT I'leun, furnished bed room.

North Fourth.
FOR RENT Cool front room, 609 Went
Fruit. Phone 2042-.FOR RENT Furnished room. 322 South
Seventh, phone 7H9-FOR RENT Several rwoms, uufurulsbetl.
124 South Edith.
FOR RENT Very pleasant room, close
In. 208 North Sixth.
FOR RENT Furnishes, rooms;
dren. 110 South Walnut
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick; no
children. 414 West Silver.
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnlsbed,
private hath. 1211 Wesl Roma.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
room, close In. JIM North Fourth.
Full KENT Furnished room and kitchen; 1724 West Central, phone 2D 2.
FOR
RENT
Pleasant housekeeping
rooms, near sanatorium. Phone 1097.
FOR KENT
Rooms mi light housekeep-Ing- .
218 South Walter. Phone 167-- J.
FOP. RENT Nice, oean ileeplng and
housekeeping rooms. 121 14 North Third.
FOR RENT Two
furnished rooms for
light housekeeping; no tick. 423 West
L'10

with Board

FrRerU-Roonri-

rent
south

FOR

board.

218

J a week.

6U

with

Room

Rroadwny.

ROOM

AND

HOARD,

south llroadway.
FOR

Glassed-i- n
porch, wltb
North Mapie.
with sleeping porch and board;
gentlemen only. Phone 1B73-CANVAS sleeping porch,
with board.
iio per week 1207 East Central,
ROOM AND IiOAliD wi'h glassed sleep-In- g
porch; no side. 1027 Forrester.
FOR RENT Nicely furnlsnrd rooms with
rirst-clatable board. Phone 1327-110 South Arno.
FOR RENT Largo front room, adjoining
bath, for one or two. and bonrd If da- sired.
Phone 1340-WANTED
A
heafthseekcr
in private
liame; nurse care, tray service; good
207 North High.
eals.
BOARD
Good home cooking, rate
by
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corner Broadway and Gold.
FOR RENT Have lovely vacancy for two
convalescents. Mrs. w. II. Reed, phone
406 Houth Walter.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished front room
nth board, sultnble for one or two.
Iron.
Phone 1472-618 West Fruit.
FOR RENT Two nice rooms furnished FOR RENT Cool,
airy front sleeping
for housekeeping. Apply 617 West
room on ground floor, good hoard near.
119 North Walter,
phone M5-FOR RENT
Two rooms furnished for MRS. MARSHALL'S
private home for
light housekeeping. 1727 West
convalescents nd bed patlenta; nurse's
care; excellent meals. Phone 11S1-J- .
1107 North Twelfth.
FOR RENT Rooms opposite good boardPhone 1085-123 North I AM going to open a first-clas- s
ing house.
board
Walter.
ing house on August 1, on East Cen
close In. For rates, call at 621 South
FO ' RENT Nice,
dean apartments, tral,
reasonable. Imperial Hotel. 211 Vi West HlKh. Mrs. T. h Repp.
SPECIAL summer rules. 16 per month;
excellent board, private room witn
ull RENT Front bed room, adjoining
In
and private family, 306 sleeping porch and tray service. St.
oath, close
John' Eplseopsl sanatorium, phone 491.
West Roma.
ouv-siFOR
RENT Nice
sleeping FOR RENT Nice room with glassed-l- n
looms.
216 H
sleeping porch, In new home; good
Albuquerque Hotel,
North Second.
table board. Inquire 1603 East Silver, or
907-phone
FOR RENT one wont room, for light
housekeeping. Overland Hotel, 309 'i MRS. CARL BEHGI.UND, private sanaWest Central.
torium, 1416 South Edith street;
for a few more heilthseek-ers- ;
GRAY STONE ROOMS 21814, Wert Gold,
modern, nicely furnished rooms, tray
7Ec- -l
5
Phone 210-per day;
excellent
service,
meals, all fresh fruits,
per week. Mrs. K. Otildl.
plenty good milk. On vaIMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms vegetable,
In annex at loO.OO per month.
cancy
rates by day or week. Over Pastime Some vacancies In main building, ummer
Theater, 21H, West Central.
rate from 160 to f 100 per month. Nurse
LINCOLN APARTMENTS,
newly furnish. care If desired. Phone 1 365-ed rooms; hot water, oool and oloa in.
813 South Third, phone 914-FOR SALE Livestock
FOR RENT Two beautirully furnished FOR SALE Milk co
1301
Call 1S26-J- .
rooms In modern home.
Apply Mr.
North First.
625
Second.
Fred Hamm,
North
FOR SALE Acow,
for
Quick
Jersey
FOR RENT One well furnished house
sale, 205. Phone 24II1-Jkeeping room, close In; reasonable rent; FOR SALE Horses, harness, and wagons.
no sick; no children. 80a West Iron.
310 North Broadway, phone 16R8-FOR RENT Excellently ventilated clean
saddle
SALE
Cheap.
galted
bed room, private entrance, hot water, FOR
horse and saddle. 400 North Twelfttig
phone: reasonable. 204 North Walter.
room
ELC1N HOTEL Sleeptn;'
and FOR PALE Grade Hereford cows ami
box
calves.
Postoffic
624, phone
housekeeping apartment, by the day. 2420-Rweek or month.
602Vi West Central.
d
Jersey cows,
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished, FOR SALE Six pure-bregood milkers; will sell on Installment
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In
Phone 2337-plan.
one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
I'OH RENT Exclusive, well furnished FOR SAI E Flemish Qiant. Itufu Reds.
Black. Belgians, bucks, doc aud
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
water heat and bath; centrally located. fr. ers. 710 West Lead, phone 1926-1
Coal.
Phone 1744-West
FOR SALE Two carloads uf good young
homes, weighing from 1,200 to 1,500
FOR RENT Very desirable cool bed
Martin's corral, Albunuerquo
room, with mvatory and shower baths, pounds.
Horse
Market. First street and Mountain
elck
In
no
home:
private
.
or call 611 West road.
taken. Phone 1102-J- ,
c

l'liono

114

PROFESSIONAL

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attnmer.
Room If, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone lifiJ-J- .
PHYSICIANS AMI BCRGWIKS.
Ult. e). I. BLKTON,
Dlseasee of the; Rfomnrh.
Suite, t. Harnett Building.
S. MAUI K NKKKI.S,

W A Nl

ED

fecellaneout

II. O.

Citizens' Bank Building.
Phono S8I-nnd son-J- .
DR. S. C. CLARKE,
Eye, Far, Nose and Throal.
Barnett Building.
Phone lif.
Office Hour
to lj a. m and 2 to B p. m.

'

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practice Limited to

GKN1TO - URINARY !)I:.EASF?
AND DISEASES OF THE KKI.N
Hassermao
Laboratory In Connection.

Citizens

Hank

Phone

Bldg.

H80.

F. 0. BAKES, M. D.

Diseases ot the Eye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. Second at. Ground floor. Phone 842,
HI.NB STAR AtlO LINE
The orange coloreo care. Engla. Elei
nhant Butte Dam and Hot Spring. M.
M.
Meet all trains at Engle. leaving
Hot Spring at 11:30 e. m. and 2:3(1 p. m.
Oldest Dam drivera, beat Dam car on
the Dam line. We drive ur own car.
Write for reservations at our expects.
1IEFFBRNAN BROS., Prop.
Hot Sprlnes. N. M-Albuiiuerqiie-Nani-

re- -

a

T--

o

I1ULY STAI1K
To Taos (Read Down)

a. m.
a. m.
u. m.
p. m.
6:0) p. m.

Loave

7:30
10:30
11:30
13:30

Arrive
Leave
Leave
Arrive)

To ATliuqnerque
(Read I'p)
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p.m.
Santa Pe
Leave... 4:00 p.m.
Santa Fe
Arilve... 13:45 p. in.
Arrive. ..11 :15 a, m.
Kspani.la
Taos
Leave... 7:30 a. m.
FARE TO SANTA FE, 4.S
TO TAOS,

11.60.

RlngKng
Albuquerque Headquarters
Brothers' cigar Store, 210 West Central
Aver

.

rhone

(100.

8anta Fe Peadquartere
tionery. Phone tiS.

Bank Confec-

TIME CARDS

Train.
No. 1
No. I
No. T
No,
No.

Fur tuto. lot on No,
ton
North Seventh, auto must be In gon1
condition. Phone 371, Address 324 South No.
BALK OR TRADE

CARDS

a rioMNKVs.

--

1M

1H05--

RENT

ard

ROOM

"FORSALE- - Real fctate

Coal.

New stucco homo of combination living and dining rooms,
with china closet
and fire
place, kitchen, bedroom, glassed sleeping porch, bath, oak
floors, two porches, sidewalk,
alfalfa and shade.
The parties that purchased
this homo must leave town unexpectedly and have instructed
me to cell it. Terms. Immediate possession.
To see it,
come to 1006 Orchard Tlace.
C. G. ZAPF,

II
17

WISTBCUN.--

Dally.
Arrive.
Depart.
The Scout.... 7.30 pm 1.10 pm
Calif. Limited. lu:S0 am 11:00 am
Fargo Fast.. 10:60 am 11:7 am
am
The Navajo. .11:36 am !:
SOUTHBOUND.
El Paso Exp
El Paso Exp

10:1 ps
11:81

aa

EASTPQCND.
e
WANTED
1
Ton truck. Ad drcs
Ths Navajo.. 210 pm 140 pm
box 141.
t,nnd
No.
Calif. Limited. 6. CO pm 140 pm
No.
WANTED
,OTS Wo have aoine splendid residential
$1,600 on first mortgage, Im18. F. Eight.. 7:25 pm 1:10 pm
loti In All parts of city, to salt on asy No. 10 Ths Scout.... 7:20 an !:60 am
proved real estate. Box 52.".
tech scrra.
WANTED Money 10 loan on good tlrat tarmi . J. E. Gonce, 118 West Silvir,
No. II From El Paso 1:15 pm
ptittne 477.
mortgagee. McMllllon & Wood.
No. 16
1:61 xa
prom
El
T e HAVE several
e
first mortII
LOST AND FOUND
No, 10 connect st Telen cBt
Mo
gage loans. Who want tbem?
Val- ii Ctt? and
Peew
fur
Cl"vt,
LOST Garnet pin Ht Knhonwald's. or biMillion 4 Wood.
a
Oast.
twefn there a tut Mouth Kkhlh; return
fRANSFER and cven,!or work dims
t JleloS wits No. II
No, 11 oennoct.
reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith, 72! to RoBf nwatd'A office; reward.
and point so.- - and sojih
from Clovt
1970-East Iron, phone
CHIROPRACTORS
EXPERT PIANO TUNING and player-pian- o
repairing. Jams Duran. phone E. V. t'AIi.MKN,
1074-1920 West New York.
4'hlrnpnietir.
10 nnd 20 Ariuijo lliilliling.
MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 216 South
First will pay the highest price for
and
your seoond-han- d
clntbluf, shoe
Phone 868.
furnlftre.
RUG CLEANERS
8x1 J Rugs Cleaned.
11.26.
MATTRESSES renovated. IJ.60 and op;
:
furniture repaired and sacked. Ervln
or 2035-- J.
Corner lot, 63x100 feet, well located In Fourth ward,
Bedding Co.. phones 613-WANTED"- - Careful Kodak finTehing.
$1,100.
Twtoe dally service.
Remember, satisLot 00x142 foot on pavTHl street In Fourth waril, riivinir
Send your finishing
faction guaranteed.
xklcwallc paid nt $1,500.
nut
to a reliable, established firm. Hanno
Lot D0xl43 foot on west Gold, less than three blocks
A Henna, Master Photogrspher.
from r. O., at $2, COO.

Po

f

Kw

ARE YOU GOING TO BUILD

WANTED

House.

four or five-roohouse; prtc and terms must be reasonable. Address Box 77, care Journal.
VVAN'I'EU To buy from owner 4 or 6
room house; must bo modern.
Unless
you mean business don't reply. Address
Mr. Kennedy, care 'ovunul.
WANTED

To

buy

WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
Pliono 110,

2U2 West

'

Cold.

Pare Ten,

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1
INDIANA LAWYER
NAMED TO LABOR
POST BY HARDING

low for Seed iasigo Peppers
that's something

we have not had before this season.
They will be fresh Now Mexico grown. Also green chill from
And

IN ALBUQUERQUE

That great big tender northwest

lettuce, large California
celery, Royal apricots. Tragedy and red plums. Splendid freestone peacnes and best tomatoes of the season all due today.
Tted Goose plums for jelly.

WARD'S

STORE,;.

CASH

508 West Central.

TODAY

we might not be able to keep up
with the demand and It might be
necessary to ask people to quit using water for sprinkling for a
day or two. But we are not looking for any such trouble."
Mr. Calkins said the city is considering the enlargement of the
water supply to keep pace with
the growth of population, and It
may be necessary to sink one or
two more wells in the next year
or two. The supply of water available is unlimited,
and a succession of dry years In Mr. Calkins' belief, would not affect the
Robe Carl White.
city water supply. In the not distant
future, he believes, AlbuRobe Carl White. Muncie. Ind..
may have a gravity
lawyer and until recently chairman querque
water system, drawing water
of the board of review of the de- from the
Jemez country If not
partment of labor,' has been named enough water can be found in
by President Harding as assistant the Immediate vicinity. Such a
secretary of labor. He will have plant, he believes, would pay for
charge of all immigration matters. Itself In a few years by eliminating the cost of pumping. The
present municipally owned sysPLENTY OF COAL FOR
tem is paying for Itself easily, the
WINTER USE; RAISE IN city manager said.

J. Selznick Presents

Norma
Talmadge
With Eugene O'Brien in

"Her Only Way"

IS NOT LIKELY

PRICE

GAS PRICE DROPS.
The retail price of gasoline,
which recently reached 32 cents a
gallon, has dropped to SO cents.
Motorists were complaining and
garage men were kept busy explaining that the hike came from
sources other than here.

In
Coal dealers
Albuquerque
said yesterday htat there Is no
likelihood of a shortage of fuel
here this fall or winter, and nothing to indicate a raise in prices.
They Hinted that (lallnp mines
are running at
CITT F.r.ECTBIO SHOE SHOP
and that other mines
1'lione R6J-813 Suntli Second.
in the state are turning out n
I'm Call and Delivery.
capacity output. The only thins
that might cause a shortage of
coal, dealers said, is a possible MILK THAT WILL KEEP
tying up of traffic because of Vivian's Dairy, Phone 2404-J-- 4
the railway strike. Coal yards
here have n larger supply on l)U. FRANK P MncTtACKEN,
B. MarCRACKir.!.
hand than they did at this time DR. HAISV
last year. They are not encour-i.gin- g
Osteopathic Physicians.
people to lay In supplies of K. P. Building. Phone Office 89-coal now.
Residence 89--

A Story of Sacrifice

two-thir-

ALSO

"FOX HEWS" and "CARTOONS"
Regular Admission Prices
Coming

A. B. BACA,

Thursday, Friday and Saturday

HT8-M-

Attractive Junior and

Frocks a Specialty. Call
MISS DAVIS.

Beach's "THE

IRON

TRAIL"

KIWANIANS TO LUNCH
AT MATTHEWS' DAIRY

Phone 4 and 6.
Klorencio Garcia is said to have
Lll'.le
to
Dalton. lie
spoken roughly
has been cited to appear before
Justice Apodaca at San Jose.
Mrs. Petra G. de Gurule will be
arraigned before Justice Montoya
rein Old Albuquerque today-oquest of a nelghDoc that she be
placed under a peace bond.
W. H. Trentman, club agent of
the state college, is in the city conferring with County Agent Lee Reynolds and County Home Demonstration Agent Maude Doty. Mr. Trent-m- a
i will make an
(inspection of all
of the Bernalillo county Boys and
Girls' clubs.
ur. u. n. Murray, Osteopathic and
Violet-ra- y
treatments. Phone 741.
L. E. Teutsct) yesterday reported
to the police that his car and the
alltomnhi In of Mr Vfiintpr finlllrlrwl
at the corner of First street and
Central avenue Monday night. The
Coal Supply Co.

ft

..

good-lastin-

.

I.

J.

,

On Friday the 28th of Julv.
192, at 10:00 a. m. in front of!
the city hall on North Second!
street, I will sell ono sorrel mam
about four years old, fourteen
hands high, will weigh 700
pounds, blaze face, right hind
foot white, branded on right, hitj.

J. It. GALITSHA,
City Marshal.

Gentry's Eggs, 45c; for sale at
leading groceries.

TAXI LINE
Phone 654

To replace that broken window
o.
glass. Albuquerque Lumber
Phono 421.
North rtrst..

10 I "a! 1 1
m

II

If

Us fla

Cafeteria
n

v
4

1

)

F9PFRAN7A
HOTEL
Jemez Hot Springs

1

Regnlap Auto Trips
From City to Springs

'

T

A

X- -iJ

.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

jxsss trustor pmentr

"Tl A TT "V
Trips on Application.
Fare $5 One Way. .
Pot Farther Information Applj
Stnrges Hotel,
Special

7
rooms,
bath, breakfast
room, 3 sleeping porches, 2
screened porches.
Ideal ar- rangement. Strictly modern in
Steam
heat.
every
respect.
Call 970.

""OAC
vtlAD,

U

A

VLVY,

Prop. Ln Espcranza Hotel.
Jemez Springs - - New Mexico

Round One He is branded N. G. by
Dad and driven into the crool, crool

world!

BUY NOW

COAL SUPPLY & LUMBER CO.
4

PHONES

Let Our

Room 4, Grant Building. Third
and Central.
Phono
41)3

..........

FOGG, The Jeweler

5

cut

dally, $1.50
$2.00 a dozen delivered.
RAYMOND P. BLOOM,
Phone 2187-J- .

FOR SALE
Fourth and
for

Thomas' Ice Cream
2
Gallon, Packed,
and delivered, $1.00
.

1--

318

...-....-

LOST
Red Water Spaniel

Dog.

Ans-

wers to name of "Drake." Reward if returned to Chas.
Quier.

"The
Champion"
Cast include
Lois Wilson

MONEY ON YOUR

TRIP
Money May Be
Lost r Stolen

PATIIE REVIEW
CURRENT EVERTS

Dance Tonight

Regular Prices

'

Tijeras Canyon Pavilion

TZIllZMMIrMMIMIlZlMMII

Lyric

CERRILLOS EGG COAL
UNIFORM SIZE

CONVENIENT

CONTINUOUS

TO HANDLE

The Most Satisfactory. Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

HAHN COAL

C0.-Ph- one

1

mm
It

TO

P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

More Ilent Units per Pound
More Pounds per Dollar
Fuel for

Something Different

91

Charles (Chic)Sale
LIVING

AUCTION SALE

SEVEN
DIFFERENT

Thursday, July 27th, at 311 North 12th Street
SALE STARTS PROMPTLY At 2:30 P. M.

CHARACTERS

Five rooms of A- -l furniture to go to highest bidder for cash.
Note the following articles to be sold: Three piece dining room
Bet In mahogany, mahogany library table, dining table, six
dining chairs and two buffets, all to match. Tea wagon. Bird's
eye maple dressing table and bench. Bird's eye maple rocker,
s,
large brass bed, and a beauty. Other beds, springs and
book case, dressers.
Coal range, gas range, heater, lawn hose, lawn mower, garden tools, dishes and cooking utensils, and a big lot of other
articles not mentioned on account of Bpace. Now if you want
good house furnishings, you can not afford to miss this sale,
as these goods are all A- and sanitary.
Be on hand promptly and bring your friends,
mat-resse-

723 West Silver

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE
We make a specialty on lumber
hauling and building material.
Now don't forget the long trips.
324 8. Second
Phone 871.

-l

J.

L. GOBER,

Auctioneer

FUSE LINE

Direct from

reservations

Get Onr Prices
N. E. cor. Foortb and Central

PHONE

770

"His Nibs"

2

NAVAJO RUGS

Crystal Opera House

ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTING
We maintain efficient and capable workmen who are at
your service.

TONIGHT

AN

PICTURE

EXCEPTIONAL

A

photoplay away from the usual type, quaintly humorous because it is true to life in our beloved "small
town," in which for the first time in motiorx pictures one
OVUfif VMSWttintfn
J:.l.: .L roies.
mux uttva aeveu uitiunei,
ttitioi

Let Us Equip You For

the Trip.

Present--

Forrest H. Nourse
Electrical Co.

First Savings Bank
and.
Trust Company
Al.Hlyi

EIIQJ

IS.

N.

M.'

With

MONUMENTS
of the Better
Kind.

6

.

6

Graphic
Regular Prices

"

.

A' NY milk produced under proper conditions
from a healthy herd is good, clarification
makes milk better, clarification plus pasteurization makes the best milk of all.
For hot weather dessert SHERBET is best of all.

ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
CO-OPERATI-

G. E. Fletcher
WORKS

VAUDEVILLE ACTS
THE ORIGINAL GLOOM CHASERS
ONE SHOW ONLY AT 8:15

"We Pay the Freight"

MONUMENT

A Goldwyn

,

Farce Comedy

A

II

"iiuck Finn's cous

BABY MINE"

PHONE 125.1. J
Agents for Westlnghoaso
Mazda Lamps

Memorials

ADDED ATTRACTION

FAMOUS PLAYERS DELUXE

.

Our Travelers' Cheques
are cashable everywhere,
are safe from theft and
may be replaced if lost.

'.

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

1

DON'T CARRY

1

Trucks Give You Service

t

Diamonds,
Watches,
Jewelry.
Highest Quality, Lowest Prices.
Opposite Postoffice.
118 South Fourth.

DYERS AND HATrERS
BUG CLEANING
Phone 433. Cor. 6th and Gold

Based on the
Famous Play;

Round Two He Is Gunboat Williams,
fistic artist supreme!
Round Three He is wined and dined
by society's creme de la creme!
Round Four He is knocked all groggy
by two big starry eyes!.
And then You'd better be in a ringside seat when he wins!

Gallup is the very best domestic coal for summer
use.
$11.00 per ton.

DENTIST

ili

GLADIOLIand

Wallace Reid

JLi X

One of the finest homes In
the city In the most desirable
location on paved street.

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

--

Phone

3'olj

z

AUTO AND TRUCK BODIES
SPRINGS AND WHEELS
Blacksmlthing and Woodwork.
702 8. Second. Phone 551-V

n"er.Th

if
B 11

Manufacturer and Repairer of

EMPIRE Cleaners

Let Us Send a Man

Rooming house,
Central, See Landlady

VZ

Dr. H. E. Kimble

POUND SALE

Fresh

"

Works

-l

654

nmMMHMma

Reymann's Auto Body

flre-nrm- B

d

Misses'
1G55--

-

WANTED

William H. Black has purchased two lots in the greater
restricted district upon which ne
Intends later to build a home.
Tho second crop of roses are
coming into bloom. Tho soil on
the Heights seems to be particularly adopted to roses.
Frederick F. Wolff has
a lot on Hurvard avenue
south of Coal and lias already begun building operations.
body was injured.
Autolsts who desire to fninir.
Pablo Sanchez was fined Jo last in hurdle races are advised
to
evening by Police Judge Roddy on try out E. Silver avenue. The
a charge of making a complete turn open ditches left bv nlumbei
at Second and Central.
across the street make splendid
Charles C. De Baca left last
night for Torreon, Mex., after a
few days' stay with his mother, CITY REALTORS
WILL
who underwent an operation at a
ELECT
hospital here.
OFFICERS
AT
There will be a regular meeting
THEIR NEXJ MEETING
of G. K. Warren Woman's Relief
corps, No. 1, at the I. O. O. F. hall
this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. There
Due to a rush of business at
will he an Initiation.
the last meeting of the AlbuquerThe Juvenile Music club will not que realtors, the election nf of
meet this week as had been an- ficers for the coming fiscal year
nounced. The next meeting will be was postponed until a meeting to
the second week in September.
be held within a few davs. At
Temple I.odgo No. 6, A. F. and this meeting the report of R.
A. M., will hold a special communidelegate to the national
cation at 7:30 o'clock this evening convention,
will be read. The
for work in the third degree.
meeting will probably be held at
Mr. and Mrs. Al Coleman have the chamber of commerce
parlors.
returned from the Mayo Brothers
at
hospital
Rochester,
Minn.,
POLO CIGARETTES
where, on account of a serious operation performed on Mrs. Cole'Fifteen
better cigarettes for ten
man, they were detained
three
months. Mrs. Coleman is reported cents," Is the inducement offered to
smoKers
Dy
the Liggett & Meyers
getting along nteely. as the operaTobacco company,
in Introducing
tion was successful.
Misses Helen and Clara C.rovf
cigarettes in this city.
Backed
a
left yesterday for Cleveland anul
by liberal use of news
Toledo, O., where they will visit paper advertising in the Morning
relatives and friends for n few Journal, Polos are belne irlvpn
weeks. Mrs. Groves is now In the widespread publicity with the object
east and will meet her daughters or. convincing smokers that for tho
the price Polo is the best cigarette
it Uotrott, Mich.
Pearce C. Rodey and Laurence value in tho market.
V. l.ce have returned from a weekRealizing that it is a true Indira.
end trip to the Pecos where they tion of "old times" to be able again
to
push a quality cigarette in a dime
visited their families.
Miss Mary Maert of St. Louis. package, tho manufacturers have
Mo., is litre visiting her aunt, Mrs. adopted a lively new slogan for tne
Theodore Minnebo at 1006 South present
advertising
campaign,
"ThatVmore like it." is the caDtlon
Edith street.
.t. C. Kircher of the district for-c- which accompanies the photograph
office, and K. C. Kartohner, ic cartoons or delighted Polo
supervisor of tiie Manzano foreRt.
It is believed that Polo will
left vesterday to inspect fire losses
catch on" instantly, not only be
on the Manzano forest.
vice president cause of its attractive price, but be, Arthur Seligman.
bank of cause of tho widely recognized
of tho First National
Santa Fe, was in tho city on busi reputation of Liggett & Myera for
ness yesterday.
putting good tobacco Into their
The Rev. Benjamin F. Root, for products. Tobacco experts concede
g
nierly supply dean of St. John's that Polo Is an unusually
smoke. This Is duo to the
Cathedral church Is recuperating
Hart
ut
fine
of
quality
from a recent operation
Virginia. Burley and
Turkish tobaccos used, and also the
ford. Conn.
Duranes was unusual way In which the tobaccos
Bnfle Perea of
liuhtlv iniured when her horse are blended.
The black and red package Is a
mnA biiesv ran away near RoMn
The buggy fitting container
for a quality
son nark yesterday.
smoke one of the handsomest
wax rlnmneed.
return-ed
packages that has ever been put
Postmaster B. Spitz has
from a two weeks vacation trip out. Nor have the manufacturers
Los
and
Angeles.
skimped In quantity in order to Put
to Son Francisco
a special meeting up a quality smoke in a dime packThere will
8
th. Ttoval Neighbors at o'clock age. Every Polo Cigarette la full
onlght at the home of Mrs, James weight and full size.
Vdtaw for. the. purpose oj assinuns
C. II. CONNER. M.
D. O.
S, neighbor.
Factory wood, full truck loal
Osteopathic SM'Clallst.
Coal
Company Stem Bids. Tel. 7IH-325-- .
four dollars. Halm
' Phone m .
Miss Kthcl llickey. of the KoThe Gllilcrtlccve Electric Co. 1un!
tours, conducted a parly to ll East Central. Phone 797-Sant Vtt yesterday.
I'uMie Stenographer,
Journal Wool Ads Uriug Kc&ulis. liuoin , Mellul lildtf. Pu. J01--

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY,

phone, 14g and 449

Living room, dining room, bed
room set, kitchen utensils, pic- tures, sectional book case, etc.
Call mornings.
RABBI M. BERGMAN,
2
123
South Seventh.

The Albuquerque Klwanis club
Foumlen MnrhlnUm.
Eyelneer
C. Stares nas opened his will hold its
Casfincm In Iron. Brans. Brnnz. Alum
'regular meeting at mum.
Electrln
Metnri. Oil Engtnei
estate office at 321 Wept the new barns
of the Matthew
and Irrigation.
Gold, next to his old stand.
dairy north of tho city this even- Pumpi
Wor!
and Offlre Alhuquertiue.
ing, gathering for dinner instead
CARD OF THANKS
of for
Members will
We wish to express our thanks meet at luncheon.
the Y. M. C. A. at 6
i
to our many friends and neigh- o'clock when
automobiles
will
bors fur their kindness and flor- leave for tho
dairy.
We pay good prices for
al offerings at the time of our
bereavement in the death of our
such as Rifles.
Shot
MIXED
MASH.
CONLW1XG
husband
Must be In
and father, Seferino
Guns. Pistols.
:i
i
i
i:
Ataixixw
niTTEimii.K.
Crollott.
condition.
213 Somh Hrt Street
MR8. SEFERINO CROLLOTT ONE OF THE FINEST EGG PRODUCERS OX TIIE MARKET. E.
and family.
V. FEE. 212 WEST LEAD AVE-IE, PHONE 10.
UNIVERSITY

HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hatis
Cleaned and Blocked, Rugs
cleaned
latest
process
by

or Sale, Furniture'

real
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Municipal Plant Is Keeping
Up With the Greatest
Demand in the History of
the City, Manager Says.
"The water plant Is holding
its own against the Inroads of
the biggest daily consumption it
has ever faced," said City Man
ager B. H. Calkins yesterday In
response to an inquiry from the
Journal. "The water in, the rescr
voir, which is nearly full, re
mains practically stationary at
the end of each 24 hours. Of
be a
course, if there should
breakdown of one of the pumps.

Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c
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Those good Jlesilla valley
every day.

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS!
Runs six days a week. Passen- - I
gers taken. One way. $5. Leave
at 6:30 a. m.
Albuquerque
Leave Jemez Springs. 2 p. m
U. S. mall by stage.

NO DANGER OF A
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July 25, 1922.

PRICES
'

:

Adults 50c; Children 25c
(Tax Included)
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North Second.
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